
 

 

    

            

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

TIMA GmbH is a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact, a platform for encouraging and promoting good 

corporate principles and learning experiences in the areas of human rights, labor, environment and anti- activities  

 

 

 

in 2011. We have thus far communicated our efforts and achievements in different areas of our website, and 

would hereby like to call your attention to these areas according to the structure suggested by the Communication 

on Progress (CoP) Guidelines. 

 See: http://www.tima-gmbh.eu 
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INTRODUCTION  

Overview 2014 TIMA 

TIMA was established by Dr.Ing. Achim G. Deja, 1996 in Tuttlingen, Germany. The 

Transformation Integration and Management Applications, TIMA, shares and designs 

strategy and structure services and UNGC principles in international relations for 

individual netted enterprises in globalization. Strategies for industry 4.0 abilities  and 

the use of internet of things within a personalized cyber demand beyond the old 

economy: 

Since 2003 TIMA accompanies enterprises of all sizes and sectors in the UNGC to 

cooperate, learn, share and contribute on issues of corporate sustainability in 

societies and markets within UNGC principles. In 2004 we initiated the first 

international high tech project on women’s health in India with UNU, UNGC and 

German governmental authorities for value creating networks in life science for 

private and public hospitals and clinics.  

In 2006 TIMA participated in the UNGC private business sector in N.Y., to realize the 

10 UNGC principles in all our entrepreneurial services within our sphere of influence. 

During the Shanghai UNGC Summit and the Shanghai declaration 2006, TIMA 

shared and learned about process responsibility for all in CO2 climate risks. Since 

than our success factors to rethink or to reengineer strategies and structures  

reduced these risks by  comprehensive innovative sharing in new global repositioning 

of clients. TIMA is anticipating paradigm changes  by digital connectivity and IOT 

content playing field levels and new technology standards for enterprises and wealth 

development in all business fields, integrating cyber based communications. In 

meetings and events of the UNGC and the UN sustainable corporate forum, TIMA 

shared and exchanged in the UNGC issues for of a global architecture in a post 

climate change era in sustainability at any place.  

Over the time, TIMA mediated numerous international family enterprises, 

entrepreneurs and management leaders, small and multinational companies  to 

participate the UNGC. We developed masterplans to transform and integrate 

employees, entrepreneurs, and stakeholders within their reengineered strategies, 

fitting the UNGC Principles and projects related to the UN corporate sustainability 

Forum. Within TIMA GlobalCon, TIMA SustainMan and TIMA InNetMediation we 
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offered guiding to improve sharing and exchange abilities for market flexibility.  We 

expanded this perception 2014 to real value creation in TIMA Work and Wealth, 

unlimited innovations growth in TIMA CytoGrowth and serving personalized desires 

in TIMA SME Statesmanship of digital business partnerships within UN sustainability 

rules. Our goal was and is to strengthen the individual abilities in enterprises to 

transmute the desires of humans into plurality and diversity of individual products, 

services or trade.  

To serve the souvereign souvereigns in free cyber societies and markets – the 

humans – enterprises and governments deliver with their specific contributions in 

personalized relations for a better living at any place in the pyramid and at any place 

of the pyramid. Digital value networks of business partnerships follow local human 

desires creating a new market flexibility for the supply side of work, to match the 

human demand side. In such sophisticated TIMA value networks the innovative 

capital shift of wealth enjoys very low key risks in new playing field standards for 

cyber globalization compared to investments in traditional business responsibility.  

All these TIMA strategies and structures continuously increase the exchange of skill, 

knowledge transfer and of better employment education, to raise the performance of 

all humans as part of the demand side and supply side within  the sustainability levels 

of UNGC based global value networks. Our digital opportunities are benefitting game 

changing netted processes in and between companies, cities and societies. TIMA 

matches german experiences in traditional social market rules with the goals of the 

primacy of politics locally in the new digitalized world with netted business 

partnerships and game changing technologies.  

2009 we promoted first time with TIMA in the UNGC cross cultural integrity in 

principles of subsidiary and individual spirituality for social market economies in 

international societies and participated in the launch of “Manifesto of global Economic 

Ethic” during the UNGC summit in N.Y. the same year. 

2010 TIMA shared and contributed in low carbon strategies within ASEAN Affaires in 

speeches and meetings.  Asian industrial free trade zones shared and exchanged 

with TIMA Wealth partnerships on low carbon issues and clean energy – mix 

infrastructures within the Caring for climate initiatives of UNGC. 
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In 2011 TIMA designed first time for a civil society, the DtMG e.V. the initiative for 

cross cultural integrity between German and Malaysian entities and sponsored the 

participation of this CS in the UNGC, committed to human driven entrepreneurial 

partnership solutions in TIMA projects in fields of bio-economy, life science and 

health care.  

With measurable integrity rules and sustainability principles, we explored and 

mediated MOU’s for international certification bodies to human safety in HALAL and 

in global contract farming on foodstuffs, in natural medicine and beauty cosmetics 

with new forms of subsidiarity in innovations driven value chains within our actions for 

UNGC.  

Since 2012 TIMA chief strategist Achim Deja explored and shared in the UNGC 

summits new TIMA visions on transforming traditional circular economy solutions, 

impacting the input and output in materials, energy and robotics-intensive fields into 

digitized value creations. Within the heavy industry of steel-, aluminium- and heavy 

chemical or extractive industries, decentralization, autonomous automatization, 

digitalized in plant engineering and construction services, robotics for human 

assistance TIMA shared new forms of value creating partnerships between 

technology, powder materials science and capital interests. In processes of game 

changing by a human demand lead, markets to turn around the circular economy, to 

perform and create digitalized prosperity with cyber based 3D communication and 

authenticated decentralized manufacturing in local entrepreneurial partnerships.  

In all economic  sectors the sustainability factor causes new high-tech processes, 

technologies and virtual digitalization impacts that change factor cost intensity in 

investments, of materials and in technology assets by TIMA Work and Wealth 

concepts.  In new business partnerships for the European region and with Asia AEC 

and NAFTA the TIMA brand “made with Germans” was shared.  

2013 we co-operated exploring on industrial and public waste systems of to-morrow 

for clean industrial belts, industrial harbor locations, mega cities and metropoles in 

SEA. In ASEAN we shared a key framework for a national public health partnerships. 

With unlimited opportunities for cyber based logistics of patient – doctor relations the 

innovations created added value networks in autonomous entrepreneurial services 

for governmental entities for affordable transparent clean healthcare systems for all 

by digitalization of UNGC rules in our clients value networks.  
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2014 TIMA promoted the DECHEMA e.V. and DtMG e.V. in the first neutral and 

transparent digital CS platform between Europe and SEA. TIMA and DtMG shared 

and exchanged on co-operations between SME’s in partnerships on local level. 

Between German VBU association in DECHEMA e.V., and with BioTech Corp. 

Malaysia, TIMA bridged the sustainability principles of UNGC and shared the 

German social market vison of autonomous entrepreneurial access in societies and 

markets with local partners in Malaysia and Germany, only guided by the 

Governments in terms of regulations.  

2014 Dr Martina Timmermann, VP TIMA international affairs, published in the 59 

Report of AICGS/John Hopkins University Washington DC the first resilience vision 

for digitalized city partnerships with enterprises, digital driven for additional safety and 

security impacts in and between local societies and local markets within their primacy 

of politics and reliable regulative policies.  

This enables solutions between humans in digital netted societies to underline 

political process stabilizing, and changes disruptive fears into to manageable 

evolutions and opportunities within a trusted change management and participation 

of politics and industry on the pathway to digitalized societies and cyber markets of 

tomorrow. With comprehensive digitalized transparency in nanosecond for safety and 

security within any individual shared value networks of business partnerships hostile 

attacs or criminal cyber marketing of decay and destructive collective think pattern 

can be exposed.  

2014, TIMA intensified with clients and UNGC the exchange in identification 

processes on opportunities for TIMA work- and wealth innovations through 

partnerships and the TIMA CytoGrowth growth strategies in societies and markets. 

These actions included tools from social media, serious gaming, cyber integrity and 

local legality and decentralized automation assistance in the clients profile as force 

for the better.. The continuous TIMA support 2014 focussed on sharing the best 

practice to establish UNGC Sustainability in all cyber based architectures ahead, as 

the key playing field level of unlimited growth in markets.  

TIMA GmbH is a conservative signatory to the Principles United Nations Global 

Compact and signatory of several initiatives as C4C, Water Mandate, B4E, Signatory 

since 2013 also in B4P, Business for Peace, a platform for encouraging and 

promoting good corporate partnership building with cross cultural business integrity 
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sharing responsibility for human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption for 

social market driven economies. As Signatory of Women Empowering we promote 

since 2014 internal and external actions for women’s empowerment principles WEP’s 

to participate women and men, as serious game changer together, for more than to 

achieve gender equality.  

Most of these elements of the UNGC pathway to sustainability we guide in our TIMA 

SME Statesmanship for building digitalized individual business partnerships locally 

for any human desire at any place worldwide.  

After having joined the UNGC in 2006, this seventh TIMA Communication on 

Progress (CoP) is disclosing our global sustainability activities for further sharing in 

digitalized networks beyond 2014. Human driven societies and markets turn the 

digitalization into a watershed to liberty with an western idea of man. 

We have thus far communicated our efforts and achievements in different areas of 

our website, and would hereby like to call your attention to these areas according to 

the structure suggested by the Communication on Progress (CoP) Guidelines. 

 

Dr. Achim Georg Deja                                                                                                                     

President - CEO of TIMA GmbH International 

See: http://www.tima-gmbh.eu  

Frameworks for mutual understanding of sharing on issues within the COP7 of TIMA 

International: 

UN Definition of Sustainability 1987 Gro Harlem Brundtland Commission 

The concept of sustainability comes from forestry in approx. 1700 by Hans Carl von 

Carlowitz in Freiberg Saxony, to reforest the amount of trees used in mining. 

1987 the World Commission on Environment and Development took up the concept 

and defined sustainable development for all in societies and markets: 

“Sustainability meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their needs. This means that a corporate policy is followed 

http://www.tima-gmbh.eu/
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that not only respects economic requirements but also ecological limits and at the 

same time strives towards social equilibrium” 

S.G. UN Corporate Sustainability Forum – UNGC  

UN Global Compact (2000) shared sustainability pathway of private sector to 

prosperity and better living for all with a human face to global market (Kofi Anan 

1999-2006) and with new business statesmanship for sustainability and 

digitalzation(Ban Ki-Moon 2007- 2014 ff.)  

 

TIMA – as UNGC participant is committed to share in cyber- sustainability  

The TIMA owners, management and employment, being part of digital game 

changing strategies and structures, are committed to the 10 UNGC principles and 

individually obliged to the next generation to create outperforming value networks for 

sustainability. We share with augmented work and wealth TIMA SME partnership 

strategies for societies and markets, with the human face of free social cyber markets 

economics in SME statesmanship for better living within the primacy of politics and 

individual spirituality.  

UNGC TIMA COP 7 - 2014 

TIMA International has continued to drive 2014 the cross cultural understanding to 

participate in building a global architecture for societies and markets matching 

sustainability within the 10 UNGC Principles in the upcoming digitized globalization. 

Within the post climate change world of sustainability and digitalization, the TIMA 

strategies and structures are part of Northern Europe idea of social market 4.0 

economics within the internet of things.  

2014 TIMA has been sharing game changing pathways for enhanced innovations in 

technologies and processes with individual responsibility in work and personalized 

wealth development for all in new TIMA SME Partnership forms and fractal principles 

to connect and integrate all sizes of enterprises. 

2014 TIMA contributions in strategies for the future minds to achieve UNGC 
Sustainability  
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TIMA contributed in strategies for a digital sustainability designing and for the digital 

SME partnerships value net building. Both achieve game changing cost decreases in 

new success factors in “cyber” driven markets of digitized and netted economies. 

Easy ICT “apps” fit skills and training for all people to learn,  use and design their new 

virtual human abilities empowering a new human positioning and acceptance to learn 

and use new communications intensity to create and manage digitized sustainability 

as personalized responsible part in a global architecture of humans, markets and 

societies in the future.     

With the individual entrepreneurial and personalized customers opportunities by 

connectivity via platforms, the internet of things claims the contents in 

communications with an access to the accumulated knowledge to all Big Data piled 

up. Digitized sustainability  creates an essential cohesive integrity standard in all 

entrepreneurial value networks, bridging all customers and providers in remarkable 

reengineered individual and personalized trust relations compared to the trading, 

manufacturing and services of all history, but especially of industrialization and 

Taylorism.  

The cyber market demand starts with requested desires of any customers that were 

digitally transmuted by new abilities of employees in requested enterprises in cyber 

rooms of internet in individual digital forms on communication and answered in a 

personalized entrepreneurial preposition. The customers as normal humans in all 

societies and markets drive the governments, enterprises, or entities to deliver by the 

specific profile of their value networks, connected to all in zero time to order 

fulfilment.  

The enterprise - customer relation will follow reverse engineering by 360° changing 

completely the frame of all traditional work- and wealth environments, pushing for the 

upcoming dawn of opportunities in rethinking all past messages, ending up in new 

strategic marketing elements on all capital policies, politics, governmental 

administration, social media, news, entities and enterprises, stabilizing and designing 

customers increasing influence in the base of the pyramid with creative 

harmonization of society visions and entrepreneurial new missions for economics of 

work and new success factors of wealth development by this framework to unlimited 

growth in such a paradigm change. 
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The changing roots guide all TIMA masterplans 2014 - 2017 are our shared 

strategies and structures for key human “work” creation and key human “wealth” 

building, approved all over the world in parts of ICT innovations, but manifested first 

in Silicon Valley with the entrepreneurial tools, enabling our contributions to the 

sharing economy by connectivity and contents between human-machine relations at 

any place, with social media desire at any place, to be realised in a point of digital 

convergence at any place.  

Managing within the value network of business partners the transforming of all their 

mechanical abilities with processes on digitizing, virtualizing, simulating,holograms 

and visualization for advanced communicating with voice over IP, to improve in global 

harmonized systems the diversity of security, software, networks, infrastructures, 

robotics and automatization is part of the structural game change to realize the 

mission of a value network.  

The result is a highly attractive capital-, material- and commercial solution with 

decentralized market flexibility, local logistics, and human driven robot-assistance, 

efficient downstream powder and fibre layer materials and adequate printing in global 

quality and payment standards. The simple result is that individual partnerships in 

netted global datas meet and match in nanoseconds all local personalized 

customer’s relations and their desires with zero time to market around the globe.  

The entrepreneurial technical and financial start in such digitized local value network 

business partnerships, creates an individual integrity of sharing and reliable 

marketized brand of multiplication within a cyber economy framework sometimes 

based only on one innovative desire for a product, service or trade demand, for a 

global community offer. This underlines the family driven SME partnership 

opportunities for human driven strategies embedded in the architecture of top down 

and bottom up value networks, shared by TIMA  2014.  

This new cyber opportunities need urgently efficient global cohesion between the 

local Primacy of Politics for rules and regulatory frameworks, to avoid criminal 

outcomes and political radicalism of cultures.  

The tempting dark cyber globalization vitalizes grey or criminal minds of any 

societies. Often dark cyber globalization missuses governmental power by their 

individual historical framework or agitates in hateful collective think patterns of 
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national or local networks. By polarizing the Primacy of politics and their 

governmental aiding forces, in all central driven as well as in capital driven or 

religious driven societies the dark cyber impact exists within all forms of markets and 

societies around the world, even if it is declared officially to be untrue. This happens 

in informal or open top down structures, often according to national or regional 

interests and traditions, mostly knowing and accepting periodic crisis on cost of thirds 

to benfit by dark cyber activities. Using might by fear and obedience and even 

starting secret industrial wars, they claim for “the end justifies the means”. This is 

only to replace by international law, WTO and with local balanced transparency, as 

UNGC sustainability principles in the real and cyber world. 

Such barriers turned in the past the markets into a different western and eastern 

international work sharing strategies and caused unfair races of competitiveness after 

world war II order in 1945 and did not end by the globalization outbreak after 1989 by 

opening the markets of socialistic systems nor will we avert further damage in climate 

change without a convincing architecture for the future without dark cyber powers.  

The pathway of human driven digitalized societies and markets with autonomous 

enterprise partnerships surely could pull real value global networks in local level 

playing fields with integrated fiscal authorities, to limit casino and blow by 

transparency and individual spirituality as a game changer for all.  

1987 UN answered to the predicted iron rules of global climate limitations of the Club 

of Rome and started 2000 with UNGC its pathway to sustainability strategies for a 

human face of globalization with stringent task to safeguard fast growing mankind, by 

enterprices, Entrepreneurial interests, civil societies and politics in UNGC forecast 

2016 their matching in measurable sustainability with innovative real value creation 

for human safety and security with peaceful paradigms on regionalization and 

institutionalization in economics and polititics.  

Empowering each human being by better education and by the general access to 

independent communication in IoT lead and led to abilities fostering increasing 

independence and self-conscious humans in their role as political individuals in all 

societies and customers in all markets, strengthening a human driven economy.  

In modern cyber relations as the classic business to customers or traditional societies 

to consumer relations the digitalization means a cut and 360° turn around in the 
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relations for the governmental or the entrepreneurial partners to their “souvereign 

souvereigns”, the people. To continue the progress in responsible leadership in 

partnership, all free societies, push the political administrations and market suppliers 

to manage the new abilities to be on the safe side of prosperity in transparency with 

their people and customers real desires. This key paradigm changes are 

accompanying the globalization at any place and in any family with a new role of 

humans as driver for political, financial and entrepreneurial change in transparency 

for a vibrant living in the future.  

Only human desires create permanent unlimited qualitative and quantitative growth 

strategies around the world. In digitized cyber markets this human desires will drive 

and realize unprecedented technical, economic and financial performance. With 3D 

holograms, digital virtualization, data visualization and process simulization new 

entrepreneurial digital abilities create unlimited valuable workvolume for all products, 

technologies and workflows in manufacturing, trading and services, ever shared with 

customers.  

Enterprises will use in human driven entrepreneurial value networks the robot 

assistance as winners, also in the new tools in change management, in assistance of 

scientists, in flexible research and development and all parts of intensive technical 

responsibility to markets and societies.  

TIMA strategies and structures guide entrepreneurial drivers to the new value 

networks of prosperity for humans in digitized societies and markets within the 10 

UNGC principles  to identify opportunities for individual entrepreneurial abilities in 

value networks: 

• in game changing the individual “entrepreneurial” lead as customer in societies 

and markets in the relations to business with corporations 

• in game changing the sharing between owners and entrepreneurs in 

autonomous digital SME’s partnerships of value chains. 

• in game changing rights in dispositive responsibility for employees in local 

SME’s partnerships for innovations  

• in game changing  decentralized automation/robotics assistance in SME’s 

partnerships for materials printing and upstream high end finishing or down- 

stream low cost bundlings 
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• in game changing digital SME Partnership strategies at the bottom of the 

pyramid in free social market economics 4.0 with autonomous entrepreneurial 

SME’s, regulators, in cities, in districts, in industrial belts, in aviation ports, in 

maritime centers, in deep sea stations and other cyber hubs. 

• in game changing principles of local subsidiarity driving the circular economy 

in value networks of digitized SME’ partnerships 

• in game changing guilt-edged investments for long term work and wealth 

relations in high performing digital SME partnerships in real municipal value 

networks for standardized market 4.0 frameworks of sustainability  

• in game changing with unlimited growth by the work and wealth perception for 

local SME’s cities value networks at the bottom of the pyramid with guilt-edged 

securities and digitized financial flows at any place 

• in game changing by SME’s statesmanship creating administrative  real value 

networks of better education, housing and living, attractive performance and 

reliable tax flow at any place within the Primacy of politics,  the wealth shift of 

hope in family driven partnerships for measurable sustainability 

• in game changing in SME partnerships to stabilize and strengthen in family 

driven local value networks of infrastructure in free societies and markets with 

access for all. 

2.0 STRATEGY  

Human driven digital societies and markets with UNGC principles for sustainability in 

cyber globalization 

TIMA International shares and guides family driven enterprises with high performing 

digital strategies and structures fitting digital UNGC principles for sustainability and 

create individual local value networks with business partners for the local supply side 

at any place and for any human desire on the demand side at any place by 

digitalization.  

TIMA is a private driven German SME enterprise since 1996. TIMA is delivering 

strategy and structure in joint rethinking and reengineering with clients, ready for 

business partnerships in value networks. TIMA clients are game changing 

entrepreneurs for vanguard manufacturing, trading or services to fit or anticipate 

upcoming paradigms to human driven societies and markets relations.  
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TIMA guides international clients with European idea of man, in measurable UNGC 

sustainability, in worldwide autonomous entrepreneurial partnerships, in digital value 

networks, building better local market flexibility and more local abilities for increasing 

digital globalisation. Our human driven perception for cyber markets identifies 

opportunities of better living and prosperity for all, within a steady growth by network 

innovations as driver for work and within steady save wealth development as driver of 

capital shift to growth in human driven economy by global partnerships – “Made with 

Germans”. 

The TIMA core business is the design of an individual partnership strategy to 

understand and design connectivity to customers desires and guide, create and build 

the individual enterprise structures to develop digital abilities for real time mutual 

understanding and virtual communication. Guiding the new management into new 

entrepreneurial process responsibility to transmute desires of markets with 

sustainability standards to measurable order fulfilment and payed deliveries in real 

time. With embedded services in IOT and 4.0 standards the vibrant contents of real 

value network partnerships shape the individual profile.  

With the TIMA approach to human driven societies and markets we guide to develop, 

design, promote, implement and manage with our clients and their staffs their 

sustainability strategies of growth, efficient digital structures and flexible operational 

performance in processes for a globalized partnership framework. We share and 

exchange services to mutual application of the 10 UNGC principles and the proved 

German and international GRI standards in fractal local partnership rules. In all 

share- and stakeholder interests, in all internal and external applications of the 

individual value network business partnerships, they improve the performance and 

social stability of the capital investments with their new relations to society or the 

market. 

TIMA strategies or structures of human economy manage the transfer of the free 

social market economy Codex of German industry and society into cyber based 

services of industry 4.0 and IOT communications, with the public licence to operate 

vibrant real value networks of human driven robot assistance. We encourage german 

enterprises to participate in autonomous cyber partnerships for science intensive 

innovations, in sophisticated digital work sharing and guilt-edged digital wealth co-

operations within international borderless platforms and value networks.  
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With this broad range of cyber strategies, we support in Germany, Europe and all 

other countries the digital TIMA SME statesmanship in local partnerships with 

phenomena “made with Germans worldwide”. creating unlimited new digital and 

steady growth for real work.  

This phenomena strengthens the order fulfilment abilities in all human workforces of 

enterprises, entities and institutions, realizing vanguard growth opportunities through 

the driving personalization in human desires as customer desires – in the cyber 

based digital societies and market economies locally and at any places worldwide in 

developed and emerging environments. This impacts high speed real value demands 

and supplies by modern structures for zero time to cyber market migration. 

To build a solid base for key real value creations in all societies, TIMA Work + Wealth 

guides sophisticated digital skill sharing and knowledge exchange to individualize 

and empower humans by education to participate as skilled market partner or 

dispositive factor as employee in enterprises and government administrations.   

TIMA promotes self-conscious free humans creating new markets and / or serve the 

markets with new human abilities. Well educated people driving local environment to 

sustainable global circular and innovation economy with human responsibility in 

subsidiarity and as reliable human dispositive success factors. In all cultural pyramids 

at any place humans deliver unlimited virtual resources for a qualitative and 

quantitative growth. They stabilize societies, enterprises and capital markets in free 

human driven democracies.  

The democracy model of German social market economy inspired TIMA owner Dr. 

Achim Deja to share the individual Christian based idea of man with digitalization of 

societies and markets in measurable global sustainability. In such TIMA strategies 

and structures the digital value networks of SME’s partnerships are highly 

competitive by an overall decrease in production and marketing cost intensity. 

Digitalization, new capitalization and technologies contribute the lowest capital-, 

material- and technical cost intensity in digital business partnerships.  The vibrant 

superior cyber value network competitiveness is game changer for all innovation 

driven and circular driven economies for all at any place. 
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This well-known abilities of international German family driven enterprises offer with 

more than 3,1 Mio. autonomous SME enterprises opportunities for new forms of 

digitized worldwide partnerships by “TIMA Made with Germans” opportunities.  

All capital markets re-think and reengineer strategies and structures to downsize the 

old economy complexities netted in decentralized value networks in mobility 

industries, extractive industry, heavy chemical industry and steel and aluminium 

industry for the coming decade ahead. Within clean energy solutions including 

nuclear technologies, all circular and eco-system technologies, sharing and 

exchanging on flexible autonomous robot stations and robot assistance in large scale 

is still far away from reality.  

In capital driven or central driven societies the fall behind this game changing sharing 

of individual cost factor structures in millions of digitized value networks with SMEs in 

high tech manner and lowest time to market flexibility by adequate digitized value 

networks and technologies is a key issue for all SMEs with MNEs 

TIMA is contributing and sharing with its specific experience in human driven 

solutions in strategies and structures with all humans in charge for the primacy of 

politics that are drivers to organize a better living in national human safety and 

security situations. TIMA also is a reliable partner in all entrepreneurial task-forces, 

that are focused to serve as innovative and smart partner with high performance to 

drive the commutation of individual work to personalized wealth for all in the 

digitalized value chain partnerships.  

Actually TIMA realizes the fractal rule to act with the same principles in all visions and 

missions for a cyber clearance in human rights and international law to protect 

humans in the upcoming robotics assistance of digitized automation in the individual 

value networks and SME partnerships.  

These are drivers for opportunities in a new human architecture in national and global 

framework of sophisticated free cyber playing fields. In digitalized sustainability, 

governments and their fiscal access to partnerships in local and global value 

networks, open direct short term pathways to create save heavens of real wealth 

development for the “Capital shift of Hope” and for the reliability of inclusiveness in 

medium term road maps for societies and new guilt edged long term stabilizing in 

intergenerational contracts of social-, health- and old age/retirement-pension systems 
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for the people, co-financed additionally in outperforming digitalized SME - 

partnerships at any place.  

This mutual understanding of human driven economy means that any human being is 

a valuable individual driver in any society’s economic framework and the cornerstone 

for the sustainable future of any business relation. Human are the game changer for 

the national and international legal options to protect individual human rights as the 

motor of real work and wealth in all markets and societies.   

This marks a fundamental and vibrant new ability by all individual humans deciding 

first time as a “swarm phenomena” in all daily human market relations in private and 

public life, how to contribute to the better of all  in our mankind’s history. It is the 

sophisticated task and challenge in all business relations to understand, to deliver 

and to learn to commutate the real desires without marketing impacted falsifications. 

TIMA GlobalCon strategies and TIMA SustainMan structures balance the processes 

between all parties of interests in the local game of power. This raises with TIMA 

InNetMediation a new business role to share in value networks their best abilities 

within digital netted partnership. Entrepreneurs build individual digital customers 

services and most efficient personalized cyber market flexibility. With global data 

transfer between digitized technologies for robot assistance autonomous 

entrepreneurial partnerships using innovative value network materials for highest 

competitiveness in quality and speed to profile a value network brand on TIMA 

Quadruple A abilities. Focused on the adequate fulfilment of their key desires 

customers decide to buy and pay in commuted relations.  

This is causing in wealth managing markets a 360° shift in all financial success 

factors based on factor cost and responsible investments and on new collateral value 

benefits on sustainability factors or other shared virtual and scientific opportunities on 

the cost of financial intermediaries with investments in smart new work and wealth 

relations and humans individual performance.   

This strengthened role of performing humans in municipal digitized value network 

with convincing impacts on democracy and freedom in a changing architecture for all, 

becomes the most ambitious digital challenges for the primacy of politics at any 

place.  
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New approaches by human driven sustainable cyber economies follow a successful 

transformation in digitized comprehensive international science to deliver a 

decentralized access to clean and high energy intensity in affordable and safe 

circular economy solutions, through renewable, nuclear and fusion technologies, 

within reliable and economic eco-systems. Nearly all key global infrastructure 

processes benefit from digital advanced and smart automatization with sustainable 

applications in downstream and upstream or down scaling and up scaling 

opportunities. Human driven local circular economy creates the best access in high-

tech solutions to affordable energy, to massive robot assistance and decentralized 

highest market flexibility. All these three game changer for sustainability boost 

directly the innovative increase in humans work and employment by digital industries 

for robotized benefits in unhuman situations, as in security and defense, deep sea, 

mining, sub urban, permafrost and desert landscapes, tube-logistics, waste, water, 

housing and deliver talents through digital education, for digital research. The actual 

development of industrial high tech materials in new powder metallurgy will enable 

further vibrant layer technologies of tomorrow.  

With scientific designed molecules, liquids or powders fitting Nano-biological, 

physical and chemical quality characteristics in organic and inorganic materials an 

unprecedented low factor costs intensity of capital-, material- and technology-cost will 

lead mayor capital flows to innovative and infra structural investment in human driven 

cyber economy and a human driven cyber society with a balanced capital shift of 

hope, clear frameworks for automatization and robot assistance to humans. 

TIMA strategies,driven by facts and figueres, innovate flows and relations for added 

values in modern society and entrepreneurial globalization by digitalized partnerships 

and sophisticated value networks for sustainability driven by humans. Game 

changing  outcomes of real value creation, benefit the SME partnerships with a 

steady wealth grow in the near future, in an optimum way of game changing “work” to 

outperform the capital intensity, material intensity, human intensity and sustainability 

intensity in a comprehensive factor cost leadership for unlimited qualitative and 

quantitative growth in value net markets.  
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Dr. Achim Georg Deja TIMA International 

TIMA philosophy of human driven economy 

Each full age human being is a serious “entrepreneurial” customer or consumer in the 

digital societies and markets and global individual participant in new personalized 

local SME consumer-corporate cyber relations.  

Customers/consumers insist in future to share their desires on their preferred 

deliveries of things in an exchange with their digitized individual market participation 

as driver of cyber growth. That means clients/customers are calling for highest 

digitalized market flexibility to get things done in shortest digital notice or permanently  

automized and want to be digitaly payed instantly. The digitized customer makes the 

individual human driven digital philosophy for society progress a reality and the 

digitalized industry delivers the structure of economic progress to organize the value 

networks of entrepreneurial operations globally. 

A fast growing part of such consumers as professionals or individual humans feels   

therefore irreversibly misunderstood by the old fashioned Taylorism philosophy, that 

turns whether it is a centralized or capital driven philosophy  always into similar 

profits driven structures by virtual marketing forms and visual impacts in subtly ways 

on millions of entrepreneurial platforms to influence daily millions of people to by what 

centralized or capital driven players want to sell as products in competing 

entrepreneurial platforms via TV, via apps, via social media or more sophisticated via 

holograms, via gaming tools or other 3D simulation tools, but in reality serving 

financially installed technical structures as wright offs in each enterprise, even firing 

the humans, when their financed machines have a loss producing underload or just 
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fail to fit markets. This is a misuse of golden rules to finance societies progress with 

economic progress as e.g. stated in “organization follow structure and structure 

follows philosophy”. 

In the digital cyber world each individual human desires requests from enterprises 

employees the ability of a human mutual understanding for the transmutation of any 

customers creative wish into a personalized offer back to the client to realize a 

customers driven financial commutation for the outcome by the enterprise flexible 

operations with their corporate market communication and technical local abilities, 

whether in service, trade or production.  

The basic rule that organization follows structure and structure follows philosophy  

means in digital markets and societies that customers desires decide the new 

industrial structures with data driven platform provider and IOT driven corporate value 

network partnerships and this entrepreneurial structures steer the operative 

managing of innovative deliveries in real time or manage the use of circular 

infrastructures in real time, always in the local environments.  With such 

unprecedented market flexibility and augmented high end decentralized automation 

at any places, the digitized human driven economy is a superior pathway to society 

progress in social market cyber economics, pushing technologies, innovations and 

growth in real work and real wealth for sustainable society progress.  

All these structures follow human driven philosophy to anticipate sustainability and 

vanguard wealth and work factor intensity developments for superior overall 

performance in a social cyber market economy,4.0. Within digital SME globalization, 

entrepreneurs share their innovation in TIMA SME CytoGrowth opportunities as a key 

social market drivers for game changing in all societies. Build at the bottom of the 

pyramid the global IOT standards came from IT drivers in IPSO and cross industrial 

sector standards, industry 4.0 from drivers of IIC to keep the digital progress in the 

access to improvements up to date for all SME’s to participate in all market value 

networks. 

The SME partnerships 

2014 the TIMA sharing and exchanging activities within UNGC underlined in all 

continents, the new cyber-sustainability game changer role within the UNGC 

principles for family driven enterprises in digital SME partnerships: 
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TIMA shares, guides or serves with and in enterprises comprehensively the game 

changing. To transfer the enterprise from the frame of climate risks in a broader 

social market economy architecture of the digital future, a strategy portfolio of 

“society and market to business” relations with low, middle and high importance in 

the individual family enterprises and their opportunities in SMEs partnerships is the 

first strategy approach in GlobalCon. 

The sophisticated experience of digitally skilled employees are in the entrepreneurial 

input-output balance a strong benefit as value network driver and important part of 

the human factor intensity one of the key success factors for the technical and digital 

lead of SME partnerships at any place: 

The usage of smart skills and education sharing digitized virtual desires of customers 

in the individual SME technical and digital structure to deliver the real products, in 

days’s tradings or services. Within multiple personalized customer relations the 

innovations of the SME partnership in goods and services are the driver in the game 

change with quality, transparency, pricing and zero time to market. These vibrant 

flexibility in digital enterprise SME partnerships merge the “work and wealth” 

development. 

The digitized data’s disposability of all processes in handling new materials in 

automation for real time net shape finishing are in an entrepreneurial input-output a 

key benefitting value network driver within SME partnerships on the material factor 

intensity and also a key success factor in the technical lead of SME partnerships at 

any place by automation or robotics. In a broader complexity reduction strategy in 

traditional mass productions of mobility, pharmacy, medical disposables, food, 

apparel industry and housewares the local digital SME partnerships share the 

opportunity as smart game changer:  

The usage of individual SME processes and technologies within participation in 

standardized digital circular systems for multiple individualized customer relations. To 

deliver upstream innovations in zero time to market and down streamed circular 

material replacing wastes within product life cycling, the fitting technologies and the 

outfitter solutions drive vibrant effects for digital local SME partnerships on material 

cost factor intensity 
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This wide range of sophisticated digital SMEs partnerships can share in new wealth 

developments at any place. With very different options for opportunities the SME 

partnerships for new infrastructural relations include the big data platform providing 

and IOT to manage new materials sourcing and life cycling for energy intensive 

industrial drivers, or in the ECHA logistics of organic and inorganic materials in 

chemical industry, as well as in all pharmaceutical, health and life science fields with 

local processes, services and automation.  

At any place the sophisticated digital SME partnership expansion with TIMA SME 

CytoGrowth is the vibrant local digital driver of a future around the world. With a lead 

in market flexibility and with reliable internal smart knowledge and skill transfer all 

innovations and circular applications serve customers demands. In the follow up of 

these game changers the outfitter industry, coupling micro and nanotechnologies, the 

optronics, photonics with self-learning Biosystems from health  to mobility industry 

can use the same paradigms to improve the efficiency in their basic frameworks on 

replacing traditional Taylorism of production factors by digitalized international SME 

partnerships in the new sustainability factor economics.  

The sophisticated digitizing from industry 3.0 to  4.0 integrates all forms of financial 

transactions on the entrepreneurial input – output, benefitting the value network 

drivers of the SME partnerships changing fundamentally the success factors of 

capital factor intensity with vibrant options to wealth development in new safe 

habours of men and machines relations: 

The usage of digitized money, and the option of guilt-edged investments and 

securities to participate in the professional transactions business, by replacing higher 

risks for all in local globalization, opens further new forms of business relations 

between family driven SMEs with all digital services of finance intermediates as 

bankers, reinsurer, insurances, wealth and stock exchange. They drive family 

enterprises in a new role for the international local SME partnerships and even out a 

substantial increase in benefitting of SME CytoGrowth partnerships in their key 

effects in new globalized public and private SME business playing fields. 

The digitized sophisticated services for sustainability improvements in digital SME 

partnerships stabilize all benefits in competitiveness in the changing production 

factors. Developing employees’ initiatives and entrepreneurial sharing with public 

licence to operate drivers, the “SME statesmanship” creates various individual 
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additional input-output benefits in digitized sustainability for the 10 UNGC principles 

in all SME partnerships.  

This vibrant Kingsway to performance and unlimited prosperity within an ecological 

social cyber market economy is an attractive vitalization for any primacy of politics 

rethinking of the proved traditional merits in social market economy in northern 

Europe for the future. In a convincing role the digital SME partnerships share in 

digital SME CytoGrowth the autonomous entrepreneurial responsibility in the global 

game changing for better living for all with autonomous SME statesmanship and most 

attractive transparency in wealth and primacy of politics: 

The usage of a UNGC sustainability factor for the public licence to operate in digital 

SME partnerships with access to all markets by digital SME CytoGrowth is a big 

investment game in local growth in cities and rural areas worldwide. This digital 

contributions of SME partnerships to measurable game changers for the “magic 

square” of any national economic policy briefing is the Kingsway to better 

employment, balance in foreign trade, continuous growth and currency stability. In 

developed and emerging regions at any place industrial game changing raises the 

opportunities for value networks outcome by SME partnerships within the local 

primacy of politics.  

All digital SME partnerships opportunities especially in CytoGrowth drive 

fundamentally the change of strategies for any enterprise balance sheet development 

and capital structure development to vibrant wealth and value development in the 

frameworks of sustainability and  digitized SME partnerships.  

The central push to decrease generally the productions factor cost intensity by digital 

SME partnerships in globalization follows first the unique individual customers market 

flexibility transmuting virtualized desires” in digitized automation of immediate real 

goods in manufacturing, services and trade, with basic materials in local 3D layer net-

shaping processing, fitting quality and sustainability with unlimited qualitative growth . 

The second push comes from shared autonomous entrepreneurial SME partnership 

with wealth entities transferring digital money into high performing value development 

and unprecedented completeness opportunities for intergenerational contract 

financing, delivering monetizing, capitalizing and marketizing services in all 

innovation and circular economics. The third push to low production factor cost 

intensity is the stock exchange fantasy of private investors in local SME partnerships 
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at any place, generating strong financial stability and remarkable relief to public 

households by this access to free capital markets establishing new forms of 

subsidiarity in local primacy of politics    

Generating advanced production efficiency and lowering the production factor cost 

intensity per unit of turn over within a corresponding increase of the total operating 

output per year by the accumulated learning curve in digitized CytoGrowth, the 

market expectance is high. Within the frameworks of a social cyber markets economy 

the increase in the UNGC sustainability factor intensity is negligible compared to 

impacts by higher innovation rate, market flexibility and growth.   

The annual net income and the regular capital increase drive investments to 

transform innovations from intangible assets in tangible assets. The extension of 

assets of digital SME partnerships within a balanced dividend policy for the increase 

of capital stock and capital structure improvements raise the local outcome for “work” 

and EBITDA, benchmarking the high competitiveness of the digital SME partnership 

by shared innovations in local CytoGrowth. The goal for stable growth of 

employment, the base of continued improvements in higher incomes and the better 

frameworks for lifelong employment, education and inter-generation fairness are solid 

contributions of SME partnerships, beside sustainability and regular tax flows,  to the 

social cyber market economy 4.0 for all. 

The SME game changing value creation  

The global TIMA SME partnerships primary aim is value creation in cyber age value 

networks in the frame of sustainability. In six different TIMA perceptions TIMA 

enables SMEs to measurable sustainability in 10 UNGC principles, to build and 

individual spirituality to share a brand name for digitalized partnerships, creating 

values for customers in new environments that helps to sell more products and 

services in the partnerships of sustainability. The understanding of the digital impacts 

on real value creation in SME partnerships (shareholding-families) by the wealth 

foundations, raises beyond assets and earning increases, the stock exchange value 

for the owners, insures the future availability of investment capital to fund the 

partnerships operations.  

Benefitting financial perspectives, the digitalized partnership values are in principle 

higher than the business of all partners and they earn revenues in a return on capital 
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that exceeds expenses or the cost of capital of all parties in the partnerships. Within 

the TIMA six perception  broader "value creations" in digital SMEs partnerships are 

focused on game changing within intangible drivers like innovation, people, sharing, 

ideas, and brand with an entrepreneurial approach in SME social cyber market 

philosophy. Underlined by technical solutions in personalized connectivity and 

individual contents and factor efficiency, the unlimited plurality in diversity creates the 

future, replacing  the strict financial measures of performance only, many of which 

tend to place cost-cutting that produces short-term results ahead of aged 

investments. With the TIMA SME partnerships we enhance unprecedented short, 

medium and long-term competitiveness and growth with individuality in dispositive 

human factors and local autonomous entrepreneurial access to free capital markets  

In this evolutionary development, TIMA SME partnerships making value creation the 

first priority by all employees. All partnership decisions share first the right way, that 

the managers will know where and how to grow, deploying capital better than 

traditional competitors to develop more talent than others. Digital exchange between 

the local demand and the flexible value networks of SME partnerships are a 

vanguard advantage of growth in partnerships of protected individual ideas and the 

basic structural game changer in the digitized TIMA SME’s CytoGrowth and TIMA 

digital SME Service perception.  

Quotation: “Already 2004 Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton wrote in their book 

Strategy Maps for scorecards: Converting Intangible Assets into Tangible Outcomes. 

If customers value innovation and high performance, then the skills, systems, and 

processes that create new products and services with superior functionality take on 

high value. Consistent alignment of actions and capabilities with the customer value 

proposition is the core of strategy execution. Although the intangible factors that drive 

value creation differ by industry, some of the major categories of intangible assets 

include technology, innovation, intellectual property, alliances, management 

capabilities, employee relations, customer relations, community relations, and brand 

value.”  

A decade later 2014 TIMA SME Statesmanship shares directly the dispositive 

entrepreneurial power of minds in enterprises to transmute the desires of customers 

in their digital networks of works in high end pathways to prosperity for all at any 

place. In the decade ahead, the decrease of cost intensity in capital factors, material 
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factors and sustainability factors drive as success factors for better living, the 

automation with a human dispositive lead in transparent safe heavens of economics 

for the capital shift of hope. The new alliance framework of Work + Wealth within the 

primacy of politics is the future at any place in any social pyramid shouldered on SME 

family driven enterprises worldwide. 

2014 TIMA explored the existing digital connectivity and contents shared between 

customers and the managers for these intangible assets and value creation for the  

the SME partnership strategy. It is important to note that investments made to 

enhance intangible assets to tangible outcome (digital research and development, 

digital employee training, and digital brand building,etc.) usually provide indirect 

rather than direct benefits. On this exposure pathway, focusing on digital value 

creation forces in an organization we adopted a vanguard economic portfolio as 

sharing driver on idea and design perspectives to adjust the resources allocations 

toward tomorrows customers roles, desires within entrepreneurial goals. 

TIMA transforms and integrate advanced masterplans of creative added value 

networks in a sustainable cyber social market frame.  In vanguard SME partnership 

strategies for all in globalization we are drivers for IoT and industrial 4.0 structures 

with a human face of work and wealth in integrity. These paradigms follow the key 

success factors of “work and wealth” benefitting educated and skilled humans in 

stake and shareholder environments to realize the 10 UNGC principles of 

sustainability. In TIMA SME partnerships perception on SME statesmanship this is 

described with a smart sharing of outperformance with better living in digitized SME 

partnerships.  

All humans working in an TIMA digital enterprise partnership are committed as 

individuals, to sustainability, learning, understanding, transferring result of automation 

and robotics in IoT structures to customers and social media. Humans want seriously 

to share with other people in society and markets communications on enterprise 

goods in respected individual spirituality within the value creating networks on 

innovative products, comprehensive services or sophisticated smart trading.  

Creating the digitized and real outcome for customers demanding for professional 

efficiency or for the personalized desire in products of better living, life science, life 

style and aging, the SME partnerships contribute to the local  plurality and/in 

diversity.  
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The serious game changing competition of globalization is family driven in SME 

partnerships with intergenerational effects by a free, self-personalized skilled and 

sophisticated working and managing environment, fitting transparent social cyber 

labor standards of UNGC principle within  individual spirituality. 

2014 the cyber – age communications as new economic and cohesion frame offer 

societies and markets a unique choice by IoT, the Big Data and G5 communications 

in the future. For everybody openly written on the wall is, that especially in local SME 

partnerships a new global and local “completeness” by digital face to face and man to 

machines, will change the sharing messages and turn around with smart value 

networks of local SMEs improving the situation of people at the bottom of the pyramid 

into an educated and skilled participation for “work and wealth” at any place and in 

any environment. With the TIMA CytoGrowth forms of partnerships, this can be 

realized in the pace of development.  It is on the wall for all leaders within the primacy 

of politics globally. 

In 2014 the pathway for a post climate change to sustainability by all states is 

anticipated in the new local value creations by SME partnerships as a  part of the 

overall economic evolution within a reasonable primacy of politics. The regulation 

opportunities of the progress in cyber based value networks for automation and the 

use different monetizing principles in IoT turns the entrepreneurial factors intensity of 

SME partnerships of capital, material and personal cost in global netted entities of 

SME partnerships into an outperforming matrix with strong cross border local socio-

economic benefits and stable inflows of tax to the governments. 

From 2004 to 2014 TIMA contributed to rethink, share  and turn around the game in 

digital society and markets to a customer’s face to face digital privilege in the change 

of digital relation with employees in enterprises, the next outcomes are determined by 

human-machine relations to serve human desires, human safety and increasingly to 

human security. 

The SME expanded perception  

TIMA contributes in six perception of GlobalCon, SustainMan, InNetMediation, 

Work+Wealth, CytoGrowth and SME Statesmanship to build the measurable UNGC 

sustainability in digital SME partnerships.These perceptions are shared and guide 

SME partnerships in the economic frame of stable and real cyber brands with reliable 
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entrepreneurial orientation on better human living, human safety and human security 

as free society outcome, national tax inflow and wealth stability and free markets 

access for unlimited post climate change growth. The autonomous entrepreneurial 

performance focus on transparent real value networks for peaceful pathways to 

global sustainability with individual spirituality. 

The SME perception for sustainability in an overview: 

TIMA GlobalCon – to build the way for partnerships with the best fitting individual 

technology of platform, connectivity and content to be shared by individuals as 

customers or consumer of enterprises is the strategy masterplan for a value network 

partnership in Sustainability and , as part of industrial procedures or as part in the 

governmental issues to get most reliably, affordable and benefiting solutions on what 

they demand for and how to build and implement it. 

The decisive game changers elements of GlobalCon  are  resource allocations 

factors and time savings marks in all sectors to manage the explosion of diversity and 

plurality in local demand and individualized needs of robotized and digitized 

manufacturing, after sales services and logistics of trades.  GlobalCon game 

changers manage personalized scientific and increasingly digital data, virtualization 

and communication driven replacement of mechanical, technical components and 

modules.  

Within innovative science on inorganic and organic material factors to finished goods 

delivered, substantial individual game changing happens in microsystems as well as 

in macro systems.  

To fit SMEs in partnerships with GlobalCon as  driver for fast growing employment in 

all local technical services, the general science, infrastructural and governmental 

assistance are public part of the cyber economic roadshow to overcome the 

traditional industrial rationalization efforts of down scaling, with a landslide 

employment and innovation exchange system for SMEs partnerships. On short 

distance the GlobalCon drives game changing relations between entrepreneurial 

abilities and consumers and professional demands of markets and governments to 

create comprehensive opportunities and avoid a growing gap of “successful” failures 

in all governmental procedures of game changing relations between regulators and 

public sector and local entrepreneurial autonomy.   
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In all aspects the GlobalCon drives and pushes capacity building and knowledge 

exchange in skills, education, a base for social cyber-economics and UNGC 

principles of all human beings in the cross border partnerships. This vital advantage 

of entrepreneurial participation in the virtual and real game changing of the growing 

global markets in all local situations, independent from the status as developing or 

emerging society is a key success factor of sharing in partnerships, and the actual 

engine to business statesmanship on LEAD Partnerships level, With the upcoming 

SME Statesmanship the future of millions of enterprises worldwide in any digitalized 

“Society or Market Pyramid” will run this change the game for all by human driven 

free social market economy 4.0 plus  

TIMA SustainMan – to do it better, rethinking and reengineering of small and 

medium enterprises as well as MNEs or Hyper Global enterprises on fractal solution 

in netted partnerships to be the winner in the game. The result is the personalized 

way to realize customers desire to all products, services and gaming realities in life 

science, lifestyle, issues of living standard and sharing in all industrial value network 

of the future.  

TIMA InNetMediation – to guide the best, driver for outperformance, matching 

human safety in value networks of SME enterprises – following the perception on 

individual spirituality to guide the core strategies of partnerships within measurable 

UNGC principles. As game changer this tailored frame heads to serve markets and 

societies with SME services, for simulated and personalized completion of customers 

desires and orders with all production factors focused to competitive flexibility 

strategies up to zero time to markets. 

TIMA Work and Wealth – to create prosperity, central core business of TIMA for 

multiplying dispositive work and entrepreneurial innovation on “CytoGrowth” 

economics of SMEs Partnerships for real added values, high capital performance in 

post climate change value creating networks. The game changer in workflows of 

manufacturing, trading or service in public and private value network partnerships 

follow downstream and upstream opportunities of personalized markets to optimize 

the individual perceptions of price-performance ratio and value for money or tax.  

Digitalized structures as IoT the internet of things outperform in individual and 

personalized workflows the code digits on capital factor intensity, material factor 
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intensity, human factor intensity with the sustainability factor intensity all want for 

better living with new structures of enterprises in flexible operations.  

With unlimited general cross border growth in wealth development TIMA 

Work+Wealth surpass the former mechanical industries, revitalized and boosted by 

innovations values sharing in materials, technologies, processing, products, services, 

logistics and serious added value creations to became a serious game changer in 

metals, chemicals, and with precision parts casting, extrusions, fasteners, for aircraft, 

trains, automobiles or all heavy industry parts in energy, ships, mining in civil and 

defense products with the digitalized outfitter industries.  

For wealth performance the combined IOT, social media and Big Data structures 

broaden or break all traditional profitability limits for factor input for value creation, 

enforcing a global SME partnership CytoGrowth for local prosperity as drivers for 

employment and work in the bottom of the pyramid in all countries, habour and 

industrial zones, and in all large cities with city mining and life cycling in circular 

economies. 

First human based factors on goods and services result in much lower factor 

intensity but higher employers incomes benefitting from better education and 

qualification in research, programming and  engineering and digitalization for 

stringent market flexibility with unlimited growth, replacing former playing fields with 

augmented automation and communication in science, marketing and logistics, 

eroding some ugly face of Taylorism and overcome the manipulation force disclosed 

by Packardism with technically matured customers and stakeholders. The better 

living is directly bonded to the sustainability factor in TIMA Work + Wealth.  

Second material based factors, organic and inorganic, raw materials and 

supplies, local facilities and utilities, maintenance and other operating cost, 

fundamentally decrease in intensity by structures with connected high tech science, 

along the value chain of integrated global circular reprocessing of everything in 

mining, extractive and processing and metallurgical industries with high energy 

intensity. Applied science and apps in downsizing or replacing of harmful substances 

in bioengineering, chemical engineering, energy engineering, pressure engineering, 

increase the efficiency in the use of material cascading lifecycle effects.  Also the re-

use of industrial and consumers output accelerates the SME CytoGrowth by 

additional  local value network partnerships with innovative  processing centers 
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pushing employment and prosperity by real value creation in partnerships at any 

place. 

In TIMA “Re-Vaporware”  based strategies manage fascinating global value chains 

and life cycles on products with reduced material factor intensity. SME partnership 

value networks explore and share in digitalized exchange with government, 

academia and industrial research the periodic table of the elements with an 

increasing number of substances. From food to steel, from composites to organs, 

from textiles to paintings, fitting and matching by outfitters and SMEs  partnerships 

virtually designed for 3D print and connected m2m, machines to machines, robotics 

and technologies as well as laboratory processes to realize key changes in business 

generating opportunities in the near future.  

With preeminent digital SME partnership multiplication for selected workflows on all 

kind of mass or luxury goods with flexible steering, manufacturing and delivering in 

lower complexity barriers, the global benefit and contributions to growth and 

employment of SMEs in partnerships is measurable in all upcoming industrial belts.  

This improves the local sustainability factor within legal architectures all want, to 

realize the cross border and cross regions access to vital continental industrial rail 

and belts, or maritme ship and habour belts and mega cities as drivers for plurality 

and diversity in growing markets.  

Third the capital based factor of building  worldwide local “TIMA Cytogrowth” in 

SME  partnerships is based on the strategy of combined work and wealth for 

digitalized SME champions with much lower capital intensity for higher outcome 

based on the better structures and strategies from 1 $ revenues or profits invested by 

entrepreneurs in family driven digitalized SME partnerships. This is independent of 

upcoming tendencies to digital money and bitcoin aspects in the future. The basic 

capital and wealth interests for the cyberbased partnerships within a shareholders’ 

agreement, the integration agreement, any transfer of assets, and the intellectual 

properties regulations are basically driven by the opportunities to upgrade all 

partnership businesses by combining global and local opportunities for championship 

in transparent prosperity sharing. 

The integration in all partners locations is managed by the local subsidiarity within an 

multidimensional Governance based on the shareholders’ agreement of the owners 
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with real time data exchange and communications in subsidiarity level . The ownwer 

commit to an irreversible process of mid term partnership renewed after the mid term 

period with the alternative of longterm partnership  to avoid divided ownership or 

unregulated use of intellectual properties or ownership rights or any kind of value 

destruction between the partners. 

Wealth not cash is required. Wealth will increase by work and shared by all. All SME 

owners pay the partnership with their own assets or shares. Work + wealth 

partnerships invest the hidden champions.  All obtain the business of the other as 

contributions in kind of internal reorganization for the other local business lines. All 

innovations where exchanged and shared in all business lines by all sides, as a 

driver and accelerator of TIMA CytoGrowth by multiplying the partnerships in strategy 

of wealth masterplans in shared structures, comparable to the principles of 

cytokinesis. 

The result of the TIMA strategies and structures are measurable in the outperforming 

of a social market ROI in the digital cyber economy. The sharing structure of the 

system is more competitive in markets and societies, compared with  the traditional 

financing and M&A in new products, processes and market migration caused by the 

combination of IoT and Big Data with entrepreneurial flexibility and integrity in social 

markets solution managed only by the owners for the fast growing completeness with 

responsible inclusiveness as force for the better for all, within the 10 principles of 

UNGC.   

TIMA CytoGrowth – to multiply the growth and presence, with individual human 

responsibility within entrepreneurship in units, to win the clients or customers in most 

vanguard society inclusiveness and completeness by sharing legality and subsidiarity 

for a vital society of globalization with well guided performance.  

The political second track of the chamberlain/treasurer with entrepreneurship on Lord 

Mayors city - level will increasingsly understand the raise of importance in 

governmental subsidiarty for the evolution of local SME economic partnerships 

structures in “work and wealth”. Cities will bridge municipal common goods and 

infrastructures to participate in all human desires of better living, housing, education 

and lifestyle in freedom. 
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Sharing cytogenic multiplication in the nature is a nucleus to the evolution and 

growth. The TIMA strategy for a corporate evolution and growth starts with the 

nucleus of SME digital fractal structure to understand and steer the game changing. 

TIMA strategies for SME partnerships share not only the economic advantages in the 

business efficiency of IoT communications and the Big Data platform, but even more  

they share a business philosophy to use IoT and Big Data 4.0 as an human 

innovation laboratory with “SME-Cell” proliferation for SME partnerships evolution in 

all markets with value networks for growth.  

The human role matches the traditional dispositive factor in all SMEs to use the 

digital world and its machines to manage all customers desires locally. In global 

economics the up scaling of the augmenting relation for innovations is the champion 

success factor of the partnerships, measurable in gaining market shares.  The 

entrepreneurial global lead of SME partnerships with the same social market rules in 

cyber and real world with a human face for a free individual better living is legally 

embedded in the 10 UNGC sustainability principles and the individual spirituality for 

business integrity.    

Similar to the mitosis in any SME partnership identical or impacted daughter cells are 

re- engineered within guided internal phases from prophase to metaphase, 

anaphase, telophase and interphase to re-think and re-build a better SME 

partnership unit to expand in an internal evolution the market presence, improve all 

local procedures and integrate the innovative parts in all SMEs of the value networks 

in an accordingly growing market matrix serving customer demands. 

The TIMA digital CytoGrowth strategy for SME partnerships between independent 

owners of SMEs guides the key migration processes in zero times to markets to 

permanent and unlimited broadening of hidden innovation champion ship in plurality 

in diversity benefitting with all partners and stakeholders.  

The attractice CytoGrowth within a work+wealth frame for millions of entrepreneurial 

“SME-Cells” for billions of human beings in globally spread local bottoms of the 

pyramid partnerships, drive the economic success for worldwide  social market 

realities and all individual desires.  

This strategy for CytoGrowth fits in all national environments as an additional  

pathway for Work+Wealth management whether in local innovation economy or in 
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circular economy to participate the game changing of large scale infrastructural 

modernizations in all markets and societies for government, finance, insurance, 

health, life science, life style, nutrition etc., but also in heavy industries, mobility, 

outfitting industries, wholesale business and all form of services.  

The players of SME CytoGrowth in the playing fields follow divers interest but include 

all actual serious and legal entrepreneurial and governmental entities in legal 

frameworks for the architecture of the free social markets 4.0 development all want 

with local employment. The SMEs CytoGrowth partnership act as a new fractal in the 

digital economics, markets and societies and are the only old and new reliable job 

machine. As a Kingsway in sharing high tech in millions of autonomous SMEs 

partnerships globally the permanent learning curve on skills transfers between 

sophisticated CytoGrowth partnerships realize unprecedented market flexibility in 

zero time to markets everywhere.  

This fractal of CytoGrowth enables globally top down and bottom up strategies for 

global down and upstream value creation at any place. With local industrial finishing 

lines, SME’s partnerships empower the cascading effects to use from mining or 

artificially designed, materials to the end of the life cycling, in the value chain and the 

value networks connected and spread over all continents.   

The structural economics key message of the TIMA SME CytoGrowth is, to benefit 

and accelerate by sharing the sustainability principles of the UNGC, the evolution that 

all human beings become educated and skilled for civilized participation by all in a 

face to face world of all within the better architecture for all.  

The autonomous entrepreneurial SME’s in partnerships are the most vibrant motor 

for better human living with the responsibility to serve the local primacy of politics. In 

all playing fields of the societies the SME CythoGrowth partnerships are drivers to  

rethink balanced local, national, regionalized and global prosperity rules and 

principles for intergenerational human personality building, human safety and human 

security in cross national, cross imperial, cross colonial and cross  ideological and 

cross religious barriers.  The actual human generation in the primacy of politics is 

manifesting worldwide rules of the post climate change era and multilateral and 

bilateral trading rules for daily real time business. Digital SME modules serve to 

stabilize within all SME partnership value networks the autonomous individual core 
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business lines of any family enterprise in safe digitized heavens of protected value 

creation and wealth interests of each participant.  

TIMA SME Statesmanship – to share the game change, serving markets and 

society, with individual spirituality, measurable sustainability and cross cultural 

integrity. , In all changes impacting their digitized factors of success in capital, 

material, human and sustainability factor intensities, the SME Statesmanship shares 

balanced individual and public communications on progress, benefits and  strategies 

withthe society and markets. These are the cornerstones to contribute to civilized 

local environments in legality, safety and security. 

The SME  quadruple “A “ brand  

The TIMA re-engineering of the corporate shift to sustainability in digital SME 

partnerships is like a DNA design with the staffs for evolutionary developments to 

create plurality in diversity, to master daily disruptive impacts with entrepreneurial 

responsibility as well as to match yesterday traditions in stakeholder and shareholder 

relations with to-morrow demands and game changer in markets and societies with 

integrity and transparency for all.  

Our TIMA brand is TOE : TIMA services of Everthing – meaning at any place, 

everything starts with autonomous entrepreneurial spirit, in family driven SME’s 

globally in partnerships and in the decade ahead in a digital performance.. 

2014 TIMA revised the branding on entrepreneurial SME partnership of families or 

private entities for the digital markets and societies. The traditional Taylorism 

approach in strategies to ascend from an SME with products to a hidden champion or 

multinational corporation learning to manage high complexity to provide global 

markets, was driven by upscaling the corporate marketing offers to a global product 

brand for all. The continuous upscaling of complexity for leadership in value creation 

migrated increasingly the listening to the markets by incapacitating customers with 

powerful collective think patterns for opinion making by marketing at the expense of 

flexibility and vulnerability in peoples trust. We changed within the UNGC 

sustainability approach our entrepreneurial approach completely. 

2014 all our revised strategies for 2015-2025 change the game to ascend from SMEs 

with innovations to partnerships with transparent champions to open global value 

networks of SME partnerships sharing the personal desire of people as customers 
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with individualized innovation in zero time to market for all. TIMA integrated the  

listening to markets and peoples to manage high flexibility for personalized demands 

by decentralizing and splitting the complexity many times on multiple high tech SME 

partnerships in global sustainability. All activities were tied with the public license to 

operate. 

The individual strategy for brand building of partnerships starts in quadruple “A” “work 

and wealth” classification of new SME partnerships in sustainability and faster fitting 

to the digital core desires of local demands and innovations. The branding 

responsibility shares the measurable commercialization with binding quality 

standards for all.  

Within the different national masterplans on legal national sustainability goals the 

local partnerships create rising values in upscaling the value networks on public and 

private demands as part of the quadruple “AA” value creating in pushed business 

flexibility of customers in the digitized SME partnerships. 

A key branding influence on digital IOT communications and 4.0 automation in 

industrial SME value networks is serving customers of societies and markets to 

realize regulation, consuming or industrial work sharing. With better performance and 

with more digitized contents of supporting applications, the commercialization for 

smart digital partnerships in quadruple “AAA” exceeds all high efficiency operational 

learnings curve of the past with unlimited vanguard pricing opportunities and 

expanded personalized content relations in improved for customer-partnership 

relations. 

The by far most attractive game changer branding in SME partnerships is the 

efficiency of human to machine management in SME partnerships in local value 

networks of the quadruple “AAAA” stipulating affordability by virtual and real creative 

interdependency between the local government, the local SME partnerships 

stabilizing local societies and markets.  

All SME partnerships have the public brand of sustainability by the economic claim of 

competitive workforce in high tech and the trust of wealth in performance and 

markets expectations of unlimited growth in their individual value networks :  

First the autonomous entrepreneurial lead in partnerships drives the performance 

increase in price earnings ratio, resulting from better ROI on the partnership 
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integration with decrease in capital intensity, material intensity, personal intensity in 

smart partnerships for each € invested,  

Second subsidiarity and dispositive factor of employment drive in high-tech 

SMEs partnerships the competitiveness to a low price performance ratio, with fast 

value network growth, with attractive customers services rise and innovations 

performance ratio increase in daily business using ICT and 4.0 digital structures and 

applications in operational playing fields 

Third the sustainability image factor of smart enterprise partnerships with 

growing wealth and wages and climate protection,  according to combined low cost 

down stream input – and high price up stream output drive fast growing employment, 

tax inflows and global pension fund institutionalization at any places of partnerships.  

These key TIMA value network strategies point out the vanguard industrial structures 

with far reaching investments in customer relations of society to business and of 

market to business processes. This obligatory part within TIMA sustainability 

frameworks, is particularizing and individualizing the feasibility, stability, innovation 

and profitability in the future of digitized SME partnerships . 

The SME driver of change in societies and markets 

The TIMA anticipates 2014 dynamic sustainability developments in strategies and 

policy briefings on markets and societies for 2016-2018 in industrial and 

governmental game changing with new digital technologies. Independent of the 

companies or countries global pillars for civilized better living in a free and 

sustainable society are  in the focus of the TIMA strategies.  

2014 science based research in health and life science as well as in reseach on 

defense and space are key drivers for innovations in all society and market fields. 

2014 TIMA sharing for 4.0 and IOT in social cyber markets economics  

TIMA shared innovation economy driven strategies for digital game changing USPs 

for agro-, for forests-, for food-, for health- , for water- , for energy-mix-, for waste-, for 

hygiene-, for sanitary-, for art-, for  jewellery,  for skilled craft and trades-, for  

housing-, for  living-, for Haute Couture, for garment-, for textile-, for mobility-, for 

pharma-, for lifestyle-, for life science-, for insurances-, for finance intermediates- and 

other augmented added value within specific plurality and diversities.  
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TIMA also shared circular economy driven strategies in energy intensive industry 

sectors claiming plausible multifunctional science partnerships for international 

leadership in innovative materials delivering impressive further USPs for partnerships 

of large scale industrialization at any place.  

The reliable return for governmental tax flow with competitive adaptation and 

mitigation investments in carbon neutrality, renewability, re-usability for growth is a 

stronghold for all cyber based new social market economics. 

2014 TIMA sharing of opportunities by digitized Societies  

Politics improve their digital relations in all levels of parliaments, governments and 

governmental administrations with personalized digital structures in all processes of 

governmental power. Serving public Big Data according to the separation of power 

from autonomous legislative, executive and judiciary power for all “society to 

government” and “market to government” relations.  

Digitalizing strengthens the primacy of politics with a transparent public 

administration of the country and all states and communities. The system of free 

democracy benefits the society with legal reliability and political agility to fit all 

diversities in desires of human safety and preventive security challenges. In cyber 

space and on the ground at any place and any time a real time connected 

governments communicate as individual human being, corporate or institutional 

partner, with all society participants in efficient decentralized local structures, 

increasingly in cities.       

Many breakthroughs in comprehensive apps on regulatory requirement or legislative 

procedures, legal and national autonomous regions empower the government to lead 

the digital transformation. Realizing inter-ministerial staff participation in network 

partnerships for connected governance as well as all governmental services with the 

society and industry.  

The governmental transparency for people and governmental market forces are 

serious game changer for innovative industrial services in “society to business” 

relations of politics, capital markets, and match global and local industries as well as 

“society to government” for the civil societies and the people of the country, a must 

for the better living in a free and open economy. 
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2014 the global society pushed both the employment and robotizing of innovation 

economy and of circular economy for industries in every national economy of 

globalization. With flexible and autonomous industrial downstream value networks 

and fast growing augmenting relations through creative upstream networks new 

realities of free social market economies can be shouldered in related tax flows.  

TIMA sharing digitized search for opportunities  

2014 TIMA revised views on global SME partnerships for – life cycling renewables, 

fusion-nuclear driven security, organic and inorganic materials science, safe mining, 

sophisticated high tech in downstream technologies for extractive, metallurgical and 

chemistry industries, in up scaling heavy industries in industrial belt infrastructures 

and services as well as upstream engineering components. All game changer in 

these fields are inevitable driven to brand robotics as part of free social markets in 

sustainability for a measurable intergenerational human face of economics all want 

with unlimited advanced services for SME partnerships in these industrial value 

networks of work and wealth.  

The science intensity of modern pillars in the big business of global circular industry 

are additional global game changer and driver from research to virtualization, 

simulation and serious gaming to real workforce mobility of robotics or an innovative 

outfitter economy with growing work and wealth symbiosis for unlimited prosperity. 

They will re-stabilize the game changing environments ahead in digitized Taylorism 

with artificial materials.  

In the digitized world, the human and material factors for industrial skill and science 

are matching capital and sustainability factors by open access to markets. The 

success factor for opportunities in the race of more than 25 mega industrial belts 

around the globe, with additional new continental and maritime born emerging 

industrial hubs along emerging international commodity and goods trading are some 

of the vibrant issues for the primacy of politics to cooperate with SME statesmanship 

to meet wealth in cross regionalized interests in a new capital shift of reality. The 

measurable agility in modernization of societies by SME partnerships was 2014 for 

TIMA a key message to share and exchange the issues with institutional 

professionals involved in the UNGC relations. 
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Eliminating the general regionalized approach from society and market strategies 

TIMA SME partnerships are driver in the acceleration of globalization by city twinning.  

National primacy of politics, empowering the cities with local political, entrepreneurial 

and capital principles for reliable subsidiarity can enable and create a free social 

market framework with shared value networks rules in SME partnerships. This 

accelerates all attempts to connect national top down with international bottom up 

procedures in the digital modernization, with benefits for all parties.  

Fractal thinking and equal rules in all proceedings of upscaling sizes of local SME 

partnerships and wealth interests carburize the stability at any place of national 

economics on growth. In social market frameworks, work and wealth are forming a 

habour all men and women locally want, investors need and politics desire. The TIMA 

frameworks agreement, based on fractal rules which are accepted globally, are a key 

for growth and better living by city twinning.   

This TIMA “work and wealth” perception opens politics in all countries the pathway to 

unlimited globalized growth within national, regionalized and global harmony in all 

levels of security, spirituality and legal frame of mankind, to establish a post imperial 

and post climate change worlds architecture as force for the better especially on the 

bottom of the pyramid. (TIMA bottom up investments are highly attractive for cities, 

SMEs and Tax flows in stable and free societies) 

The 2014 revised TIMA re-thinking, re-designing and re-positioning in strategic, 

structural and operative completeness for game changing abilities focus especially on 

de-centralized complexity in smarter relations, of ministries, trade and industries and 

financial intermediates for TIMA wealth and work perceptions.   

Shared value network of SME partnerships 2014 maintain in all relations individual 

models of success with virtual creativity and augmented communications even in the 

smallest SME, with gaming and simulation access for customers, planning for tax 

flows and high quality and efficiency in governing, manufacturing as well as for 

convincing services.  With serious local outcome in measurable sustainability, the 

innovative benefits are pushing the daily demand to better performance and steady 

growth of SME partnerships in TIMA “work and wealth” solutions. 

2014 technology cases for “print, assemble and pack” personalized to clients, for 

consumer goods as well as individual scientific bio-economy contributions, 
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personalized pharmaceutical added values, or comprehensive robotics in high tech 

managing textiles or heavy industrial forgings, automation in mobility parts 

assembling or robotized services in orbital stations or deep sea manganese nodules 

processing and sophisticated services of flexible unmanned forces in defense, are all 

growing playing fields of real value creations with serious SME high tech partnership 

opportunities, favored in new SME partnership forms, within value networks 

participation in the environment for  free social market societies.   

From now on all complex structures of the past face simply a transformation to the 

better flexibility, faster agility and more plurality in all market and society challenges, 

whenever more society or market flexibility is requested in the future. This includes 

the situations when the big data availability dictates the decision making procedures 

or when decentral partnerships create better wealth performance in new value 

networks of to-morrow.  

2014 this shared experiences guided TIMA UNGC activities and initiatives to enable 

SMEs to fractal thinking, within international relations and within the 10 UNGC 

principles for partnerships to match local digitized SMEs partnerships and global 

wealth interest in the future.  

The SME a fractal of globalization,  

aside of true and fair view in transparency and serious cohesion factors of long term 

partnerships. The fractal ability to build and stabilize within all TIMA SME 

perceptions, is the clue to revitalize local SMEs as the global short term match winner 

on the road to success of SMEs for an economic evolution. With individualized 

innovations and personalized services the digitized SME partnerships are very 

attractive for large global economic players within their competition barriers in 

increased complexity as lean Global Hyper Enterprises in all sectors.  

In 2014 the mutual traditional paradigms on capital pillars between work and wealth 

face two opportunities to the better that are simply driver in a new age, with unlimited 

plurality and diversity in a convincing outperforming completeness of better living: 

First the leadership for peoples better education is not only enriching  the central 

complexity driven industrial strategies for products in structures of the past as 

pathway to better performance. But also with the opportunity for local desire driven 

participation in sharing the individual demand of local societies and markets, 
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outperforming the old system by better local economics and civilization progress in 

sustainability. All forms are measurable in decentralized affordable market flexibility 

with local robotics in SMEs and personalized services in customer designed value 

networks.  

The skilled and sophisticated human to machine relations in SMEs partnerships 

especially match the extreme opportunities in low capital factor intensity with highest 

market flexibility benefiting TIMA work and wealth with outperforming in stable social 

market environments. The success story of SMEs in the reunited Germany is a 

proved global brand in a global trend to social market economies for the digital 

playing fields. 

Second the digitalized globalization is heading for a post climate change economy 

with sharing value networks, that will enrich the tradition of the international work 

sharing establishment for products with lowest human and material factor intensity by 

the opportunity of independent sharing global downstream and upstream value 

creation with benefits and obligations in all nations to share local prosperity in wealth 

and work. The measurable digital evolution from Industry 3.0 to 4.0  as well as the 

manageable turn from Internet to IOT and G5 in personalized communication is 

already a measurable part of the markets in all regions of the world. 

The pace driver of politics 2014 is  positioning a country for best match winning 

opportunities, but the cyber age will show its game changing market forces 

influences. The primacy of politics understands the game changing potential in more 

than 140 Mio. family driven enterprises worldwide. 2014 they are very different 

individual SMEs. Already in 2020  within the IOT and 4.0 data exchange for local 

SME partnerships can stabilize and contribute directly to a sustainable economy, 

nationally, regionally and globally.  

Netted shoulder to shoulder in SME partnerships with 10 UNGC principles and 

individual spirituality new value networks of partnerships and their potential to 

“CytoGrowth” are the most vanguard pillars for the TIMA Work+Wealth growth in 

cyber age strategies exchange in 2014 and beyond. 

2014 TIMA explored the outcomes in SME partnership in various countries and in 

various sizes of value networks and value chains as well in asymmetric partnerships 
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in systems (SOEs), sizes, culture and market access of partner groups behind the 

local SME in partnership exchanges in HGEs, MNEs, TNEs and other SMEs.  

In all digital driven partnerships, joint fractal framework agreements are the pillars to 

modernize and strengthen the SMEs partnerships and their business success 

factors, independent of the sector. 

In the transformation to really unlimited growth and prosperity in the long run and the 

challenge of better living for all in the digitalized society, the global acceptance of the 

measurable sustainability factors aside to the three production factors is navigating in 

the post climate game change. This factor integrates people and planet in new rules 

of the game between the global societies and markets by new frameworks in world 

economics expected at least 2018 on climate change and WTO rules and will 

impacts to a complete new vision on regionalization, TPP, TTIP and all maritime and 

continental infrastructures in public and private business and all defense strategies in 

the decade ahead.    

TIMA participates 2014 in the game changer strategies for this situation anticipating 

that the primacy of politics will enlarge the regulation and tax flow role of 

governments, sharing of more human sustainability responsibility and safety in all 

value networks with the private sector and benefit the capital role sharing monetary 

frameworks to drive the game change in the four factors on fast transformation in 

innovation, science and circular driven markets. 

All TIMA core strategies and structures focus on SME partnerships to support and to 

realize the competitive economic deliveries of organic and inorganic substances as 

changer in material factors intensity per invested capital but also the economic 

competitive deliveries in live science, life style and living and housing as changer in 

human factors intensity. The TIMA strategies in monetizing and financing  focus also 

on a change capital factor intensity for all, especially in circular economics for mining 

and extractive side and all energy intensive industries including nuclear fusion .  

TIMA navigates strategies on the intensity change of all factors, with a sobbern 

regard on the factor for sustainability, playing in all investment-, business-, and policy 

briefings an important image role. In all climate preserving processings for stable 

relations in innovative products, in circular services and in sustainable trades. The 

customers decide in society to business and in market to business with their 
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satisfaction the entrepreneurial future as well as the design of the circular economy 

or innovations driven economy.  

In all actual developments, TIMA shares strategies of SME partnerships and mark 

the key entrepreneurial game changers to new digital and automation impacts on the 

society, to capital solutions to technology and marketing disruption. The SME 

partnerships enjoy the opportunities of sharing risks in SMEs partnerships on millions 

of shoulders, the local flourishing of prosperity and the highest human integrity in 

social markets stability.  

In fundamental large scale of industrial development the autonomous digitized SME 

partnerships carry a key global opportunity on the plurality and diversity with their 

value networks from customers desires to employees smart transmutation and smart 

skill in the shortest reaction times to science, market , society and peoples 

 

The SME’s a global pillar in societies  

TIMA expects the strong economic drive for the game changing by the global super 

bowl formation of the west in stringent TPP and TTIP negotiations for all its 

participants in new partnership forms between 2015 - 2018. The key political drive to 

push the game changing matches, unfortunately the same narrow time slot to set the 

obligatory frames for global climate change new value creations and effectual 

maritime and continental human security improvements. The civil societies face the 

drive as responsible game changer and stakeholder in all uncertainties and possible 

failures in human safety and security and the capital market and wealth community 

face opponent drive of game changing in regionalization and by imponderability in 

cohesion fracture between diverse interests.  

The strong distinction of TIMA strategies, to transform, to integrate and to build 

specific SME partnerships, is the most likely game changing success factor of the 

new paradigms, without to risk in enterprises and societies exploding or imploding 

loss of stability: The cross border digitized partnerships of millions of SMEs, family 

driven enterprise creating new pluralities in the diversities of individual enterprises in 

personalized market relations. 
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They all guard the global acceptance to operate and legal rules for their change in 

global local ecomonics in plausible pathways to better living in freedom and peace. 

The TIMA strategy of SME partnerships at the bottom of the pyramid with business 

statesmanship in sustainability and individual spirituality for all is a commitment to the 

next generation. 

The SME cross cultural integrity and individual spirituality  

The individual spirituality (1) in the Christian Idea of Man with the human personality 

as “origin, medium and object” of all institutions and in all processing situations 

guides the caring for climate change and bio-diversity, against unidirectional 

escalating human interest, to balance in measurable sustainability for all (2/3) and to 

adjust the framework of living for the inter- generation fairness with the society 

promise of the social market objectives (4). The evolutionary transfer of social market 

processes in the digital global social cyber market for responsible work and wealth 

partnerships (5) includes the comprehensive sharing of entrepreneurial contributions 

in competence (6) for game changing innovations in the environment of human living, 

human safety and human security of all in the common spheres of influence in 

markets and societies  (7/8). The framework of freedom, creativity and performance 

is part of the autonomous entrepreneurial responsibility and legitimated in the 

constitutional law of Germany.(9/10) (see chapter 2.21) 

The Individual spirituality, permanent driver to integrity in culture of globalization, 

chapter 2.21 (1- 10) 

2014 The individual spirituality a permanent driver to integrity in the culture of 

globalization. 

“In the digital netted societies and markets within all value networks impacting to 

human living, human safety and human security the individual spirituality is a part of 

the human rights and of the human face in the environment of civilized developments 

creating more entrepreneurial responsibility for sustainability”. Dato’ Dr. Achim Deja 

President of TIMA International GMBH and DtMG e.V. New York UNGC Summit 2013, 

20.September, 
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2.1 Strategic analysis and measurement  

TIMA shares in his activities and services experience to bridge gaps in national and 

global standards of globalization in transparent processes within the frameworks of 

public license to operate by the 10 UNGC principles for sustainability.  

2014 anticipating these new international frameworks of sustainability for 

globalization, TIMA is puzzling on individual global success factors for local strategies 

to change the game in a SME partnerships with local governmental digitized 

structures to create local and global competitive value networks with attractive wealth 

and tax development along the value chain for all at any place. In free public and 

private markets and societies TIMA is briefing and guiding politics and entrepreneurs 

to innovate their market flexibility to share digitized individual flexible market relations 

to customers, clients and all stake- and shareholders.  

2014 TIMA delivers clear and explicit game changing strategies for optimized values 

creation per market for the financing of resource allocations in local sustainability. 

Digital structures give enterprises and game changer the opportunities to handle 

disruptive challenges in serious evolution strategies in digitized social market 

economics standards and the 10 UNGC principles.  

All procedures of TIMA partnerships in value networks are transparent and follow 

individualized measurable success factors, to satisfy customers acting like 

entrepreneurs for the society or in the markets within their relations to business, in 

digitized services, manufacturing and commerce, or to the government according to 

established legal services and new digitized governmental processes, products and 

services.   

2014 the society competence of TIMA was systematically expanded, shared  and 

matched with political, entrepreneurial and civil international game changing 

institutions and UNGC marking issues for better living, more human safety and 

innovative security.  

2014 the most prominent international echo as comprehensive driver in  game 

changing approaches in policy briefing 2014 received  Dr. Martina Timmermann 

TIMA VP International Affairs for her shared contribution of a long term performance 

model on peaceful and resilient international relations for the primacy of politics 

between governments published as fellow of the American Institute for Contemporary 
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German Studies and The John Hopkins University Washington D.C. in the 59  AICGS 

Policy Report to Tri-Regional Partnering on reconciliation in East Asia: Pivot to 

shaping the order of the twenty-first century? => see more TIMA UNGC Business for 

Peace B4P contributions 2014. 

The origin of TIMA industrial business competence in strategic resource allocations 

for societies and markets emanated from managed game changing strategies for 

value creation in life science and health, in lifestyle, living and housing, in mobility, 

security and defense  and  energy intensive circular economies as nuclear and CO2 - 

industries since 1976 in high level management, boards and supervisory boards level 

of industrial responsibility to participative decentralized “gestion” on leadership in 

partnership  in all operations with proved standards of social markets economy.     

With the perception of change from the traditional entrepreneurial lead factors of 

success of the 90ties TIMA was a continuous part of the industrial development 

towards Industry 4.0.  After transferring ICT from the old to the new economy in the 

beginning of the century, with the classic business to government (B2G), business to 

business (B2B), business to consumers (B2C) relations including logistics, the 

playing fields of TIMA sprawled beyond the classic influence sphere of enterprises.  

The up to date structures of real time face to face (F2F) communications  on internet 

or intranet and in clouds, and to-days applications driven marketing in the innovation 

economy are anticipating a future architecture of entrepreneurial services in public 

and private local and globalized environments, that will need more local business 

statesmanship within the primacy of politics. 

TIMA GlobalCon, TIMA SustainMan, TIMA InNetMediation, TIMA Work+Wealth, 

TIMA CytoGrowth, TIMA-SME Statesmanship were UNGC principles based 6 doings 

of TIMA for building new partnerships with new business forms. Within TIMA 

strategies for clients TIMA guide and support to master the game changing in 

commercializing the flexibility of markets, and in technics to puzzle the decentralized 

complexity. With print to order, decentralized robotics and print to pack logistics the 

winning game changer are the competing entrepreneurs and their staffs in scilled 

crafts and trades, industrial, agricultural or scientific SMEs, MNEs, HGEs, in profit 

and nonprofit entities, in private or public state owned enterprises. The TIMA value 

network of partnerships manage the individual disruptive challenges within reliable 
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vanguard structures to better serve new demands from market forces and dissolve 

barriers of protectionism in all markets.  

The SME partnerships expand their digitized SME services between the SME 

partners to focus and share sophisticated responsibility within the local society at any 

place, with advanced digital competition and affordable pricing, for local, national or 

regional  environment as integrated partner of the prosperity for all 

TIMA partnerships models are first quality driven, in order to contribute to business 

and society development in time and surpass with innovative digital structures the 

normal competition in market flexibility,  

This drives measurably the globalized local upscaling with growth and prosperity. The 

staffs in the partnership match daily in real time the demanding markets and generate 

growing tax income in the local societies with social market performance, stabilizing 

all capital shifts in real wealth. 

2014 TIMA also shared and matched with finance intermediates and customers the 

experience with digital expansion in netted Big data use and Internet of things shifting 

in serious gaming the customers position to a real disruptive demanding free market 

force as well as driving a new generation as demanding free society force.  

This digital impacts on markets and societies are continuously reflected by TIMA 

individual shared briefings listening to powerful new collective think pattern in politics 

and markets often surpassing traditional institutional structures in flexibility, efficiency 

and speed distributing unreflected operational short notice contents.  

The digital reengineering in SME partnerships must fit the state of the art in technical 

structures for entrepreneurial flexibility and security in communications and the 

rethinking of strategies should match the stability of an evolutionary development 

within sustainability progress in value networks and ethics of enterprise philosophy 

on social market economy 4.0 in individual spirituality to manage the game changing 

opportunities.  

At any place the TIMA SME partnerships are economic game changer in terms of 

shrinking factor cost and exploding competitiveness in a social market digital 

economy to drive the corporate upscaling and wealth development in qualitative and 

quantitative growth. An idea Dr. v. Kuenheim realized already in the 70-90 of the last 
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century for the Family of Quandt within international work sharing and up-scaling of 

the BMW brand. 

The key framework to stand head and shoulders of the rest in digitized quantitative 

and qualitative growth are the TIMA SME partnerships in work and wealth with such       
first outcomes based on the new digital relations of man to machines in 

governmental and legal climate digital rules.  

Within the qualitative part of growth driven by humans in adequate decentralized 

high tech entities for individualized upstream strategies in short time distance to 

customers an increasing number of traditional maintenance, services, industry and 

trade professions create unlimited outstanding digitized ideas and innovations for 

local business. The quantitative growth in high tech automation driven by mass 

effects in downstream strategies is also directly connected to the affordable decentral 

use of robotics for such SME partnerships .  

Both, humans and robots driven entities therefore share in integrated dispositioning 

the value networks of the SME partnerships and all success factors of innovations 

and cost factors of work.  

The second outcomes are the new digital relations of work and wealth, being 

connected by the sustainability factor, with direct impacts on the benefits of markets 

and societies along with circular economics and new high end value networks for 

technologies and processes of outfitting-, construction- engineering, metallurgical- 

engineering, nuclear- and chemical engineering .   

The third outcomes are based on the digitized understanding of wealth by stock 

exchange, financial intermediates and digital fiscal and regulative primacy of politics 

to shift capital in the upscaling of value networks with measurable sustainability as 

driver and accelerator in gilt edged investments for steady growth of wealth 

contributing to stability in social market 4.0 economics. In that relation digital SME 

partnership services create unlimited plurality in diversity for most attractive ROI in 

investments to all sectors. 

2014 TIMA owner, board and supervisory council decided to focus the activities of all 

TIMA locations on this development, changing evolutionary also all necessary 

traditional structures for the upcoming decade to serve digitized growth in 

partnerships.  
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The 2014 TIMA digital SME autonomous partnership services for individualized 

transformation strategies answers to the latest consequences in the race on flexibility  

for the management of public and privates entities to deliver customized guidelines 

for a zero time to market solution. In almost all playing fields the traditional rules of 

competition in market and society business relations will  have to be replaced by the 

a game changer triggered with clients digital intervention in key sales structures of 

public and private products and services.  TIMA guides with UNGC principles 

entrepreneurial impacts on attractive digital potentials inaugurated in strategies with 

digital monetizing, capitalizing, marketizing and commercializing for efficient and safe 

value creation, performance and integrity.  

2014 TIMA further shared innovative structural integrating of the push force in actual 

society to business (S2B) or market to business (M2B) relations modernizing 

structures with sophisticated personalization in person to person (P2P) or machine to 

machine (Ro2Ro) relations. Both will drive broadband net capacities up for the Big 

Data volumes and 4G to high end new 5G technologies in IOT internet of things as 

driver in all communications. 

With the 2014 TIMA approach, the evolution of new partnership forms in networks 

with platform providers will lift their comprehensive potentials in the innovation 

economy, but especially for digitized local SMEs autonomous partnerships. Game 

changers in robotics in SMEs are manifesting growth and added values in cross 

border partnerships to share successfully sustainability, human safety and security in 

a resilient social market architecture with wealth growth independent of interest rates 

by real value growing performance in a competitive global environment. 

2014 in all regionalization frameworks as EU a single inhabitant (society) has 

increasingly measurable relations with home and various states entities (society) on 

education, fiscal issues, identity or travelling documents, with  institutions on work, 

health, police, military, and further administrative and or bodies for water, waste, to 

mention just a few. These society to society relations are affected by 

“entrepreneurial” Customers of governmental products, services and processes, 

delivered by governmental entities, authorities or institutions municipal, federal or 

national level.  

A focus on TIMA activites 2014 was to explore and share the digital perception of 

governmental primacy of politics in developments for partnership with strategies in 
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municipal administration regarding the key paradigm changes by a digitized society in 

legislative, executive and judiciary for parliamentary and administrative and justice. 

The horizontal transparency in legal competences of legislation, government, 

administration and jurisprudence within government bodies focus adequate functions 

and checks and balance/division of power in any nation and regionalization of the 

future. Most digitized processes start on the municipal administrations level, 

worldwide in continental and maritime centers caused by rapid emerging demands.  

The digital society is as well as the digital market a key driver  to position a nation 

and its population as a competitive national economy or within the regionalized 

identity building in a broader regional competition for better living. The process of 

global regionalization is advanced in Europe, US NAFTA, Asia, and ongoing in all 

other areas.  

TIMA anticipates in the upcoming digitized decade the vanguard game change within 

the global terms of trade of imports and exports by business partnerships sharing 

value networks for local complementary and interpenetrative value creation on 

municipal level. The TIMA SME partnerships with TIMA SME Work and Wealth, TIMA 

SME CytoGrowth and TIMA SME Statesmanship are a flagship perception for local 

growth and better living for all and by far the most attractice increase in sophisticated 

employment and autonomous family driven enterprises lead at any place in 

transparent efficiency. 

TIMA Strategies  in 2014 for customers with clients in S2S - Society to Society 
Partnerships  and  S2B - Society to Business Partnerships: 

2014 TIMA value propositions for S2S and S2B partnerships innovated, designed  

and shared visions in different game changing partnership strategies, to rething and 

reengineer the “public market” flexibility for the individual human being as customer 

and part of the free society in the position as customer of politics-, government- or 

justice partnerships in modern cameralistics. All have specific procedures as 

customers to private sector, e.g. MNE-, TNE- or local SME partnerships in their 

relations “society to business”.  

Innovating, exploring and exchanging situations of customers of a SOE ( state owned 

public enterprise) partnerships in a Society to Society relations, S2S,  as well as 

customers of political institution partnerships or political administration partnerships 
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the understanding of the individual person as a free social market economy 

sovereign in his decisions and the SOEs as free governmental entities owned by the 

state and based on tax expenses, have a great potential to increase in each 

governmental environment worldwide the efficiency of governmental capacities in 

new partnerships with local drivers in creative value networks for circular and 

innovation economy growth with stable tax flow included.  

Within a global approach of sustainability and with measurable contributions to the 10 

UNGC principles, all SOE partnerships in digitized economics of IoT and big data 4.0 

share their local success in partnerships, navigated by sophisticated governmental 

frameworks of legal regulation.  

The German SMEs of private sector as driver for the digitized economics integrate 

SOEs in the digital SME partnerships creating new society to business relations with 

SOE as customer in shared value networks for public and private partnerships in new 

digitized societies and markets. The autonomous entrepreneurial lead in the 

framework of legal regulation lead to stable expansion of social markets 4.0 economy 

in Germany and is a case model for all.     

These strategies contribute to the listening to the markets and the free market 

desires by an alliance of work and wealth in partnership under the primacy of politics 

to generate gilt-edged values as base of economic and household stability, human 

subsidiarity and human dispositive driver of change for better living and measurable 

sustainability with positive impacts on the magic square of any national economy. 

2014 TIMA activities 

We started in 2014 to share and discuss the acceptance of models on SME 

partnership trust building by transparency in daily, weekly, monthly and yearly digital 

communications on industrial new orders, revenues and profits, budgets as well as 

changes in the balance sheet, capital structure, wealth and liquidity on a real time 

base, especially for CytoGrowths impacts in the SME partnerships with SOEs and 

digital SME partnership services to navigate the SME partnerships in avant-garde 

digitized customer – entrepreneurial SME partnership relations as TIMA does in  

patients – doctor relations strategies of the future for best health care affordable to 

all.  
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2014 TIMA continued in this context to develop and share strategies and structures 

for S2S and S2B value propositions and game changing partnership forms, to 

modernize public and private hospitals, approved and fitting European social markets 

economics and quality standards. 

2014 TIMA activities with UNGC issues: 

- In Vietnam the TIMA negotiated 2014 a value proposition for a modernization 

strategy with logistics innovations pulling a coherent way for globalizing 

competitive national health care systems and entrepreneurial partnerships in a 

sustainable network of nationalwide health centers and hubs for the 

regionalization in North East Asia. 

- With the Vietnam government we shared 2014 the most vanguard 

autonomous green hospital logistics for flexible personalized doctor – patients 

relations in netted health care structures of hospitals for inclusive, exclusive 

and affordable access of all to innovative lifes science, pharmaceutical and 

medical technics processes and digitized technology for biomedical 

developments within partnership networks and comprehensive framework 

agreements. 

- In Africa 2014 an integrated local green health center combined with a school 

and aqua farming business envisioning an autonomous SME partnership 

model for better living in a remote small city by a local initiative in work, health 

and education, matching the SDGs post 15 goals in partnerships accelerating 

the commercialization with first steps toward GCF and partnerships for 

successful local farming, hospital and school building  with safe services and 

business were started to share and exchange with UN entities included.  

- In Malaysia 2014 we shared and discussed the SME partnerships 

opportunities using regional legislation of regulatory services and arbitration 

and tax incentives impacts in partnerships with state owned enterprises in 

specific B4P SME partnerships for health care in the public sector in remote 

areas. 

- In Europe, Brussels, London and Berlin 2014 TIMA propositions on 

regionalized new digital and communication strategies for SME partnerships 

with SOEs were shared to accelerate the commercialization of start ups on 

association level. We exchanged in cohesive playing fields of Down 

Stream/Up Stream strategies how autonomous partnerships benefits in public 
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science driven business by innovative opportunities. TIMA expanded the 

entrepreneurial playing field for bio economy start up force in Germany to 

Europe and AEC within sustainability and integrity rules.  

- 2014 the partnership fields of TIMA on SOEs and SMEs in science intensity 

and innovation intensity driven reforms in agriculture, chemical industry, trade, 

services, maritime and continental logistics shows high performance potentials 

in digitized vertical and horizontal strategies for all seizes of enterprises  

widening the gaps for subsidiaries in all regional and global safety and security 

processes on content applications and in an autonomous entrepreneurial 

access to the free market forces in a vibrant sustainability frame for better 

living.  

- Optimizing the management by open connectivity platforms and value 

networks for modern IoT digitized partnerships in individual  environments 

becomes a most serious carrier for the 10 UNGC principals to benefit all but 

also the most serious driver to game change in SOEs - SME partnerships  to 

establish the use of digitized structure in cammeralistic accountancy like the 

private sector in digitized monetization, capitalization, commercialization and 

marketization. 

- The digitizing of all political spheres of influence, the comprehensive collective 

think patterns on traditional or adequate functional and political obligations in 

democratic processes, in global communications and bid data exchange in 

security, science and socio-economics raise democratic challenges in all 

procedures of parliaments and legislation, of independent justice and 

judicative and governmental administration and the executive. governmental 

connecting digitized SOE enterprises to stock exchange expectations was 

2014 a playing field for SME partnerships in TIMA international sharing and 

exchanging explorations. 

 

TIMA 2014 anticipates the starting of the digitized processes in all guilds and family owned 

enterprises, between 2016 - 2018 with increasing interest in individual digital partnership 

strategies in Germany and abroad for innovation economy participation and circular economy 

responsibility. 
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TIMA Strategies in 2014 with our clients in M2B – Markets to business, by 
guidance of entrepreneurs in innovative SME partnerships in value networks . 

2014 TIMA value propositions for M2B innovated, designed  and shared visions in 

different game changing SME partnership strategies , to rethink and reengineer the 

market flexibility for the individual human being as customer of public and private 

entities as well as of political institutions understanding the individual person  as a 

free social market economy sovereign in his decisions and the SMEs as free 

autonomous entrepreneurial entities, exploring SME partnerships as superior 

structure to customers in digitized markets :   

2014 TIMA activities  

- TIMA continued rethinking of M2B for UNGC summits in 2014 to share 

reengineered individualized client – entrepreneurial relations fitting netted 

digital globalization applications and digital subsidiarity.  This relation faces 

disruptive  game changers for governments, finance intermediates, companies 

and the civil society to deliver as transparent service entrepreneurs to the 

people as market designer whether as stakeholder or as ordering customer 

within all governmental regulations in issues of WEP, B4P, B4E, C4C, GCF, - 

their contribution  to the society and markets in sustainable human safety and 

security in an architecture of approved free social markets economics of 

innovation.   

- The TIMA vison for a partnership frame, to materialize the innovation economy 

as driver for social market modernization was updated and shared 2014. 

Together with UNGC based measurable sustainability the individual spirituality 

and cultural integrity was integrated  in the TIMA proposition for a globalized 

public license to operate, protecting SMEs and balancing HGEs..   

- 2014 - 3 additional global materials of TIMA to build and promote autonomous 

SME partnerships were developped and shared within the TIMA management 

networks, in international connectivity and in personalized content exchange.  

First binding guidelines for such TIMA entrepreneurial relations in regionalized 

economies as  EU, Northern Amerika, and the emerging markets of AEC Asia, 

Americás, Near East, AU, Eurasian Union, were started. TIMA explored 

entrepreneurial services to peoples as local market forces in partnerships and 

value networks for more market flexibility at any place for the future. 
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- TIMA promoted and guided 2014 in Malaysia the regular exchange and 

sharing on M2B TIMA strategies for entrepreneurial Downstream and Up 

Stream partnerships with MIDA/MATRADE and BioTechCorp for innovative 

industrial services between Malaysian Government  ETP and GTP programs 

and German enterprises  in all sectors of bio-economy.  

- In a partnership with DtMG e.V  2014 TIMA sustained  successful 

contributions to the Malaysian government analyzing benefits in sharing 

strategies for partnerships and game changing in European and Asian 

environments of numerous entrepreneurial  options  on agricultural products, 

consumer goods, industrial services , chemical processes, steel and alumina 

technologies, heavy industry engineering,  machinery modernization , services 

in electronics and medical technics for the future to initiate case studies for 

SME opportunities  . 

-  All TIMA automation M2B analysis are tailored in individual situations for 

measurable benefits in families driven partnerships between national 

SME/MNE and MNE. The expanding of individual entrepreneurial flexibility 

and game changing by TIMA partnership forms for local market migration 

effects, home and abroad, gains increasing partnership added values for 

shareholder and stakeholder interests. The TIMA perception on digital merging 

in real value networks with compliments of capital market investments, results 

in lower capital intensity, lower material intensity and lower human intensity 

per € investment with very attractive marks on ROI / total capacity compared 

to traditional complexity. The sustainability factor outcome in personalized 

value networks to design hidden champions is even greater by local 

partnership networks impact.  

- TIMA recommends and is prepared for this entrepreneurial innovations 
anticipating 2016 signed forms of TTIP and TPP as driver for of social market 

performance in digitized globalization for all projected German enterprises 

partnership with family driven SME in adequate strategies and virbrant new 

partnership contributions to the UNGC principals at any place.  

2014 TIMA anticipates the SME partnerships to become a remarkable driver seat for 

infrastructural policy strategies of governmental cooperation and development between 

ministries in addition to legal obligations of societies to UN SDGs  
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TIMA SME Strategies in 2014 with clients in B4P – Business for Peace UNGC 

The international SME Partnership building is a TIMA Flagship of to-morrow to 

develop strategies and structures for vanguard SME value network of digitized SME 

business for local growth, employment, performance and sustainability to benefit 

society and market with prosperous perceptions on work and wealth by SME 

partnerships.  

Based on the highlight of the New York UN GC Leaders’ Summit 2013, the launching 

ceremony of the Business for Peace (B4P) initiative with TIMA as one of the first two 

German signatories, TIMA International joined this important initiative and decided to 

contribute with a comprehensive society and market paper a new policies approach 

for a peaceful human safety and security pathways. Within the new paradigms in 

digital societies with value networks in netted economies in the decade ahead a 

resilient strategy was developed by Dr. Martina Timmermann for a Tri-regional 

Partnering perception on reconciliation and innovation in East Asia, pivotal to shaping 

the order of the twenty-first Century and exemplary at any place for cities and SME’s 

in partnerships. 

2014 activities 

- 2014 the fundamental frameworks for this initiative started, managed and 

designed by the Dr. Martina Timmermann, TIMA Vice President for 

International Affairs.   

Based on her continuously globally shared and exchanged professional 

experiences on old and new visions of the past and the future, in peoples 

reactions in powerful collective think pattern, within her remarable international 

networks with Universities, think tanks, politics and corporate sector in Europe, 

Asia, Amerika and Afrika in problematic and safe environments, she managed 

to extract decisive proved experiences of German society and business sector 

since the end of world war II, the society integration between Germany East 

and West, the participation in a transnational Eurozone and the expanding of 

Europe 28, NATO beside the internatoinal worksharing within the 

regionalization and institutionalization of the societies in Asia. 

Within global politics, with politics of reconciliation and the new challenges of 

digital globalizationher contribution is a standard on opportunities for policy 
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briefings to perform with business statesmanship within the primacy of 

politics..    

- As fellow of the American Institute for Contemporary German Studies, the 

John Hopkins University in Washington DC, Dr. Martina Timmermann 

published her final studies on a new frameworks sharing potentials and 

options from EU/Germany for mediating in East Asia.  

- Within the vanguard strategies development of TIMA since 1996, this paper for 

partnerships, anticipating fundamental strategic paradigms in an architecture 

of the future, within multilateralism in global frameworks of digital netted value 

networks of industry, trade and services, is a new landmark of TIMA policy 

briefing solutions to support business ventures and political projects where 

integrity, transparency and ethics are vital for success.  

- Within cities SME partnerships in cross border political subsidiarity are a driver 

to bridge national and local primacy of politics, international capital shift of 

hope, public license to operate with entrepreneurial lead as a serious 

approach in B4P and a vibrant the role for global SMEs partnerships in the 

innovation driven economics of IOT.  Business presence in fragile societies is 

a key to economic growth, development and often the stabilizer to prevent 

conflicts. 

2.2 Materiality  of  TIMA SME partnerships in Sustainability (UNGC) 

The TIMA views on essential impacts in our business and in the services for our 

clients. 

The digital TIMA SME partnership value networks for intra and extra digitized 

relations of SME partnerships globalization from Germany to the world and the world 

to Germany is built with individual rights protection in swarm enterprise environments 

as in partnerships for global SME CytoGrowth protection, at any place for the SMEs 

in partnerships: 

2014 TIMA SME partnerships exploring opportunities 

Connecting specialist personnel, suppliers, core companies to build, optimize 

provide, specialize the IT-based communications with individual partnership between 

German family enterprises and family enterprises in all continental industrial belt, 

road and rail areas in asian/african – european geologic boundary or maritime 
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oriented industrial harbor gates worldwide or global industrial aerodrome parks, 

sharing in public or private entrepreneurial responsibility their infrastructures of work 

and their risks in wealth with digitized measurable sustainability and integrity of 

individual spirituality within the primacy of politics.  

TIMA SME partnership model guarantees the free and autonomous entrepreneurial 

independency in digitized SME Partnerships by law, the 10 UNGC principles and the 

individual spirituality obligatory for all.  

The digitized frame of each SME partnerships value network around the world 

delivers the transparency in flows of legal, financial, commercial and technical 

processes for all participants in the SME partnerships by the SME partnership 

network services, which is owned and supervised by all SME owners in assets by 

their own foundation, acting as contract partner to standard platform and IoT provider 

globally. Furthermore this in house services are the only clearing body to CythGrowth 

revenues and the intra guide for all SMEs in new digitizing processes and all new 

individual property rights for the partnerships relations worldwide. 

The intra guides enable the SME’s diversity and plurality of the digital SME value 

networks services in multiple structures for work include focused education and 

research for each SME partnerships excellence in protected intellectual personalized 

properties, in individual digital economics of manufacturing, trading or services, for 

larger employment and steady growth in the region, in individual SME partnership 

brands of individual profiles of SME partnership for digitized value creation in 

competitive OEM-, sytems-, components-, modules-, parts-, spare parts-, recycling-, 

materials-, outfitter-, automation-, robotics-, construction- and maintenance services.    

The SME partnership value networks drive to innovative high end markets and 

integrate branding, certification, pricing and paying and robotics and transmutation in 

digitized standards and digitized sustainability in simply superior local economics to 

all, ever realized. 

With transparent relations to all local primacy of politics the promotion for industry, 

research education in private and public interests is a part of the safe digital social 

market economy game changing. 

Stakeholder meetings, IT connectivity logistics and cross enterprise works open 

gates to global content sharing in research, technical domains leadership, education 
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along all SME partnership value networks in customer to society or markets relations, 

for clean SME statesmanship in sustainability in the SME partnerships value 

networks worldwide 

2014 TIMA activities 

Observance of the law and the legal system is a fundamental principle for our 

Company in fitting the sustainability standards, rules and principles within the TIMA 

code of conduct. Every employee shall obey the laws and regulations of the legal 

systems within which they are acting. Violating the law must be avoided under all 

circumstances, especially violations punishable by jail, monetary penalties, or fines. 

Regardless of the sanctions foreseen by the law, any employee guilty of a violation 

will be liable to disciplinary consequences because of the violation of his/her 

employment duties. 

2014 Strategic allocations of resources in partnerships are selected and determined 

by volume of value in networks by markets, resources on finance, materials and 

humans for relevant sustainability lead in competition, allocation to take the lead in 

hidden championship position is key of intellectual learning curve and guided by 

standards to communicate on progress.  

2014 TIMA dynamic sustainability strategies are based on hands on staff 

participation in game changing patterns, zero time market in innovations and new 

enterprise positioning with society license. In partnerships all share responsibilities in 

dispositive factors, integration of all stakeholders, as drivers of execution on all 

market desires. In the entrepreneurial masterplan the pathway to growth, 

performance and employment is conceptually manifested with interdependency to 

markets, climate, society and capital volatilities. With basic and hands on efficiency 

the SME and family enterprises realize in partnerships the permanent matching of 

virtual plan and real doings on the pathway of prosperity sharing in partnerships for 

the better. 

2014 TIMA was honored to share the partnership experience with the UN Secretary-

General  at the UN Private Sector Forum 2013 for Africa.  With entrepreneurs and 

political leaders from the African Union,  the UN Global Compact and its UNGC 

African Network and the African Development Bank at the table. 2014 TIMA 

continued exchange on specifically African issues related to the entrepreneurial 
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environment in the sectors of mining, raw materials trading, energy mix, and 

engineering services. As a result, Dr. Achim Deja, President of TIMA shared possible 

partnership issues from engineering offices to reinsurer to evaluate the TIMA 

innovation driven industrial and civil strategies of social market paradigms and SME 

contributions in partnerships, following UNGC principles. 

With strategies for SME Partnerships within continental and maritime based forms of 

infrastructures TIMA created 2014 real options for pathways on SME Partnerships in 

B4P and shared this options in Europe on continental and maritime market and 

society strategies to business in regional infrastructure modernization in “road, rail 

and belt” or “ship and connect”, from China to Europe and from India and South East 

Asia to Africa and Europe, and from Europe to polar regions and Asia and  USA, as 

well as ship and connect Caribbean and Latin America. 

2014 TIMA  SME strategies or structures on  sustainability in Mega-cities, states, and 

corporations were shared with Caribbean and Latin American participants of the 

Global Compact City Program. 

On a meeting of high  level 2014 in Asia, Saigon, TIMA learned and shared with a  

prominent HGE about their measurable mastering sustainability with SMEs in their 

value network partnerships turnover of actual 1$ per human being on earth per day, 

heading for 10 $ per human being on earth per day in 2025  with a demographic 

forecast of 8 billion peoples, leading the competition race on connectivity and content 

digitalization for personalized communication technology and the presence in every 

spot on earth. This is a serious game changer in the validation of the TIMA service 

strategies for SMEs partnerships. 

2014 TIMA SME strategies on B4P in Africa and India, on lowering carbon emissions, 

on woman empowerment, on food, water, waste, on labor, on corporate water 

stewardship and Post 2015 SDGs were discussed with the corporate sector, 

international foundations, issue specific UN organizations and UN GC initiatives at 

the UN GC Leaders’ Summit in New York and  on Sustania summit in Copenhagen, 

Europe. Such expert exchanges allowed us to successfully empower and provide a 

synthesis of alternatives for all our clientele with reliable strategies for SMEs for 

balanced partnering with other SMEs or with international leveled MNE players or 

with global leveled HGEs.(Hyper Global Enterprises) 
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In 2014, TIMA International shared its diverse entrepreneurial dynamic sustainability 

partnership forms in digital netted globalization of markets and societies. For fitting 

the framework of The 10 UNGC sustainability principles, we exchanged the impacts 

of TIMA autonomous SME partnership strategies with leading personalities on the 6 

key TIMA pillars for resource allocations in the next future:  

- about local public and private market flexibility needs and contributions of 

SMEs in cross border decentralized entrepreneurial complexity benefitting 

reliably global financial drivers for unlimited growth in high competitive 

innovation driven structures by value networks of SME partnerships between 

family enterprises now for  the future, with 20 Mio. SMEs in Europe in the 

focus of such sophisticated partnerships.  

- about primacy of politics presettings caused by climate change and WHO 

rules, changing mobility and defense architectures for globally netting 

communities in maritime and continental environments with individual global 

logistics and value network services of local SME partnerships for 

manufacturing, and trade, in cities within industrial belts of road and rail or of 

large harbours/ports and ocean carriers connecting national economies. 140 

Mio. SMEs are in the focus of such partnerships worldwide.  

- about efficient up scaling of women entrepreneurial empowerment beyond 

contributions in circles of think tanks and political institutions, with equality 

architectures in international SMEs partnerships of the future, matching talent 

and gender development of 20 Mio. women in European SMEs, and 3 Mio. in 

German SMEs.  

- about reconcilement of interest and cross border security in architectures of 

family SME partnerships with science, infrastructure, legislation and identity 

building contributing to local acceleration of innovation economics by SME 

value networks in the digital future. In 28 European states the partnership 

momentum seem to be unlimited, exceeding 1 tr. € in terms of trade, impacting 

more than 500 Mio. human beings in an European minded culture.   

- about massive contributions of identifyed or created new transparent 

champions in SME partnership value networks in globalization, that 

evolutionary changes the access to global wealth community networks of 

pension funds, foundations and financial intermediates, Shifting capital in 

outperforming sustainable structures for the better individual cross cultural 
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living in the next generation and driving civilized globalization processes of the 

future a sustainably impacting to generate the increase of the average income 

in emerging and emerged countries by 200 billion €  in adequate increases in 

enterprise SME partnerships at any place 

- about the individual spirituality in digital SME partnerships relations the 

positive identity and integrity building and contribution to balancing negatives 

influences in all cross cultural impacts on SME partnerships and their value 

networks are remarkable. Within local environments such SME partnerships 

stabilizing sustainability and create a solid access to the public license to 

operate in game changing  disruptions. All professional interests in work and 

wealth were matched by measurable sustainability and individual spirituality by 

less risks and in responsibility strengthening the partnerships in difficult 

situations by a local SME statesmanship. 

This inspires the most SME partnership drivers in game changing markets of 2 bil. 

people with engaged and enabled stakeholders, shouldered in 140 - 200 millions of 

SMEs exploring, learning, sharing and exchanging skill and knowledge with others in 

digitizes forms of serious gaming, managing to raise their own new partnership bars 

within the UNGC principles and individual spirituality, to benefit from real value 

creation in transparency for a better living in work and wealth. 

2014 of TIMA SME partnerships and foundations  

The growing population in digital netted global society is inspired from the coherent 

dream of game changing for a better living in post climate change of inclusive growth. 

This desire envisions a driving momentum that advances equitable opportunities for 

economic participants during economic growth with benefits incurred by every section 

of society. The 10 UNGC principles are part of an architecture to safe this momentum 

in intergenerational obligations of society development within the governance of 

sustainability. In most societies the family and entrepreneurial relations belong to the 

most cohesive forces between human beings in SME partnerships.  

From the base of the pyramid to the top of the pyramid family enterprises are 

worldwide the elementary carrier and best game changer of work in emerging and 

emerged societies to manage challenges and stabilize developments in handling 

disruptive changes.  
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TIMA empowers these abilities in strategies and with digital structures of 4.0 and IOT 

services for autonomous families enterprises partnerships of all seizes in cross global 

at least dual local value networks for success by better ownership advantages,  

location benefits and globalization incentives with investments to new services to 

markets and society. This is attractive to specific investment views of wealth 

management, especially in guilt-edged investments.   

The TIMA perception on digitized SME partnerships in Work+Wealth strategies 

rethink and reengineer in all countries or regions as NAFTA, EU, AEC/ASEAN, AU 

the market and society demand to settle a new pathway to prosperity, on an 

individual and personalized Kingsway with SMEs in partnerships as well as in HGEs 

in the decades ahead.  

2014 TIMA activities: 

2014 TIMA reengineered strategies of serious game changing with measurable 

contributions of German and northern European social market society pillars, fitting 

the performance of digital business economics .  

2014 we checked with monetizing, capitalizing, marketizing and commercializing 

unprecedented advantages for digitized SME partnerships, as their owners  are 

market drivers merging digitally all local, regional and global success factors within 

fractal forms of dispositive principles of autonomous individuality, personality and 

subsidiarity.  

The entrepreneurial autonomous access to free market forces and the sustainable 

solidarity in all SME environments, goads individual enterprises value networks to 

deliver local exclusiveness, affordability and inclusiveness.  

This key marks the transformation to sustainability with the netted stakeholders and 

shareholders sharing in frameworks of education, infrastructures, and adequate local 

tax income giving the primacy of local politics the chance to build  the better city with 

fused inclusiveness. This will be a focus of SDGs with more than 100 bil. $ per year 

of the international community by the same fractal approach. 

In addition, the global circular economy approach for  TIMA SME partnership 

strategies, deliver game changers in all continents and perceptions to redesign and 

revitalize capital intensive, energy intensive, quality intensive and science intensive 
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industrial brands, designed, manufactured and delivered with close relations to  high 

temperature, high pressure and high energy and high weight processes in new 

partnerships. The rethinking of the traditional heavy industry is highly attractive in 

global new partnerships spending in real value vestments just 10 % of the new value 

creation for game changing partnership on tr.€ level from mining to steel or alumina 

etc. 

The TIMA approach in the global innovation economy for unlimited real value growth 

with the TIMA digitized SME partnerships, captivates by unprecedented human – 

robot relations, decreasing intensity of all production factor costs in downstream 

technology for local automation and high end local product performing. By 

transmuting the digitized desires of digitally enabled customers, with hologram, 

virtualization, simulation into real product, trade and service offers and deliveries, a 

zero time to market flexibility at any place is part of technical and communications  

application and use of IoT and industrial 4.0 or G5 for local SME partnerships. In this 

sophisticated and smart approach with digitized SME partnerships,  locally every 

human being is an entrepreneurial customers in the digital society and the digital 

markets in his digital relation to enterprises or governments. The economic effect is 

an superior competitiveness of all local SMEs in partnerships in outstanding 

sustainability.     

2014 TIMA SME partnerships for GCF Financing SDG post 15 in Africa 

2014 The African vision of financing the TIMA International partnerships of SMEs 

following the UNGC discussion on GCF and others 

For continental logistics of high speed in autonomous systems for basic cross border 

AU infrastructures from Africa to Europe, India and South East Asia. The connected 

economic gravities of industrial zones and cities crossing the continent of Africa, 

design and boost the inner African trade and commerce, vitalizing family enterprises 

partnership building as drivers of local diversity in actions for more than 3 bn. peoples 

as consumers.  

TIMA recommends the industrial consortia to be led with experience and to build 

thousands of smart European Asian African and American industrial, engineering and 

service partnerships netted with digital infrastructures high market flexibility and low 
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complexity for modernization of Africa in mining, raw material and energy systems or 

vanguard industrial and agricultural large scale growth aside the industrialization.  

Such social market economic frameworks let post 15 SDGs shine and would also 

place emphasis on B4E investments in health and educational structures for better 

living and inclusiveness. Driving a key finance approach of TIMA social market 

strategies, the long term financed modernization with both, high efficiency of 

industrial down streaming output and extreme use for own Up Stream Investments, 

with measurable effects on short-term decrease of capital intensity and costs, easing 

all investments on higher added-value pay-offs.  

TIMA shared in UNGC the estimated $1,000 billion to be needed to be invested 

annually in the project developing climate-friendly industrial infrastructure including 

renewable energy production by cross continental and cultural consortia, within an 

AU leadership in partnership reuniting the primacy of politics and interests in a 

framework of integrity between South Asia (India), South East Asia, (ASEAN). Near 

East  (Turkey, Iran,  Arabia) and Europe in ending the maritime dependency of the 

whole region for a new beginning with human safety and security for a prosperous 

future. 

Financing Africa with the Green Climate Fund (GCF) , or by a comparable 

international capital market shift of hope raising $100 billion p.a. by 2018 are 

sufficient to make 1.000 billion (or bitcoin) $ Investment profitable . The TIMA game 

changer concept for Africa is safe, because it follows best German experience as 

similar game changer in the 70ties with real value creation through the German-

Sowjet Union Mannesmann Plant engineering business for modern efficient down 

streaming investment in raw material production and distribution impacting high 

competitiveness in German products. With international financing and best up 

streaming framework the strategy delivered profitable high end products additionally.  

The TIMA strategy of innovation economy in partnerships for shared financing and 

clear entrepreneurial leadership in partnership is unique and avoids to be disbursed 

for the 100 billion dollars of the GCF from tax, semipublic institutions or central banks 

which have a high risk potential to run short or create liquidity in buying bonds. The 

model of an intermediate green climate fund selling green climate bonds therefore 

could be the best alternative for combined regulation with concrete entrepreneurial 

investments. All monetary policies of government benefit as only real value creation 
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is financed, especially if the bonds have a duration of hundred years with rather low 

interest rates and the additional effect to increase the profitably of already existing 

financed adaptation and mitigation measures, as earlier proposed in UNGC Cancun 

Summit by Deutsch Banker Koch-Weser. For inclusive measures, excluded from 

private sector the blanco risks to finance 100 billion per year would need 20 billion 

dollar of FED and ECB related to GDP. In the Eurozone only 1.5 billion $ per month 

for financing local improvements to stabil growth sources. The real value creating 

SME partnerships development in local activities could be matchedwith 20 mio SMEs 

in Europe, many experiences in Africa as well as with African inhabitants in Europe to 

build up sustainable structure in local African SME partnerships. 

2014 of TIMA SME Partnerships in TTIP/TPP and C4C   

TIMA collected and shared all over 2014 the positive movements in 2014 for SME 

partnerships of family enterprises with 10 UNGC sustainability principles: 

This TIMA strategies 2014 based on UNGC principles and German social market 

experiences, matches with an innovation economy of partnerships in Europe, Asia, 

Americás and Africa. This is a reliable pathway to prosperity within one generation to 

foster and realize local prosperity in civilized family driven globalization in a 

sustainable future till 2050, which contributes sustainability to limit global warming 

below 2°C, if global primacy of politics and capital market actions are be taken before 

2018 and respect embedding human continental and maritime safety and security. 

TIMA SME partnerships, mandating strategic relations vice versa between families 

entrepreneurs,  European SME with entrepreneurs of families in SMEs of Near East, 

Africa, AEC plus, USA, Middle and South America.  

The TTIP and TPP frameworks, forecasted to be solved in 2015 and beyond for the 

Atlantic and Pacific regions ease legal reliability, open big data exchange to generate 

IOT based local wealth development for SMEs in Family enterprise partnerships.   

The TIMA perception 2014 on this issue is basic positive because of the vanguard 

individual human benefits and we anticipate the necessary political multilateral 

frameworks of WTO, G7/8 – G20 within 2016-2018 with volatile global impacts in 

various regionalization developments and global imponderabilities on safety and 

security interests. 
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TIMA SME partnerships  are corner stones to serious game changers for digitalized 

circular and innovation economy, as measureable force in diversity and plurality for 

free and better living of the people, attracting free market forces and primacy of local 

politics, confirmed 2014 in numerous governmental discussions with delegates and 

leading politicians from all over Asian countries. Even though the IoT will be driven by 

the broader aspects to monetization, capitalization and commercialization by 

measurable customers new interactions giving local presence new forms of billing, 

and SME partnerships a good positioning in special relations by better forecasts, 

better personalized customer informations with impacts on innovations and balance 

sheet elements, that have a direct correlation to stock-exchange spheres of 

influence. Especially in complex industrial environments as well in wholesale 

environment the targeting in business lines is much more effective with increasingly 

stimulating decentral SME partnerships with high benefits for all. Also the mixture of 

automated solutions and needs of fitting in zero time presence realizes maintenance 

improvements, easily steered to all SME services and their recurring local financial 

isues, again with effects on balance sheets and the stock exchange evaluation of 

good performing business. SME partnerships become game changing drivers of 

partnerships for the the benefit of their clients, The very old rule to know more about 

a clients improves the business, becomes professionalized by IOT, especially if the 

SME strategy is matching  these informations with profitable revenues in pricing and 

costs. The Kingsway to sustainability is sharing in a larger perception of strategies, 

the core services of TIMA International with digital SME partnerships services in 

upcoming environment of TTIP and TPP for all involved.  

2014 TIMA activities 

The 2014 proposition of a digital TIMA SME model is a real time society platform for 

individual success, societies stability and market growth with professional TIMA SME 

partnership strategies for all “road, rail and belt” or “ship and connect” value networks  

around the world.  

Already in 2010 in Cacun, Mexico on UNGC C4C Summit TIMA drove and intensified 

the exchange and the promoting on maritime “ship and connect” and continental “rail 

and belt” (silkroad) solutions for measurable frames in quality and innovations in 

hidden champions strategies within UNGC sustainability rules in the “super bowl” the 
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largest and most intensive and extensive market frame of the world, 2014 expected 

to be regulated by public law  2015 -17 for both TPP and TTIP.  

The actual TIMA value network partnerships models surpass any traditional 

enterprises in short notice transforming best success factors in zero time to new local 

markets. The cross nations families in local partnerships speed up the market 

migration pace in benefits procession of digitalization, skill exchange, smart business 

communication and sustainability performance.  

Fast growing hidden champions network partnerships are winners within the key 

paradigms to come with TTIP and TPP in the decade ahead.   

2014 of TIMA SME partnerships in global family enterprises 

2014 the negotiations on global climate change challenge after a decade on 

warming, are expected in C4C to come to an end in 2015 -2018, with exceptional 

options for SME partnership with local governmental legal frames. The WTO 

negotiators 2014 for multilateral solutions becomes more optimistic by the 

acceptance of multilateral rules beyond 2016, as regionalization in all continents 

create more risks than chances in short term views.  The raise of USA as energy mix 

game changer 2014 for the Atlantic and Pacific region becomes an influential part of 

the maritime and global security for TPP and TTIP, with growing expectations on 

opportunities for European – Asian – American perceptions. TIMA forced 2014 in 

regular exchanges in Brussels, New York, London and Berlin in UNGC related 

sharing and learning lessons, a new legal and financial environment globally, 

especially to protect  local digital SMEs partnerships for manufacturing, trade and 

services to reengineer the new free access to the markets. 

2014 TIMA contributed with entrepreneurial partnership opportunities of education to 

the change of wealth and capital flow and its paradigms within a volatile financial 

global framework, favoring the SMEs partnerships in TIMA work+wealth and TIMA 

SME statesmanship in globalizing economies in their emerging industrial belt zones 

and in national aspects to strengthen with specific commercial options the future in 

industrial down streaming and local SME up streaming strategies, dislocating historic 

sinecures and inequities in societies and markets in all economies.   

2014 TIMA exchanged and shared on the applications of the digital evolution in 

industries and in communication between individuals, to empower the new approach  
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of families in SME partnerships with personalized and individualized local market 

flexibility within stable and transparent financial opportunities for the SMEs and their 

brilliant outlook in serious partnership wealth development.  

The likelihood to local SMEs successfully revitalizing their own base of the pyramid 

environment by TIMA SME Partnerships is high in free social market driven 

frameworks, but need political and legal stability in non-democratic states. Therefore 

TIMA 2014 was initiating autonomous entrepreneurial partnerships guided by 

international monitoring. 

The TIMA 2014 reviews the factors of success for SME Partnerships decrease in 

those states continuously with creeping or openly radical loss off rule of law, 

increasing corruption and security. In all such regions or playing fields, maritime or 

continental oriented, troublesome impacts cause measurably sparking dissatisfaction.  

The increasing human refugee flows and associated criminal impacts are an 

measurable outcome of an increasing competition on influence by interests in human, 

material and financial flows on globe, actual in 2014 there are more than 150 Mio. 

refugees in foreign countries with rising pressure on Europe and all family driven 

enterprises hesitate with international partnerships in such environments.  

TIMA 2014 partnership models are part of opportunities for a game change in 

inclusive growth and help to turn around to local prosperity by work and building 

wealth. The increasing influences of extremes implode all bottom up opportunities for 

better living in families connected in across borders partnerships. With a measurable 

autonomous entrepreneurial individual game change and a protective governmental 

legal subsidiarity frame by the local level of government only some aspects can be 

solved: 

- The growing volume of inclusiveness worldwide 2014 and the difficulties to 

establish a reliable framework for financing SDGs Sustainable Development 

goals for post 15, find a stable pillar in TIMA SMEs partnerships as 

international financed game changer and market driver. Families wealth 

interests need a clear capital and finance flow regulation respecting their 

autonomy in their properties as well as all involved financial intermediates to 

realize opportunities in partnerships. The European central bank offers capital 

market conditions for long term perceptions and politics are under pressure to 
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build the regulations frameworks including human safety and security in 

partnerships 

- The ranking of the big points to prioritize differ 2014 from region to region and 

country to country but are vitally impacting everybody in the netted world of 

more than 7 billion human beings 2014 and growing by nearly 80 Million 

humans every year.  

- The international community 2014 still has no joint cohesion for a human 

driven global architecture for the future and still compete on retrospective 

central or capital leadership roles of a past history. 

2014 TIMA SME partnerships in EU zone  

In the controversial views in Europe on economics driver the countries are risking a 

massive drifting away of interests between of the states of EU for standalone 

solutions in rising nationalism.  

The driver for the better is a superior EU strategy within an responsible innovation 

driven IOT economy embedded in 4.0 abilities. Promoting the expansion of 

dispositive human factor and up scaling of more than 20 Mio. family driven SMEs in 

Europe to 30 Mio. SMEs for employment and partnerships in the globalization within 

a European legal framework of business with better performance is the measurable 

business answer for sustainability,  human safety and security of EU as a whole, 

based on European values of social market economics as people driven democracy.   

This is the time for national primacy of politics to serve the people of Europe with top 

down and bottom up harmony in EU, delivering the society framework with reliable 

and affordable health-, education- and social systems, defense, science, foreign 

affairs and cultural integrity but European spirituality.  

2014 TIMA promoted in all national and international networks as Sustainia, UNGC 

that Europe is a advanced global authentic force in in the world for free and social 

digital market architectures of the future.  

TIMA shared therefore the SME partnership in all European nations, especially 

Germany as driver to share this in a democratic balanced and stipulated free 

individual driven society with leadership in partnership preparing the entrepreneurial 

forces for a post climate change order, as soon as possible already 70 years after 

world war II, the end of colonialism and already 24 years after the end of a global 
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human lives impacting realty with central ideology above law of the individual human 

rights. 

The economics of a peaceful prosperity in the future are built on the fundaments of 

sustainability in the 10 UNGC Principle, because of the self-evident broadening of 

entrepreneurial leadership in partnership by the autonomous private sector and 

individual wealth development with innovative science and societies benefits in 

evolutionary effects to grow in plurality and diversity benefitting all.  

Responsible political regulation in value driven philosophy, human vision and with 

individual wealth responsibility as integrating digital game changer beyond classic  

collective think pattern as “fraternité, egalité and liberté” in modern political orders of 

digital social market economy will turn around the spreading and disruptive increase 

of tensions, misused regionalization for national interests by participation and 

focusing the society on maturity and self reliant citizens within the societies and 

markets for better living of families and the generations to come. 

 in unlimited prosperity and high performing revitalization of unity in plurality by 

disciplined and humble political leadership in partnership, starting with sophisticated 

education for all in digitized world of real value creation by work and wealth in direct 

partnerships  

2014 all political and administrative strategies for the global idea of man, in an 

architecture of better living in the future named as key tools  the security and 

prosperity in and between all parts of the societies avoiding rising diffused volatility 

and incertitude.  Most societies are not prepared to game changing influences from 

inside or outside, but ignore realties, interests or underestimate that the serious will 

for integration must be measurable and transparent for all .  

With this fractal framework of SME partnerships the broad and highly specialized skill 

and knowledge transfer is broken down to its elementary mosaic of updated wisdom 

and education for economic use and the creation of employment, income, 

entrepreneurial profit, Return of Investments and tax contributions in the local areas 

of doings worldwide. It is the driver for society developments, for capital shift of hope, 

for large scale industries and global trade.  

The building of partnerships for real value creation need to start on the bottom of the 

pyramid without corruption, in economic performance reached with sustainable 
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measures, delivering quality safety and financial reliability in adequate SME 

partnerships as game changer. 

2014 TIMA activities 

2014 TIMA shared on SME partnerships in Europe within the rules of social market 

driven subsidiarity, dispositive human abilities, sustainability principles and individual 

spirituality to deliver the basics for a convincing offer in an architecture of UNGC 

sustainability of the future.  

2014 TIMA SME partnerships in German social market economy  

Established in 1996 for Change management issues as transformation and 

integration management agency 18 years of TIMA best practice in game changing 

and personalizing of human-to-human relations is manifested in guiding, exchanging 

and sharing with entrepreneurs, employees and all private and public share- and 

stakeholders, as well the institutional bodies of corresponding societies and markets.  

Our key massage of is to strengthen the human strength and dispositive factor in 

enterprises to increase the ability to innovative progress raising the plurality and 

diversity with local market flexibility in partnerships and shared intellectual properties. 

Upscaling the autonomous entrepreneurial participation in digitized corporate 

partnerships and the building of globalized SME value networks is the most 

convincing investment. Sharing fair and intergenerational equity principle, with 

adequate employment strategies the SME partnerships generate identification with 

skilled and high sophisticated digital markets in cross border local relations of the 

future.  

Implementing serious gaming solutions in the partnerships the visual learning and 

communications beyond any language match globally industry 4.0 and IoT market 

demand between all human beings and robots with local inclusion and completeness 

through SME partnerships.  

The human face of the digital globalization is a measurable public obligation for the 

primacy of politics to globally harmonize legislation frameworks for local work and 

wealth within the digital 4.0 and IoT as the Kingsway to ecological cyber social 

market economics on local level in all societies and markets. 
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A worldwide local autonomous entrepreneurial responsibility of SME partnerships 

and statesmanship are unbridled 4.0 cyber-economic drivers in a free society 

evolution. In personalized integrity at any level and individual spirituality in SME 

partnerships the growth rate for better living from the bottom to the top of the pyramid 

at any society is the most reasonable opportunity to build the new digital age 4.0.   

The actual level of 3.0 industrial version and actual internet versions will not fit a 

global market competitiveness of fast changing economies, nore contribute to the 

protection of a growing human society within an obligatory post climate change 

architecture nor strengthen all worldwide family driven SMEs. Missing the individual 

SME partnership opportunities to intensify capacity building in skill and education, 

missing the connectivity with science and technology and the direct local access to 

own intellectual properties creation in smart, human led – machine to machine 

centers of to-morrow, the existing top down structures are the highest barriers in 

heads and markets as well as in the governmental administration.  

2014 in all globally balanced digitized human safety and security policies 

governments are facing necessary digital top down regulations and autonomous 

bottom up cross corporate responsible guiding. The autonomous entrepreneurial 

responsibilities locally in the new digital global pathway to prosperity in individual 

SME partnerships in any national, regionalized and global market migration is the 

greatest opportunitiy for better local living worldwide  and an issue of materiality to 

the UN and UNGC.   

The TIMA model of SME partnerships, sharing the digitized sustainability factor is our 

contribution as participant of UNGC and we want to share, exchange and guide with 

international enterprises the work and wealth development, within peacefulglobal 

societies and markets relations, embedded in the 10 UNGC principles and our 

individual spirituality as European citizens  

We estimate that centralized governmental structures as well as centralized 

economic structures may cause the national economies fall back in their 

competitiveness perception because of structural  barriers against the autonomous 

sharing in digital factor intensities even in very large scale lean standardization in 

traditional global leadership visions,  The political and economic impacts on their 

national magic square may increase poverty and threaten the international security 
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frame with hateful collective think patterns in the social media and political scene to 

change momentum on the cost of third parties.  

The northern European social market economies and their approach to a people 

driven globalization is remarkably experienced to share in decentralized and 

balanced political and industrial structures the digitized sustainability factor cost 

intensity for all. This is anticipated in the TIMA digitizd individual SME partnerships 

models that sharing of sustainability in the 10 UNGC principles becomes a part of a 

peoples driven modern sharing in a social market 4.0 in IOT of Europe for local 

globalization worldwide.  

2014 the leading industries and governments in west and east, north and south drive 

the pace to a digital ecological cyber social market 4.0  and IoT to participate in 

global competitiveness, the kay door opener for an reasonable capital shift of hope.  

The evolutionary TIMA preposition proposal is based on the measurable success of 

the “German Soziales Marktwirtschaft”, implemented after the World War II by 

Konrad Adenauer and the Allied Forces. With a re-thought and re-engineered 

strategy and structure TIMA anticipated, shared, exchanged and transferred in 

UNGC level and many best practices the German approach for a legal European 

social cyber market economy frame to enable the explosion of value creation by local 

SME partnerships in all continents. These SME Partnerships as innovative driver for 

plurality in diversity generate highest probability to realize global and local 

intergenerational justice, individual human personality building, human employment, 

human safety in quality and human security. This TIMA strategy and structure is 

benefitting all operational free society and free market interests with an autonomous 

entrepreneurial responsibility for the value networks of SME partnerships and 

statesmanship.  

Within a local vanguard primacy of politics we share on digitized opportunities in all 

cities worldwide, with an anticipated open European hybrid connectivity platform for 

BIG Data 4.0 and IOT shared contents, in the UNGC global sustainability architecture 

and by the individual spirituality expressed in the free will of all heavenly bodies, for 

living as free peoples in free cities and free societies globally.                                                                                                                                                   
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2014 TIMA SME partnerships  and cyber -  inclusiveness, completeness 

The entrepreneurial partnership for sustainable value networks are the key game 

changer for markets and societies. On the pathway to a new architecture of the future 

in the digital global society, SME partnerships mark a Kingsway for societies with 

family driven partnerships  

The game changer in the tradition of standalone leadership is to manage digital 

netted wealth in autonomous partnerships in leadership, creating unlimited plurality in 

diversities in all societies and can be measurably understood as successful swarm 

economics by all. Smart Partnerships in digital value networks must therefore realize 

vanguard breakthroughs in various playing fields:  -  realizing  consumers market 

flexibility , personalizing innovations in patients – doctor relations,  individualizing  

local automation for industrial complexity,  generating sophisticated services in cities 

in individual circular economy and any remote places, to benefiting all in private and 

professional participation by more plurality in diversity in lifestyle, life science  and 

infrastructural common goods. Therefore the human approach to receive high end 

transmutation services of their digitized desires as customers to politics or 

entrepreneurs need the utilization of digital visualization and simulation in 3d 

hologram technologies to create digitized parts for robotizing or other forms to offer 

and deliver products, trade or services in the new relation of customers to enterprises 

in markets or customers to government administration and politics in the societies. 

2014 the procedures of TIMA shared and explored  the inspiring confidence in the 

digital implementation of smart high tech services in the TIMA SMEs partnerships, to 

merger the bottom of the pyramid with the top of the pyramid in all societies with 

UNGC principles for all, and individual spirituality, according to an architecture all 

want. 

The 6 procedures developed by TIMA for SME partnerships became the pillars of the 

TIMA entrepreneurial strategy profile in society and market relations within the 

framework of the 10 UNGC principles. integrity and individual spirituality. 

2009: TIMA GlobalCon – to build the way; 2010: TIMA SustainMan – to do it better; 

2011: TIMA InNetMediaton – to guide the best; 2012:TIMA Work and Wealth – to 

create sustainable prosperity; 2013: TIMA CytoGrowth – to multiply the innovations; 
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2014: TIMA SME Statemanship – to share the game change, serving markets and 

society and safe entrepreneurial intellectual properties.  

 

2.3 International standards on sustainability 

TIMA shares the goals of sustainability in strategic, structural and operations in 6 

procedures as a framework in which the individual development and the realization in 

or with partnerships is master planned for operations in a joint process with wealth, 

owners and employment. 

TIMA is committed to one world of the human civilization, sharing the dignity of man 

is inviolable by all and the duty of all public and private authority is to respect and 

protect it in its sphere of influence.  

TIMA is UNGC committed to sustainability, to civil liberty, the dignity of personality, 

rule of law and due process, dynamics of work, responsible innovative capacity of 

wealth, preparedness for reform to renew, to stabilize, to normalize.  

TIMA strategies are committed to individual spirituality, leaps in evolution, 

levelheaded participation and sharing.  

2014 TIMA - UN Leadership and Global Compact Activities  

The TIMA has continuously championed the Global Compact in the business sector 

worldwide and broadened the TIMA business partnership models in meaningful ways 

and respect according to the 10 UNGC principles and all UNGC communications on 

progress in business issues. TIMA shared the expectations of global compact Lead  

and the GCF approach to finance adaptation and mitigation for Low carbon society. 

TIMA exchanged business and shared the investors views on post-2015 SDGs in 

New York, and learned and exchanged integrity aspects in global value chains for 

human safety with the Global Movement of the Moderates.  

TIMA guided and shared since many years clients and TIMA business in best 

practice with individual spirituality in traditional business partnerships in intercultural 

and interreligious peace and business solution respecting the holy see views as well 

of Lutheran churches on international level for implemented business integrity with 

European ethic levels of EBEN and DNWE or OECD principles for MNEs. 
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In all impacts the open hands-on SMEs partnerships remain as a fundamental part of 

stability in all societies.  

2014 TIMA shared and exchanged structural contributions for partnerships in UNGC 

principles of sustainability and integrity, leading to economic progress and TIMA 

participated in the private sector forum in New York on climate change and business 

and investment Forum to position the role of SMEs as a game changer of everything. 

2014 TIMA shared within the value network the UNGC women empowerments 

principles  

Tima kept sharing and stayed continuously connected in exchange and personal 

contacts in all UNGC issues of mega cities, water mandate, caring for climate and the 

UN coporate sustainability Forum. The sharing of specific women value networks for 

innovation economy and women in tec and a key role for SME partnership were 

developed and exchanged worldwide with TIMA perceptions on women future in 

social markets 4.0 in international relations and Dr. Martina Tmmermann as driver in 

TIMA WEP activities 2014.. 

Regarding the 2nd International Conferences on “Women Empowerment Principles” 

in cooperation wıth UN Global Compact and UN Women, 3-4th of April, 2011, 

Ankara, Turkey, the BPW-Turkey and the 1st International Conferences on “Women 

Empowerment in South Eastern Europe” in cooperation of Hellenic UNESCO and 

UNESCO Center for Peace and Women, 2011, 5th of April, Ankara, Turkey and the 

3rd Event for Women's Empowerment Principles (WEPs), 31st  October 2012, 

İstanbul. in all policies, was mainly the push to re-engineer and design first women 

value creating strategies for natural medicine and cosmetics in Malaysia or coffee 

trading with Vietnam and laboratory and science bridging with earth to mouth for 

female game changer in Singapore and Indonesia. Women in international Logistics 

and value networks in all critical B4P areas are of great importance for UNGC WEP 

networks.  

The International Conference through the collaborative efforts of the local networks of 

UN Global Compact (Turkey, Gulf Countries and Iraq), April 2013, İstanbul, BPW-

Turkey and 1st İstanbul Women Entrepreneurs Conference and B to B Meeting, 4th 

of April 2014, İstanbul demonstrate the digital impact on flexibility and communication 
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intensity with innovative female tourism approaches and another view on hotel 

hospitality and urban citizenship.   

With power, success and prosperity contributions in ideas by and for Women, 

creating a new europe initiative, 6-9 of November 2014 Regensburg, Germany, by 

BPW Germany and BPW Danube Net Businesswomen Forum and the 2nd İstanbul 

Women Entrepreneurs Conference, 14th of November 2014, İstanbul Yeditepe 

University matched digital connectivity and contents with real time value network for 

multiple value creation structures and strategies specificly for women as global 

patients transfer. 

We shared 2014 in modern medical technics on 3D based digital augmented 

evolution in patients treatments in breakthroughs of red, green and white bio-

economy and free female capacity building with serious games visualisations to 

support the women leaders of the future, 12-14 of December 2014 in Talinn, Estonia. 

2014  TIMA signatory - The 10 UN Global Compact Principles 

The Global Compact asks companies to embrace, support and enact a set of core 

values within their sphere of influence in the areas of human rights, labor standards, 

the environment and anti-corruption. 

Human Rights – TIMA is UNGC signatory for WEP Women empowering 

Principle 1 : Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally 

proclaimed human rights; and 

Principle 2 : make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

Labour Standards  – TIMA is UNGC signatory for B4P Business for Peace 

Principle 3 :  Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 

recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 

Principle 4 :  the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 

Principle 5 :  the effective abolition of child labour; and 

Principle 6 :  the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and  

occupation. 
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Environment – TIMA is UNGC Signatory for Climate Change and Water Mandate 

Principle 7 :  Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental 

challenges; 

Principle 8 :  undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility;  

Principle 9 :  encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly 

technologies. 

Anti-Corruption – TIMA is UNGC signatory of Shanghai Declaration 

Principle 10:  Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including 

extortion and bribery. 

 

2014 TIMA strategies and structures integrated all 10 UNGC principles in SME 

partnerships.    

2014 the UNGC companies guidelines were updated for the fair playing fields for 

measurable corporate sustainability, in the game changing management and 

employment pathways and in the role of Lead responsibility, sharing with the Global 

Compact principles in digital environments.  

In order to share SME partnership and to deliver SMEs strategies in all societies in 

an adequate level for their playing fields for their further participation in models of 

digital globalization opportunities in their society and markets, all discussions of the 

past approaches were rethought and replaced by resilient fitting increasing digital 

market game changer of the future. 

TIMA is driver of initiatives as WEP Women’s Empowering Principles. For guidance 

on gender equality and children’s rights, reference can be shared on the Women’s 

Empowerment Principles  and the Children’s Rights and Business Principles  

For further information on UN-Business partnership models, including multi-

stakeholder partnerships, see the Chapter Four of UN-Business Partnerships 

Handbook Handbook. 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles  

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
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https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151  

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/231   

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/229 

Digital Basic Guideline - DIN ISO 26000 - Google   

„Leitfaden zur gesellschaftlichen Verantwortung von Organisationen“- Ein Überblick -Google     

www.bmas.de/.../DE/.../a395-csr-din-26000.pdf?   

www.bmas.de/DE/Service/.../a395-csr-din-26000.html   

http://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/news_events/8.1/dk_book        

(http://weprinciples.org/)    

(http://childrenandbusiness.org/)  

(https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/un_business_partnerships/UNBusinessPa

rtnershipHandbook.pdf 

 

2014 TIMA guiding UN and UN Global Compact  

The strategies and structures of TIMA for clients in society or market playing fields  

include the guidelines on a principle based approach to United Nations and  the 

UNGC principles worldwide, within TIMA international partnership forms fitting in 

social market economics and legal international frames.   

Over the past years TIMA and other stakeholders become active in achieving  goals, 

as a complement to primacy of politics of national Government action. 

The value networks of partnerships in TIMA initiatives and strategies contribute to 

responsible and inclusive business in generating employment and wealth in SMEs 

through local services, production and trade, sharing in partnership key resources of 

knowledge, expertise, additional financing, market access and committ all relevant 

partners with business’ responsibility to respect UN universal principles.  

2014 the international community of UNGC has welcomed and encouraged TIMA 

business partnerships  contribution  in the United Nations conferences and summits 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/231
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/229
http://www.bmas.de/.../DE/.../a395-csr-din-26000.pdf
http://www.bmas.de/DE/Service/.../a395-csr-din-26000.html
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/news_events/8.1/dk_book
http://weprinciples.org/
http://childrenandbusiness.org/
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/un_business_partnerships/UNBusinessPartnershipHandbook.pdf
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/un_business_partnerships/UNBusinessPartnershipHandbook.pdf
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and their reviews in the economic, social, environmental and related fields, as post 

2015 sustainable development goals.  

2014 the TIMA commitments followed the UN guidelines first issued in 2000, revised 

and reissued in 2009. The overarching principle is that collaboration between the 

TIMA and United Nations Global Compact will not impose undue rigidity in 

partnership agreements while always serving the purposes and principles embodied 

in the Charter of the United Nations and always being undertaken in a manner that 

maintains and promotes the integrity, impartiality and independence of the UNGC 

and UN preventing and mitigating potential risks of adverse impacts on people and 

the environment. Nothing in these guidelines is intended to modify or otherwise 

change any existing obligation under any relevant rule or regulation. 

All co-operations between the United Nations and the TIMA business partnerships 

are principle-based. These principles are included in the United Nations Global 

Compact and the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

The United Nations Global Compact provides an overall value framework for 

cooperation with  the TIMA  and the TIMA business partnerships. The principles of 

the Global Compact on human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption are 

based on intergovernmental agreements and are specifically relevant for business. 

Similarly, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 

which have been unanimously endorsed by the Human Rights Council, serve as the 

baseline reference point for expected business conduct, and as a benchmark for 

responsible business implementation. 

2014 TIMA guidelines for TIMA – UN partnerships models 

All partnerships between the business sector to share or take part in the TIMA 

partnership strategies were designed and developed within UNGC 10 Principles. 

Within the frame of UN guidance, TIMA recommends a best practice approach. 

All global implementations of structures for partnerships focus on outcomes. 

Establishing platforms comprising numerous representatives from all relevant sectors 

to create frameworks for action that address global challenges and allow for local 

implementation in public health care systems.. 
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Within local implementation of partnerships the execution of humanitarian or 

development projects share in particular specific issues in areas or regions. They are 

often accompanied by encouraging changes in behavior of local target groups in 

deforestation and tropical rainforests. 

Corporate responsibility initiatives concentrate on changing business behavior, for 

example, through leveraging their commitments to a specific development cause or 

fostering the self-regulation of a specific sector in circular industrial services. 

Advocacy campaigns encourage behavioral changes of target groups to alleviate 

development problems. Desired changes can range from sensitizing individuals to 

certain issues to encouraging individuals to engage in problem solving on nutrition 

food safety from earth to mouth. 

Resource mobilization partnerships focus exclusively on engaging companies to 

provide resources or to mobilize external resources to enable UN entities to better 

fulfill their mandates in disaster preparedness 

Innovation partnerships enable outcomes. They utilize the expertise of business 

partners to develop and implement innovative products and services that can, for 

example, improve work processes within UN entities in digital network development. 

TIMA – UN partnerships are based on adequate resources and developed policy 

frameworks and institutional capacities needed for engagement in a mutually 

beneficial way. In particular to build adequate institutional competencies, including 

focal points, to promote transparency, learning and knowledge exchange in sharing 

platforms as UNGC.    

TIMA guidance to digitalized sustainability 

All signed rules, principles, codices and the TIMA code of conduct guidelines are 

deliberate key game changer for the role of our behavior in digital society and 

markets in all our digital entrepreneurial doings, anticipating a framework for 

international separation of powers and public licence to operate within a rule based 

architecture for all.  

To a substantial degree, the image of TIMA is determined by our actions and by the 

way each and every one of us presents and conducts himself/herself. Inappropriate 

behavior on the part of even a single employee can cause the Company 
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considerable damage. Every employee should be concerned with the good 

reputation of TIMA in each country. In all aspects of performing his/her job, every 

employee must focus on maintaining the good reputation of, and respect for, the 

Company. 

We respect the personal dignity, privacy, and personal rights of every individual. We 

work together with women and men of various nationalities, cultures, religions, and 

races. We tolerate no discrimination and no harassment or offence, be it sexual or 

otherwise personal. 

We are open and honest and stand by our responsibility. We are reliable partners 

who make no promises we cannot keep in the real, virtual and cyber world of digital 

communication. These principles shall apply to both, internal cooperation and 

conduct towards external partners. 

2014 TIMA services on UNGC principles for sustainable economic  

Tima is a steady cumulative and integrating learning curve service. In 2014 we 

continued in learning, sharing and exchanging with partners on international business 

in work and wealth sustainability developments for our clients. The influence on 

economic paradigm changes in regionalization and institutionalization correspond 

with strong national and cross national identity building politics . According to the high 

importance to manifest sustainability to face the climate change as cohesive force for 

unlimited growth for all in the post climate change economy, the 10 UNGC principles 

are driver for a peaceful rule based global order.  

In this field 2014 TIMA shared and explored the attraction on wealth driven digital 

SME partnership with digital knowledge exchange with transparent unlimited market 

access for innovation and circular economy in new monetizing stimulation for SME 

partnerships in all continents.  

2014 the inevitably growing of climate change influences on the economic   

adaptation and society mitigation also triggers the political competition about the best 

post climate change economy for global politics and the most safe and fast channels 

of commerce on continental and maritime passageways for national and regionalized 

pathways towards prosperity.  
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This is 2014 in line with cumulated experiences in households globally with the Post 

Colonial economy after the World War II or the Post Socialism economy 25 years 

ago. With the Post Climate Change digital new economy more than 90 % of the 

worldwide living overhelming young generations of under 25 years expect game 

changing opportunities accelerating in their families a better wealth and work 

environment. 

2014 TIMA shared and exchanged on strategies focused on short, medium and long 

term investments in global infrastructures connecting via air, land and sea North 

Amerika, Russia, China, North East Asia, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Near East 

Central Europe, South East Asia, India, Africa and EU in game changing playing 

fields for vibrant new value networks. TIMA transparently shares with the responsible 

investment of wealth and entrepreneurial sobriety of work new strategies and 

structures in cyber based partnerships and developed the “TIMA CytoGrowth” 

agenda within  “TIMA SME Statesmanship” for cities, belts, air- and seaports.   

Innovative opportunities directly rupture politics driven national taxation interests to 

impact, participate and supervise regionalizing and globalizing game changing of real 

flows of commodities for digitalized human society, human safety and human security 

in a rules based approach to an global architecture all want.  

Therefore 2014  TIMA exchanged views,  initiated and discussed new partnership 

forms to serve human beings to realize up scaling growth of clean and green 

economy within international cyber based standards in post climate change 

framework to outperform in new complexity forms mining, extractive industries, 

energy mix, materials, heavy industries and industrial plant engineering and 

construction, for society safety and in defense responsibility, with an public, work and 

wealth license to operate in globalization. 

The first TIMA UNGC initiative of sustainability in social market economy, brought to 

public on Copenhagen Summit and at the Sustania events in Rio+20 and 

Copenhagen, TIMA has updated 2014 within the upcoming cyber based economy 

the TIMA UNGC sustainability commitment to be expanded for new social cyber 

market economics frame as part of the 10 UNGC principles within a legal framework 

for the digital society and market. 
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In 2014 TIMA continued in value networks strategies to exchange and explore 

approaches to partnerships on individualized game changer on capital intensive, 

logistics intensive, energy intensive, quality intensive, science intensive, innovation 

intensive and communication intensive sectors of society to reduce the risk barriers in 

all markets  within multilateral enterprise  codex of OECD within multilateral rules of 

WTO  and UNGC principles .  

For a transforming pathway in digital connectivity, contents, mediation and structural 

empowering, TIMA guided in mandated forms clients in sustainable partnerships to 

share new playing fields. With regulators of governments, state owned entity leaders, 

with owners of enterprises in all industrial sector and industrial services, logistics and 

trading partners we explored and shared various game changer for markets and 

societies within and for public and private issues.    

2.3 TIMA Value Networks in international Standards 

The importance of sustainability in the output of value creation of TIMA is an 

essential part of the value chain in partnership and value network with partnerships 

for our business integrity. 

TIMA UN –UNGC Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights  

The key Guiding Principles were developed by the Special Representative of the UN 

Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights, Professor John Ruggie, over the 

six years of his UN mandate from 2005 to 2011 and shared by TIMA. They elaborate 

on the three pillars of the UN "Protect, Respect and Remedy" Framework that Prof. 

Ruggie proposed to the Human Rights Council in 2008.  

This framework becomes a part of the invisible cords of mutual understanding for the 

spirits in our procedures in all TIMA partnership relations. The full text of the Guiding 

Principles is complemented by additional commentaries providing additional 

guidance  and TIMA was sharing the procedures from 2006 - 2011 attending 

meetings in Genf, Paris and New York.:  

Ruggie Guiding Principles – Business & Human Rights Resource.pdf    

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf.   

www.ohchr.org/Documents/.../GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf     

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/.../GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
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https://www.globalcompact.de/.../Menschenrechte/.../le    

https://germanwatch.org/fr/download/6648.pdf    

https://www.globalcompact.de/.../Menschenrechte/.../le.    

www.a4id.org/.../Microsoft%20Word%20-%20Legal%20Guide%20-%2...  

www.tilj.org/content/journal/48/num1/Blitt33.pdf  

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) are 

a global standard for preventing and addressing the risk of adverse impacts on 

human rights linked to business activity. On June 16, 2011, the United Nations 

Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the Guiding Principles for Business 

and Human Rights, making the framework the first corporate human rights 

responsibility initiative to be endorsed by the United Nations. 

The UN encompass three pillars outlining how states and businesses should 

implement the framework, within the state duty to protect human rights,  the 

corporate responsibility to respect human rights and with the access to remedy for 

victims of business-related abuses 

The UN have received wide support from states, civil society organizations, and the 

private sector. The "Ruggie Principles" or the "Ruggie Framework" due to their 

authorship by John Ruggie, who conceived them and led the process for their 

consultation and implementation, are to-day a part of the 10 principles of the UN 

Global Compact.. 

TIMA SME  value networks and human rights  commitments 

TIMA Partnerships of business enterprises respect human rights. The responsibility 

of TIMA partnerships refers to internationally recognized human rights—expressed in 

the International Bill of Human Rights and the principles concerning fundamental 

rights set out in the International Labor Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental 

Principles and Rights at Work. 

TIMA partnerships avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts 

through their own activities, and address such impacts when they occur and seek to 

prevent or mitigate impacts of adverse human rights that are directly linked to their 

https://www.globalcompact.de/.../Menschenrechte/.../le
https://germanwatch.org/fr/download/6648.pdf
https://www.globalcompact.de/.../Menschenrechte/.../le
http://www.a4id.org/.../Microsoft%20Word%20-%20Legal%20Guide%20-%252
http://www.tilj.org/content/journal/48/num1/Blitt33.pdf
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operations, products or services by their business relationships, even if they have not 

contributed to those impacts. 

The responsibility of TIMA partnerships business enterprises to respect human rights 

applies to all enterprises regardless of their size, sector, operational context, 

ownership and structure. Nevertheless, the scale and complexity of the means 

through which enterprises meet that responsibility may vary according to these 

factors and with the severity of the enterprise’s adverse human rights impacts. 

TIMA designs internal and external policies and policy briefings and processes 

appropriate to size and circumstances, including the spirit of their responsibility to 

respect human rights, to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how partnerships 

address their impacts on human rights and to enable the remediation of any adverse 

human rights impacts they cause or contribute to. 

The TIMA expresses the responsibility to respect human rights, through the TIMA  

code of conduct, published on our home page  and approved at senior level of TIMA. 

In regular information our relevant internal and/or external partnerships receive our 

COP and TIMA stipulates our human rights expectations of personnel business 

partners and other parties directly linked to its operations, products or services. TIMA 

integrates the human rights in our value networks policies and procedures for 

strategies and structures with access to all. 

TIMA value networks and ILO – Labor standards 

TIMA shaped, profiled and regraded the TIMA line between 1996 and 2014 from an 

agency for the development of a company to a business game changer of 

sustainability in partnerships for digital markets and societies matching innovation 

and circular driven economy of globalization.  

TIMA fulfills all legal standards In real and cyber networks with offices in Tokyo 

Japan, Berlin Germany and the innovation and strategy center in Wachtberg, 

Germany our actions follow  the national laws for business partners  services and 

chartered accountant and office of tax accounts. 

Within clients relations in strategies and partnerships TIMA recommends partners 

and clients to follow  the  ILO comprehensive system of instruments on work and 

social policy, backed by a supervisory system designed to address all sorts of 
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problems in their application at the national level. Since 20 years TIMA has adjusted 

in manufacturing, services and trading playing fields the international labor standards 

in projects with clients aimed at promoting opportunities for women and men to obtain 

decent and productive work, in conditions of freedom, equity, security and dignity 

often in enterprise own value chains of international work sharing. In today's 

globalized business, the TIMA international with UNGC and ILO based labor 

standards are an essential component in our relations to clients and fit the 

international framework for ensuring that our strategies contribute to the growth of the 

global and local economy and provides benefits to all.  

In the cyber- economy structures of IoT business relations real time virtual situations 

with undisclosed realities, non-transparent deliveries with missing cross corporate 

responsibility happen in supply chains with  complex ownership procedures. This is 

replaced by digitized transparency of TIMA Work+Wealth  in TIMA SME partnerships 

with permanent digital improvements in monitoring, measurements for efficiency, 

digitized skill, knowledge, research and quality to empower the sustainability factor to 

increase with measurable  outcome for all.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

2014 TIMA SME Cytogrowth in ILO Conventions and Recommendations 

In TIMA guiding services international labor standards are legal instruments drawn up 

by the ILO's constituents (governments, employers and workers) and setting out 

basic principles and rights at work within the TIMA SME structures and strategies in 

local business. They are either conventions, which are legally binding international 

treaties that may be ratified by member states, or recommendations, which serve as 

non-binding guidelines for all local SME Partnerships.  

2014 TIMA SME CytoGrowth in ILO fundamental conventions 

The ILO's Governing Body has identified eight conventions as "fundamental" 

principles also covered in the ILO's Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 

Rights at Work (1998). In 1995, the ILO launched a campaign to achieve universal 

ratification of these eight conventions. Till today this is an ongoing process in different 

countries and issues amounting to more than 1000 ratifications open in 2014. Even 

though much more is already achieved to ease the entrepreneurial responsibilities 

locally: 
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Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 

(No. 87), Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), 

Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29),  Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 

1957 (No. 105), Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138), Worst Forms of Child 

Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182), Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 

100), Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111)  

2014 TIMA  CytoGrowth in ILO Governance conventions 

2014 the TIMA SME CytoGrowth partnerships in cross border value creating 

networks accelerate the local plurality and diversity exchanging and sharing added 

values in services, products and processes with knowledge and skill transfer scaling 

up plurality and diversity within the complete SME value network. In order to maintain 

and attract social cyber market solution for sustainability, the sharing option with the 

ILO’s Governing Body in cyber based labor law is self-evident, for the human benefits 

within the 10 UNGC principles and all SDGs post 15 ahead.   

The ILO's Governing Body has designated another four conventions as "priority" 

instruments, to encourage member states to ratify them because of their importance 

for the functioning of the international labour standards system. Since 2008, these 

conventions are now referred to as Governance conventions as they were identified 

by the ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization  as standards in 

Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81), Employment Policy Convention, 1964 

(No. 122), Labour Inspection (Agriculture) Convention, 1969 (No. 129), Tripartite 

Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144) 

TIMA as a developer of vanguard  SME structural and strategic anticipation of IoT 

and industry 4.0 with a human face of successful business in a specific concept on 

the future economy within the 10 UNGC principles being shared and exchanged in 

the upcoming age with ILO best practice in fundamental and governance conventions 

in international strategies and partnerships. TIMA is willing to intensify the exchange 

on new processes to accelerate  the regulations and standards of ILO for cyber 

based labor relations and rights on city level for local SMEs.  

TIMA Value networks DCGK German Corporate Governance Kodex, vers 2014  

www.dcgk.de/.../kodex/archiv.html?.../kodex/  

http://www.dcgk.de/.../kodex/archiv.html?.../kodex/
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TIMA services in strategy innovations started with mutual understanding of the DCGK 

in 2003 and participated in the changing frameworks with the actual version 2014. In 

2015 TIMA will replace  the DCGK 2014 by the 2015 form. Our TIMA strategy matrix 

and structure puzzling for the international playing field for value networks of SME 

partnerships ranging from small and medium enterprises up to HGEs is UNGC 

matured in German and European spirits grown up and embedded. .  

The “Code” of German Governance is respected abroad and base of all essential 

statutory regulations of TIMA mandates in partnerships with German enterprises. 

Containing internationally and nationally recognized standards for good and 

responsible governance, they are in line with the UNGC sustainability rules. The 

clarifying on the obligations of Management Board and Supervisory Board ensures all 

concerned parties in the continued existence of the enterprise and its sustainable 

creation of value in conformity with the principles of the social market economy.  

TIMA Value networks OECD principles MNE, vers 2011 ff. 
www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/48808708.pdf  

2014 TIMA SME partnership strategy is matching with the sustainability rules the 

OECD Guidelines  and contributes to coherent globalization base of the pyramid 

policy responses realizing employment and inclusive growth. Within the sustainability 

rules of the UNGC , ILO  labor standard and OECD guideline TIMA  delivers and 

shares in all frameworks the robust fractal  pillars for better work+wealth in 

globalization.   

TIMA supports the OECD’s goal, in reengineering our client’s strategies since 2004 in 

UNGC principles, to give guidance on ways to create more resilient and adaptable 

labor markets and jobs, within the context of the over-riding goal of enhancing 

productivity.  

Further exchange and sharing of TIMA is ongoing with BIAC, USCIB for cumulative 

TIMA SME partnership learning and sharing in different environments. 

TIMA Value networks GRI / EFFAS 

https://www.globalreporting.org/.../G3.1-Guidelines-Incl-Technical-Protocol..   

TIMA SME strategies recommend “GRI sustainability reporting as proved practice of 

measuring, disclosing, and being accountable to internal and external stakeholders 

http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/48808708.pdf
https://www.globalreporting.org/.../G3.1-Guidelines-Incl-Technical-Protocol
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for organizational performance towards the goal of sustainable development. 

‘Sustainability reporting’ is a broad term considered synonymous with others used to 

describe reporting on economic, environmental, and social impacts (e.g., triple 

bottom line, corporate responsibility reporting, etc.). A sustainability report should 

provide a balanced and reasonable representation of the sustainability performance 

of a reporting organization – including both positive and negative contributions”. 

Actualized SRG 3.1/ UNGC 

The TIMA adoption of GRI Reporting Framework is part of TIMA participation in 

UNGC Principles since 2006 and perpetually shared for the framework of reporting 

on TIMA organization’s economic, environmental, and social performance. TIMA 

organization is a strategic think tank of SME size, independent from projects with 

multinational clients and global locations. TIMA takes into account the considerations 

of small enterprises to those clients with extensive and geographically dispersed 

operations and a wider range of stakeholders around the world, to be generally 

applicable for reporting an organization’s sustainability performance, as our core 

business is to be a game changer to the better performing sustainability in our clients 

value network. 

2014 Reporting Strategy and Profile  

In the creation of a value network for clients we puzzle the integral of added 

contributions along the value chain and their risks. In the TIMA SME partnerships we 

are focused to decrease the intensity of risks within the UNGC principles .   

This impacts strategies with various factor intensities for goals in partnerships and 

the intensity of risks of sustainability in digital SME partnerships were minimized by 

master planned efficiency or structurally replaced to zero. Such game changer roles  

fits for unlimited growth as well as for up scaling sustainability with public acceptance.  

This is the base for the TIMA profile to share accumulated  learning curves in 

partnerships, to decreases continuously all risks of sustainability, reducing economic 

factor intensity but increases the innovative special  know how intensity of SME 

partnerships for flexible market and individualized society demand. The sharing role 

of TIMA guidance eases the in net mediation for the employed teams in SME 

partnerships.   

2014 Reporting Management Approach 
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TIMA structures head for zero time to market and zero risk of sustainability within the 

technological progress in the next years till 2020 to protect and enlarge with TIMA 

services the value networks of clients in sustainability performance and CytoGrowth 

of their companies, for their employment and for the goods of the society. TIMA SME 

statesmanship in cross border digital partnerships supports local primacy of politics 

and strengthens the subsidiarity on cities level in politics with business integrity on 

cyber based social market SME statesmanship by the 10 UNGC principles.  

2014 Reporting on Performance Indicators:  

2014 TIMA final strategy puzzling for client with government in Vietnam on UNGC 

level 

2014 Result ready to sign framework agreement fitting UNGC principles and 

responsible investments for a complex issue with high political stakes in economic, 

environmental and social facts and figures. 

TIMA social market health centre strategy, to monetize and capitalize investments in 

expanding health care system  for multiple green hospitals  with a Public Private 

Partnership cooperation, respecting permanent primacy of politics, within periodically 

contracted autonomous entrepreneurial lead, and a regulating government, in 

structures of vanguard patient - doctor and care relations, IOT netted structures and 

worldwide logistics value networks, to create operational deficit free hospital or health 

centers.  Within the principles of subsidiarity in partnerships of Aesculapian bound 

decentralized  hospitals, with local impact on the matrix of local scientific innovation 

and locally integrated entrepreneurial medical skill and education new game changer 

drive affordable  health care for all, proved in Germany for European and emerging 

market solutions. 

2014 TIMA / DtMGe.V.(both UNGC) German – Malaysian  strategy puzzle of TIMA to 

match the communities of Bio-economy in Germany and Malaysia to build 

entrepreneurial  partnerships  in a hub in South East Asia with scientific webinar 

bridge for intensifying a highly innovative playing field UNGC principles and GMM 

rules in the serious game changing of integrated cross border Bio-economy 

development. 

2014 a skill and knowledge cooperation, industrial exchanging and academic sharing 

documents of a leading European chemical association were signed and cross 

European borders webinars realized, first partnerships established  and additional 

countries involved. 
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2014 TIMA roadshow exploring on partnerships was reengineered and the rethinking 

process to sustainability in attractive partnerships covered 2014 and will last for 2016 

because partnerships are increasingly influenced by innovations, technical evolutions 

in netted structures and cyber based applications. 
2014 TIMA guidance in manufacturing, infrastructure and trade resulted from the key 

role of SME partnerships as bottom up top down support on investments within the 

cooperation of Asian primacy of politics in various ASEAN states were exchanged on 

efficiency and  autonomous outcome of sharing.  

TIMA Value networks - Impacts in Societies and markets 

      The local SME partnerships for better living are essential for all SMEs , embedded in 

subsidiarity solutions of primacy of politics and as a game changer for new 

organization forms of MNEs and especially as driver for bundling in trade and 

services with HGEs (Hyper Global Enterprises with more than 1 Mio. employees) a 

game changer for complexity management and a real challenge for all centralized 

SOE structures . 

 The TIMA SME partnerships strategies and structures are feasible in all existing and 

in all planned free social cyber market economy developments worldwide including 

SDGpost 15.  

To underline the importance of the digital architecture in sustainability the 

Sustainability factor in SME partnerships worldwide follow the same procedure in the 

TIMA SME sustainability portfolio sharing the implementation in zero time to decision 

and in real time to game changing by the autonomous local entrepreneurial SME 

partnerships. 

2014-2015 Rethinking portfolio on sustainability  

Society (new ext. digitized stakeholder) vs. Market (new intern. digitized Stakeholder) 

to digital SMEs Partnerships : 

Capital factor intensity measures - enterprise and management   

2014 High importance - Enterprise and management measures  

- Platform communication, bid data and provider connectivity – legal relations, 

licenses 
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- Digitizing competence for customers transmutation in SME partnership 

services – services in financial, economic and technical navigating and all 

owner issues  services 

- Governance / strategic playing fields and game changer solution for 

opportunities in SME partnerships 

- Gender equality, equality of opportunity, equal opportunities of women, equal 

opportunity for employees in cultural diversity,  

- Cross cultural competence in partnerships 

- Internal skill and external knowledge transfer in partnerships 

- Vocational training on workplace and talent development, binding structures 

against brain drain in partnerships 

- Advanced vocational training.  

- Decentralized management, abilities on subsidiarity and dispositive factors in 

partnerships 

- Management of health in the workplace, protection safety and occupational 

health, health and safety officer, occupational health and safety in partnership 

- Customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, entrepreneurial satisfaction, 

investors satisfaction 

Material factor intensity measures-environment climate protection 

2014 High importance - Environment and climate protection measures 

- Technology and markets innovation on environment game changing in 

partnerships 

- Environmental protection, climate protection social media 

- Attractive product mark, attractive service mark, attractive plurality and 

diversity of partnerships 

- Addition to capacity, grade of quality, personal grade of services, grade of 

sustainability in partnerships 

- Compliance as dispositive factor in operation and subsidiarity structure in 

partnerships   

- Corporate governance by  identity building in partnerships, climate risks 

partnership in off-campus consulting, anticipating risk in equities, in 

investments, employees shares in partnerships 

- Location development, real properties in partnerships 
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- Legal or economic environmental , raise, enhancement, run up, increase 

disruptions, shareholder value, enterprise value of partnerships 

- Amendment, improvement, incentives, reform, to upgrade Mobility, game 

changing logistics in partnerships 

- Interconnectedness integration, linking up, crosslinking, photonic cross linking 

intermodal transport, mode of transport, traffic carrier for clients, staffs and all 

other factors. 

Human factor intensity measures-personal working environment 

2014 High importance - Personal and working environment measures 

- Staff, working environment  for internal and external  game changing in 

partnerships 

- Water management and mandate issues in partnerships innovation 

management, brainchild protection , conception, notion, idea, image, in 

partnerships 

- Emission free , low emission, reduced emission air pollutants in partnerships 

- Certification, performance of certification management, system, abatement 

incentives, certification procedures 

- Sustainable construction, energy efficiency 

- Energy mix, - input , - use of , Efficiency 

- Utilization of resources conservation, schedules to preserve, to save, to spare. 

- CO2 reduction of green house gas emissions  

- Noise abatement measures 

Sustainability factor intensity measures–integration wealth                                              
local, regional and global measures     

2014 High importance of  local and regional dialog and corporate responsibility 
measures 

- Regional dialog on corporate and wealth opportunities and responsibility for 

game changer roles within 2. track of politics and local industry stakeholder  

and financial intermediates on sustainability. 

- Regional engagement for entrepreurial scientific sharing in sustainability 
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- Sharing sustainability in public and private purchasing, in procurement, in 

supply chain integration, in collaborative supply chain services and in 

partnerships 

- Communication with stakeholders in serious gaming, social media, twitter, 

facebook et.al. in transparent partnerships 

- Cooperation with regional partners and supply chains in comprehensive 

sustainable common goods. 

- Transparency in digital sharing on competence with government, regulator, 

enterprises, civil societies and people 

2014 Resulting impacts by TIMA SME Statesmanship in international local 
partnership relations to primacy of politics  

According to the TIMA 6 doings for the 10 UNGC principles in digital SME 

partnerships the success factors are always participating in all locations involved. 

The SME Statesmanship in partnerships in international relations enable all partners 

as key drivers to local migration for innovations of all participants in SME CytoGrowth 

partnerships and the usage of circular structures at any place  by all partners.  

Any SME partnership creates for partners involved in their origin national societies 

and markets at any local place globally similar digitized SME effects on the macro- 

and micro economic environment.  

For a German based part of a successful digital SME partnership measurable 

impacts on macroeconomics in the “German magic square goals” and the 

sustainability development of politics for more plurality and diversity is based in local 

high end digital competitiveness with the sharing of global partnerships innovations 

on the local level and participation in circular economy for a stable social market 4.0 

and IoT of the future.  

This encourages the local SME partnerships high employment rate driven by the high 

innovation sharing rate within the SME partnerships contributing to a steady raising in 

the level of the cross border balance in trade.  

The local economic growth of digital SMEs partnerships is managing the digital 

technology for the game change in materials and the turnaround in market flexibility 

in new customer relations and the usage of circular life-cycling systems.  
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The authorities of banking supervision and central bank re-think the impacts on digital 

age for currencies. The monetary stability in digital SMEs partnerships seem to 

support the uncoupling of society and market risks within the digital SME 

partnerships, by digital transparency, rules of sustainability in the digital SME 

partnership performance. As gilt-edged investments and securities for capitalization 

or stock exchange value increase or private wealth development. 

In the local environment in Germany the digital SME CytoGrowth of partnerships 

contributes to a balanced budgets in urban households of the treasurers in cities of 

locations for digital SME partnerships. 

The digital SME partnership principles skill and enable the foreign SME partners in 

digital SME partnerships to participate with innovations in German law, regulatory 

and legal frameworks and in the mutual understandings of German fiscal and 

financial regulatory policy in the German social market. 

The digital SME partnerships share, exchange and strengthen by digital knowledge 

transfer the ability to take responsibility as dispositive authority in business integrity 

within the stake- and shareholder in the society environments stabilizing society 

impacts on human living, safety and security.   

PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

The TIMA CEO and president call yearly the efficiency of systematic rethinking and 

reengineering council of all issues of sustainability in the corporate environment. 

Within strategies and services for the customers and clients or in partnerships, we 

respects individual and personalized pathway according to the profile of the 

enterprises. A key message to our teams, partners and all clients and customers and 

sharing partners is to walk the talk and to organize the Tima international within the 

principles of sustainability in the fractal approach we underline our individual 

strategies and structures for all markets and society opportunities. 

The implementation of measurable sustainability in the process management is part 

of the public license to operate for all enterprises as well as for TIMA. The game 

changing abilities of the management to more business statesmanship of companies 

are a key dispositive factor for all on the enterprise pathway to shared unlimited 

growth in globalization.  In upcoming digitalization of societies and markets the 

managers in all playing fields of the corporations face serious game changing 
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broadening in their individual competences as our dispositive force and fractal 

understanding in operational sphere of influence.   

2014 every TIMA manager bears responsibility on sustainability for the employees 

entrusted to him/ her. Every manager must earn their respect by exemplary personal 

behavior, performance, openness, and social competence. He / she shall set clear, 

ambitious, and realistic goals lead by trust and confidence and leave the employees 

as much individual responsibility and leeway as possible. Every manager shall also 

be accessible in case employees wish to discuss a professional or personal problem. 

We don’t accept in our teams gender inequality.  

2014 TIMA process driver to digital social markets for UNGC sustainability with 
game changing human forces as customer and as clients for better living 

TIMA unique sharing of the 10 UNGC principles with digital game changing human 

forces for markets and society satisfaction with digitized automation upends in an 

evolutionary surpassing the traditional rules of competitiveness by individual 

sustainability and performance with platform connectivity and IoT/ Internet of Things.   

TIMA acts as designing and guiding partner to build  and implement strategies and 

structures with clear integration of all clients resources to the targeted values in time 

within the 10 UNGC principles and all mentioned guidelines. Within the  development 

in a binding masterplan and business plan with in a steering committees of drivers all 

processes start. Rethinking functional services in banking ICT, education, 

engineering and certification are as well as sharing in partnerships are part of the 

masterplan to enable the employment to manage the change to markets to societies 

and to customers for a clean performance. TIMA serves to the owners of the 

enterprise partnerships with the SME digital services partnerships within 2015/16 

The rules of UNGC are obligatory in all internal processes of TIMA especially in all 

personalizing and individualizing elements. They are profiled and heading for high 

grade qualification, cross cultural knowledge and personal integrity and digitized 

management of the sustainability cost intensity in a TIMA outcome within steady 

growth, socio-economic improvements and wealth in sharing desires of customers by 

technologies and IT services for process management solutions with lower 

production factor cost intensity.   
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2014 TIMA public and private customers in sharing on UNGC 

All procedures to communications on progress are open for independent working 

groups outside TIMA in transparent opportunity relations to TIMA issues on value 

networks of the future. 

Key value network strategies in public and private business need vanguard ICT forms 

of partnerships in issues on politics, finance, financial intermediates, industrial, trade, 

service and science involvements. Depending on the game changer, in seize, various 

sectoral timing factors and overall value volume, the resource allocations follow 

specific markets to value networks playing fields with given demands of society in 

value creation frameworks. This is to regard in all cross border relations. TIMA SME 

partnerships create autonomous enterprise relations with digital services transparent 

in the partnership to the owners, In TIMA Wealth and Work as well as in TIMA  

Cytogrowth the multiplication of fractals and innovations is completely accompanied 

by TIMA digital partnership services for clearing, billing, education and investments in 

the SME partnerships. 

Digital zero time to market abilities and digital opportunities of private sector are the 

fundamental game changer to lead short notice market flexibility in daily operational 

field, and must be part of rolling terms in strategy procedures and sophisticated 

structural balance sheet planning anticipating public business volatilities and gaps in 

retirement arrangements or public business volatilities in free market forces.. 

For every TIMA client the unique vanguard partnerships building is also an 

individualized and unique protection opportunity for the employees and owners of 

companies to save  the pattern of thought as intellectual property within funds for the 

evening of life and support of the next generation, as part of the commitment to social 

market economy. This is a TIMA sustainability proposition for long term partnerships 

in trustful relations, easy and economically to handle in finance, marketing and 

technics for the management in SMEs and very attractive to all base of the pyramid 

situations.  

2014 Partnership benchmark for TIMA sustainability  - 30 % of all client business 

lines of value networks have to be rethought since less than 2 years, no business line 

should be older than 6 years without reengineering procedures in SMEs as well as in 

HGEs.The flexibility of TIMA for  market demand is given for 2014/2015 
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2.5. Sustainability and Responsibility  

Measurable sustainability rules are part of our TIMA core business in SME 

Partnership building and our digital services in the society and markets relations 

expressed in unambiguous attributions to sharing and guiding in procedures. 

Every manager must fulfill duties of organization and supervision on sustainability. It 

will be the responsibility of every manager to see to it that there is no violation of laws 

within his/her area of responsibility which proper supervision could have prevented or 

rendered more difficult. The manager still remains responsible, if he/she delegates 

particular tasks.  

The following shall apply in particular: 

The manager must carefully select the employees for their personal and professional 

qualifications on sustainability. The duty of care increases with the importance of the 

obligation to be entrusted to the employee (duty of selection). 

The manager must formulate the obligations on sustainability in a precise, complete, 

and binding manner, especially with a view to compliance with provisions of the law 

(duty of instruction). The manager must see to it that compliance with provisions of 

the law is monitored on a constant basis (duty of monitoring). The manager must 

clearly communicate to the employees that violations of the law are disapproved and 

will have employment consequences. 

2014 TIMA and partners 

Regular internal preparation in specific teams for projects on TIMA value network 

proposition  

2014 TIMA and customers, clients and open partners 

Regular events on sharing and exchange on opportunities with share holders and 

stakeholders 

2014 TIMA in project playing fields 

TIMA shares its knowledge for the final decisions making of the owners of the 

partnerships. The senior management is responsible on sustainability tools in 

modernizing the digitalized frame of TIMA.  
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The personal intensity for guiding is mainly determined by the opportunities and the 

“management learning by management” principles. TIMA senior management 

delivers vocational frame for management by management training. TIMA specialists 

are driver in a new game changer team for partnership building within the masterplan 

rules and steering committees decisions. 

TIMA senior management provides advices to owners for final decisions or in 

disruptive situations. The owners finally decide on all issues in the SME partnerships. 

2.6 Rules and Processes  

TIMA shares all service achievements and the sustainability strategy with rules and in 

processes in the playing fields of our operations to design, build and transform 

partnerships. 

The Company considers it important to prevent its employees from succumbing to 

conflicts of interest or of loyalty in their professional activities on sustainability. Such 

conflicts can come about if an employee is active on behalf of, or has interests in, 

another company. The following rules thus apply for all of us. 

It shall be prohibited to operate a company which competes in whole or in part with 

clients. It is not permitted to hold direct or indirect interests in a competing company 

not listed on the stock exchange which competes in whole or in part with TIMA GmbH  

or any of its Partners . 

Prior permission in writing is required to hold the following interests: 

- in companies which are business partners of TIMA GmbH or one of its 

Partners ;  

- in companies in which TIMA GmbH  directly or indirectly holds voting rights of 

more than 20%;             

- in companies for which capital is directly or indirectly made available by TIMA 

GmbH . 

Permission will be granted by the appropriate member of top management and 

documented in the personnel file. Permission shall be withheld or withdrawn if the 

employee has business dealings with regard to the company in question. The same 

shall apply if the employee is able to influence the business policy of TIMA GmbH  or 

any of its Partners with regard to this company. Any interests held by members of an 
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employee's immediate family in a competing company or another of the above 

described companies must be communicated in writing and documented in the 

personnel file, insofar as the employee is aware of them. 

2014 Tima and partners 

The TIMA procedures and workflows are documented . In case of co-operations 

these documents are harmonized before the cooperation is build and fixed in 

economics. The final procedures are controlled by TIMA on UNGC principles for all 

procedures. Once a year the TIMA Partner seminar will share and exchange the 

years experiences and decide on further applications.  

In TIMA corporative decisions all sustainability impacting development are 

exchanged for relevance to next COP contribution and according to this decision 

implemented in the TIMA procedures and workflows fixed in the actual Code of 

Conduct of TIMA  

2014 the actual version COC 1.7 version 2014 was finally reviewed by the  senior 

management and the  documents handed over to the shareholders meeting in 2015  

2014 TIMA in customers and client relations 

2014 the key element of TIMA sustainability rules is to reach the consensus in 

cohesive frame by the code of conduct developed for every partnership building with 

the responsible management in charge and the game changer in the teams within 

the  preparation phase of masterplan elements. 

2014 for the daily business clear preferences to low emissions in home to business 

travelling, sharing and networking travelling is the proposed task part of measurable 

facts in the relation of CO2/per mile and year of every employee. 

2.7. Monitoring preparation 2014/15 

TIMA monitors the progress of sustainability development in the internal planning  

and controlling discussions for approval routines in partnerships  and subsidiarity as 

well as all preparations on technological and IT partnerships to provide the 4.0 and 

IoT  services. 

Any records and reports on sustainability produced internally or distributed externally 

must be accurate and truthful. According to proper bookkeeping principles, data and 
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other records must always be complete, correct, and appropriate in terms of time and 

system. The requirement of truthful statements applies to expense accounts as well. 

Every manager bears responsibility for the employees entrusted to him/ her. The 

senior managers must earn their respect by exemplary personal behavior, 

performance, openness and social competence. He/ she shall set clear, ambitious, 

and realistic goals lead by trust and confidence and leave the employees as much 

individual responsibility and leeway as possible. Every senior manager shall also be 

accessible in case employees wish to discuss a professional or personal problem. 

Every manager must fulfill duties of organization and supervision. It will be the 

responsibility of every manager to see to it that there is no violation of laws within 

his/her area of responsibility which proper supervision could have prevented or 

rendered more difficult. The manager still remains responsible, if he/she delegates 

particular tasks.  

2014 all TIMA employees use the same fractal way of doing in small and big game 

changing and in local and global game changing sharing. Transparency assures all 

of the game changing efforts and results. 

2.8 Incentive system preparation 2014/15 

Within the digitized SME partnerships building reliable long term relations and 

accumulated learning-curves for innovation or circular outcome is a driver for the 

TIMA objective and target agreements. They were managed in sustainability 

concepts of SME partnerships and in TIMA internal administration of the TIMA digital 

SME services. 

The incentive system is under radical rethinking process including all TIMA 

employees about regular wages increase according to the real value creation in 

operations and markets and the lifelong employment with preparation for lifelong 

requirements for the aged and social and health packages for the families of 

employees. This concepts will not be available before 2021 with the 25th.anniversary 

of TIMA. 

2014 first meetings on lifelong requirement with specialist were started and the 

expansion to SME partnerships in Cythogrowth relations included.. 
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2.9. Stakeholder involvement preparation 2014/15 

The TIMA shares and exchanges with relevant corporative and market economy 

driven stakeholders the enterprise services disclosing benefits of transparent 

relations. 

Open and effective cooperation requires accurate and truthful reporting. This applies 

equally to the relationship with investors, employees, customers, and business 

partners, as well as with the public and all governmental offices. 

2014 inside development are shared by all senior managers. Stakeholder 

environment of TIMA is transparent and interactive with top down and bottom up 

exchanges and the sharing. The clients and customers complete involvement as 

stakeholders is directly managed with clients and customers according to the national 

commitments to sustainability and UNGC principles of TIMA. 

2014 First meetings with specialist on stakeholder involvement in webinars were 

implemented. Cross border webinars and events were realized with the involvement 

from capital markets, buyers market, sellers market, retail market, with competition 

networks of associations, enterprises, labor market, politics environment of 

government, regulation entities and standardization institutions, society, NGO’s, civil 

societies, science community of R&D and education, Media, social media and online 

media for stocktaking experience in game changing strategies of TIMA. 

2014 TIMA was successful as driver on game changing issues. Corresponding 

partnerships with DTMG e.V. and DECHEMA e.V.were intensified.  

2014 TIMA participated within  networks of OAV/APA,  spread all over Asia, in 

sustainability events and meetings for fruitful technical strategies  

2014 TIMA opened new playing fields for sustainability mitigation and adaptation. 

with  strategies of modernization of health, agro, bio-economy,  ICT relations and 

energy intensive branches.  

2014 TIMA started to share with governments, entrepreneurial circles and civil 

societies and UNGC in EU, US, AEC, Latin-America, Africa and first step in Near 

East decision making procedures, opportunities for partnerships and regulatory 

affaires to establish the TIMA value networks partnerships for SMEs to compete in 

globalized market structures with co-operations and benefits for all.  
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2.10 Innovations and product management 

The TIMA services support strategic and structural improvements in sustainability in 

all playing fields with clients as in efficient resource allocations or general benefits. 

These contributions to value networks were also used in similar SME partnership and 

in TIMA. This will be completely integrated in the TIMA digital services (iGr) for all 

SME partnerships. 

Sustainability in SMEs is a most underestimated driver in turning around value 

creation by technics of robotics combined with smart better working for globally 

added values by personalized new “marketizing”. With overwhelming advantages for 

all by high performing profitability and high individual market flexibility in millions of 

fast employment generating SMEs, the mainstream of high complex dinosaur-like 

central economics will face fundamental society and market difficulties.  

TIMA co-operates with institutional bodies for eco systems according to DIN EN ISO 

14040 – 14043, and the unique sustainability performance driver of 4.0 and IOT in  

technological partnership with high economic potentials of TIMA digital service 

structures in TIMA SME partnerships. All of them are real value creating irreversible 

cuts in proportional and fix costs of decentralized manufacturing automation 

performance in SME partnerships as well as the cost cuts in digitalized and 

personalized sales performance causing unlimited growth in volume and pricing on 

innovations with short notice access to all markets with boosting employment. 

2014 the TIMA core structure contributions were answering with sustainable 

reengineered strategies for investments, IT and IoT. TIMA is revitalizing all integrated 

vertical industrial strategies in flexible value networks.  The forgotten principles  “from 

earth to mouth” for reliable human safety and affordable price performance within the 

supply chain of to-morrow  were anticipating the severe paradigm changes with smart 

evolutionary reliable resource allocations.   

2014 TIMA informed within the rules and principles of UNGC, social market 

economics and integrity frame of the Global Movement of the Moderates on 

innovations with entrepreneurs of all emerged and emerging markets, receiving 

governmental support to first discussions and sharing contributions to the elements of 
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internet modernization, big data impacts, in cross border and companies digital value 

networks. 

2014 the TIMA innovation effects of partnerships attracted attention and its economic 

impact on TPP and TTIP on all forms of capital shift results in many exchanges and 

sharing of views. The winners are governmental local benefits in socio-economics, 

already in the first stage on fundamental game change with highest potentials for 

European partnerships in America, Asia, Australia and Africa.  In 2014 all discussions 

of TIMA were clearly related to the UNGC and the UN corporate sustainable forum 

with transparent information to the German and all local governments related 

approaches to reflect the building of opportunities in new vertical value networks 

partnerships with SMEs, especially with family driven enterprises.   

First drafts in 2014 of horizontal value networks between SMEs gave a vibrant 

impression on the impact to the base of the pyramid in each environment and the 

needful participation of science based rethinking on value networks in green, red and 

white bio-economics. 

2014 the key focus for first value network partnerships of TIMA are individually 

designed investment masterplans for strategic, structural and operational solutions 

for enterprises in manufacturing, services, trading and defense in all sectors. TIMA 

co-operates with vanguard ICT providers, upcoming internet/cloud systems and 

software applications to take the lead clients to become better, faster, and ready for 

sustainability with access to unlimited contributions and opportunities to better living 

in steady growth .    

2014 TIMA continued to reduce its intensity on factors in new circular thinking. All 

aspects on sustainability benefits are regarded in modernizing opportunities of 

workplace security and safety, infrastructures and in processing of treatments in 

value networks.  

ENVIRONMENT 

The TIMA strategies and struktures anticipate human individual empowering to 

manage digital sustainability, digital societies and digital markets as private investor 

and consumer, professional customer and deliverer, as employee in value networks 

and public tax payer, voter and pensioner within all situations of individual life, family 

and profession, matching environmental responsibilities of the digital society and 
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markets by primacy of politics in regulation, by entrepreneurial competitiveness and 

market flexibility and by wealth and capital safety and  performance in sustainability 

for balanced magic squares in each nation.  This issue of primacy of politics is an 

decisive framework in all societies to educate individual game changers and 

strategies and structures for a successful access of all to digitized globalization. It is 

also a legislation issue to establisch individual human rights and inter-generation 

fairness in digitized environments regardless to age, birth and gender or any other 

discriminating barriers.  

TIMA sustainability strategies focus on game changing in all production factor costs 

intensity, lifting potentials, innovating opportunities and delivering contributions to 

diminish risks in a post climate change order for wealth development , diminish risk 

for society development and diminish risks of market development.  

TIMA is sharing and exchanging permanently with customers and clients of the game 

change in competitiveness in human, capital and material factor cost intensity as the 

essential base to performe better with the sustainability cost factor of entrepreneurial 

competitiveness in the future. A rise on climate friendly input by investments in 

innovations, in increased  efficiency and divestments and the replacement of risks 

and threatens is authorized to be adopted in all services of TIMA sustainability factor 

cost developments and shared within all digitized TIMA SME partnerships globally in 

the coming decade. 

The key environmental and climate protection means for TIMA that we provide 

services and shared business within our own commitments to sustainability. In our 

propositions all our products and services strengthen the individual value networks of 

our customers to create long term value in financial, environmental, social and 

spiritual terms.   

All of them are bound to key traditional economic factors of mankind and will cause 

disruptive evolutions in the capital shift of hope, the primacy of politics and the 

autonomous entrepreneurial leadership to build reliable pathways to prosperity 

without climate risks for all,  

The digitized transmutation for local customers desires, rethink marketing completely 

and boosts balance sheet dynamics for intangibles to tangibles.  
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The decentral automation with science designed materials producing net shape 

outcome for direct local deliveries reengineer dino-complexity and administration to 

market flexibility with global market shares  and balance sheet revolutions in real 

estate and inventories causing immediate stock exchange eyebrows for the best 

value network and efficient sharing for wealth development  

The individual value networks of digitized global SME partnership illuminate the rapid 

outburst of innovations in all local markets, affordably fitting unlimited quantitative  

growth by watching social media and hungry markets to demand their personalized 

plurality in diversity at any place.  

The digitized monetizing and capitalizing is a re-processing on capital driven 

structure to peoples driven performance in new relations with fundamental new 

finance approach of global SME partnerships value networks in unprecedented 

competitive production factor cost and strengthened enterprise capital structures and 

sustainability improving outcomes caused by the above changes in material flows, 

machinery equipment and commodities and the impacts on real estate and mobility.  

2.11 TIMA usage of natural resources, resources management, climate relevant 
emissions 2014 

TIMA actions and results 2014 on usage of water, ground, waste energy, landscape, 

biodiversity or emissions. TIMA is continuing to find individual solutions to change 

business offices for avantguarde matching the desires of customers. Changing the 

mobility along with employees acceptance and entrepreurial identity building with 

customers. 

TIMA is exchanging and sharing with stakeholders and shareholders an integrating 

leadership in partnership approach to ease for all the mutual understanding and the 

individual participation within the development of TIMA in his entrepreneurial vision 

and structures to realize our innovation performance and to change our sales 

performance in an personalized serving momentum being tailored by our customers 

and their desires in strategies, structures and services for goods, processes, and 

sustainability guidance in digitized future.  

Therefor TIMA started in 2014 a transparent process for two years to explore a new 

form of data exchange on the usage of natural resources that shows the direct and 
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indirect impact on our four entrepreneurial success factors in TIMA, and the success 

factors in the clients  business for  the individual strategies of partnerships.  

Classification for TIMA ( Start 2014 exploring) 

Direct: Electricity includes IT processes, aircondition, indoor and outdoor 
ligthnings, batteries, in all locations and all electricity consumptions on 
devices the employment needs for best workplace  and working conditions  
and best time sharing conditions with share and stakeholders. 

The strategy is to find game changers for actual processing to replace CO2 intensive 

solutions and reduce the CO2 intensity of TIMA structures to zero, with smart energy 

use and local capacity storage,   

Oil, gas, wood, includes all in and outdoor heating energies in all locations.  

The strategy is to find game changers for actual processing to replace oil and gas, to 

reduce the CO2 intensity of TIMA structures to zero. Wood consumption will be 

integrated in opportunities on personal factor.  

Drinkable water, cooling water, used water, in all locations includes all fresh 
and used water processing.  

The strategy is to replace all bottled water usage by connecting a fresh drinkable 

water system for human safety and connecting the used water with opportunities for 

best circular systems of the locations environments 

Gasoline, includes all emissions and sooty particles relative to the 
consumption induced by enterprise business related mobility in cars, trucks, 
trains, ships, airplanes and space  

The TIMA strategy in mobility for shareholder, stakeholder and the families of 

employment involved is to create opportunities for smart flexibility as part of 

investments in serious gaming technology, home office and new technological 

service visions removing mobility barriers for better living within human factor or 

gaining carbon free mobility on material factor intensity.  

The TIMA strategies for game changer in the broad field of logistics, marketing and 

sales performing structures aiming to the highest market flexibility of our clients with 
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high entrepreneurial opportunities for the capital factor intensity in solutions to 

reengineer the value chain for personalized clients completely.  

This TIMA serving approach to clients is part of the increasing customers dominated 

push structures in all deliveries making spheres in trade, services and manufacturing  

and in all business lines of the private sector or of the public sector in zero time to 

markets without stock, retailers and sales structures but IOT, applications, big data 

connectivity to the customer.  

According to the above strategies and opportunities in the capital factor intensity also 

new forms of complexity game changer will be irreversibly a part in strategies of the 

game changing in capital factor intensity to fit enterprises for the race in unlimited 

growth, decentralized automation or robotics with simplified mass material logistics 

and local substances steered in sophisticated big date and IOT connectivity and 

content management with another strong relation to the enterprise human factor 

intensity in skill and knowledge, 

TIMA strategy is to replace all mobility products, services and technologies within our 

entrepreneurial influence by opportunities and structures to contribute to human 

safety and security for all with low to zero CO2 intensity and to share the same 

strategies in TIMA value network with our partners to benfit our customers . With 

opportunities to a zero CO2 climate risks in mobility all impacts of third parties to 

suppress cross border growth are eliminated.   

In all TIMA strategies for shareholder and stakeholder the 4 factors resource 

allocation share better living for all with best wealth performance in partnerships is a 

Kingsway to the upcoming decade. 

The greatest opportunities for all of this innovations come from strategic shifting in 

the flow of commodities, using new technologies in climate preventive logistics 

concept and autonomous mobility strategies. This will introduce much more politics 

and is another reason to relay also on the fourth sustainability factor intensity beside 

the classical 3 factors of the past.. 

Land consumption, furnish, communication, 

The strategy is to care on opportunities to save diversity and plurality in the land 

consumption by with the TIMA entities, offices and their outdoor areas. It is the goal 
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to change the offices profile to communication and innovative exchange centers. The 

opportunities for effective game changing are serious gaming technologies to 

communicate in partnerships on game changer and all forms of applications to stay in 

touch with all stakeholders, shareholders and emplyees, as well as with media to 

manage disruptive impacts. The changing processes are mainly attending human 

factor intensity.   

The strategy in furnish plus communication surpass the toner deliveries in with the 

fascinating opportunities of 3D printing to build remote automated centers for print 

and design, print and build or print and pack embedded in automation processing 

and its opportunities. 

The TIMA strategies to structures in complexity needing large lands use, in nuclear, 

mining and other energy intensive heavy industries combined with circular economics 

are the base for vibrant new approaches to the traditional mechanical industry. Here 

is the most important door opener to opportunities in the revitalization of responsible 

investment in key industries based on steel, alumina and other material with high 

pressure or high temperature heat resistant materials for nuclear fusion technology, 

shipbuilding technologies and plant engineering and construction. 

Indirect: wastes, textiles, mobility, office living and housing, office materials, 
marketing, services, maintenance, outdoor installations  

The strategy is to engage all employers in the enterprise rising responsibility on 

environmental carbon free processes. The opportunities for solution need to benefit 

all and to decrease factor intensity in economic way 

There are more individual opportunities to gain than to loose and the trust and identy 

building is very high. In the very end  a better living with a better performance for all is 

realistic especially in partnership building synergies.  With decreasing capital factor 

intensity, with decreasing material factor intensity and decreasing human intensity but 

fast increasing sustainability intensity the steady increase wealth performance for all 

is the result. For the TIMA and the TIMA clients by TIMA guidance and strategies 

these paradigm changes regain the competivienes along the vaue chaine .  
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 2.12. Ressources management 

TIMA manages the idea input for enhancing resource management to all employees 

and shares the conceptional solutions for efficiency and savings with clients  

2.13 Relevant climate emissions 

Following the GHG protocol we act on the three scopes ffor measuring the 

emissions. 

www.ghgprotocol.org   

TIMA will take two years in sharing and exchanging the issues for final decision 

making on our evolutionary pathway in game changing resources management and 

climate relevant GHG protocols in form of COPs from 2017 onward. 

SOCIETY 

Nuclear reality and security – finance and wealth protection – performing economics 

in work for all, are the key frameworks of societies and markets and the drivers and 

game changer. TIMA SME statesmanship supports gubernatorial power in second 

political track for local subsidiarity in digitized sustainability of the UNGC principles 

with a structure of global individual social cyber market 4.0 and IOT as a key 

approach for  free local prosperity and growth in partnerships.  

The experience of peoples on nuclear disasters of the past, is no guarantee whether 

in 2014 nor for the future.  

Free individual humans driven democracies, based on civilization development in law 

above might, seem to keep the nuclear threaten more balances and responsibly 

managed for mankind, than most probably, all impacts of imperial, colonial, 

nationalistic and centrally driven tyrannies or terroristic religious or ideological 

extremists movements, that empower by mobilizing enslavement in collective think 

patterns to discriminate and destroy the living of humans and families as happened in 

the past, at the moment and in the future.  

In sharing transparency and integrity in measurable value networks of real value 

creating SME partnerships at the bottom of the pyramid stop crime and corruption 

disclosing the cyber communications opportunities in the internet at any place. 

http://www.ghgprotocol.org/
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Therefor 2014 all TIMA SME partnership strategies and structures in support of the 

10 principles of UNGC for digitized sustainability developed a vanguard performance 

form in the sharing economy by an architecture of an individual peoples and families 

driven globalization to connect their work with wealth opportunities at any place within 

autonomous entrepreneurial partnerships and the primacy of politics in a free local 

environment for all.   

The better pathway to prosperity for all including the government is the shared 

prosperity of work and wealth in an attractive and innovative economical individual 

upstream and downstream framework to overcome in smart partnerships former 

industrial dependencies within solid tax flows.  

With WTO rules in a multilateral dimension and multilateral post climate change rules 

creating a measurable low sustainability cost factor intensity for an architecture of 

multilateral world private and public financing order could match and integrate 

traditional western global monetary resource allocations, with optional sukuk (islam) 

banking as well as AIIB, BRICS, AWF AZB and AIB. Such digitized reliable financial 

frameworks with standards in all markets, managed by standardizing entities of state 

owned, non–governmental and intermediate organizations fit and encourage 

sophisticated SMEs participation as local game changer in digitized sustainable 

globalization or as an opportunity in synergies to large scale investments of Hyper 

Global Enterprises HGEs or MNEs, saving investments and winning flexibility   

Wealth and work in cross cultural finance and cross cultural value network accelerate 

all inspirations on any capital shift of hope sharing their new learning curves  in local 

decentral high end automation outcomes in the innovation economy as well as in 

circular economy from e-mobility to smart mining, extraction, materials and all city 

lifestyles and life science value chains emerged in the raise of belts, roads and rail, 

silk roads, maritime shipping, connecting spotted digitized human relations between 

America, Asia, Africa and Europe face to face and machine to machine for human 

driven commercialization at any place, financing increased efficiency in sustainable 

employment in plurality in diversity. 

The transparent modernization of global structures of finance in G20 anticipates 2014 

an increasingly call for a higher global acceptance of Art.1 Ziff. 3, 55 and 56 of the 

UN Charta, the more the inclusiveness and completeness of societies can’t be locally 

realized for adequate wealth and tax responsibility for all. The perception heads for a 
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further development in governmental administrative and global gubernatorial 

structures for political second track subsidiarity on local level supported by SME 

Statesmanship.  

The demand for free individual and autonomous SMEs partnerships will raise within 

digital global skill exchange in smart SME education forms and with a new market 

flexibility game when customers provide digitized new “marketizing” to enterprises.  

TIMA anticipates 2014 that wealth is following the lowest  capital- and sustainability 

cost intensity of matching the new digital relationship in SME partnerships and 

wealth.  This positioning is a part of the perception in the 2014 TIMA strategy in 

support of movement of the moderates, primacy of politics, wealth protection and real 

value creation in local work, by family driven enterprises around the world with UNGC 

principles.  

  

2014 successful private financing of Globalization is growing business for small and 

medium enterprise partnerships, needing a balancing frameworks agreement in their 

local  sphere of influence to realize individual financial transactions with transparent 

low imponderabilia, impacting trade, finance, currency exchange rates and 

transparency on depths impacts of states, anticipating with global gubernatorial and 

administrative structures of subsidiarity as well as local  elements for arbitration in 

specific SME partnership conflict solutions. 

Nearly 95 years ago the Taylorism in USA became the key industrialization driver 

and game changer of modern capital markets connecting wealth and finance with 

new industrial factor cost intensity for unprecedented higher productivity, efficiency 

and disruptive competitiveness in all markets. The outcome of US process- and 

market leadership with highest expectations in better performing, rallied the stock 

exchange markets to undergo the capital shift of hope in the primacy of politics to 

global leadership of capital driven work sharing after the end of World War II.  

In leadership the USA navigated the pace of societies with NATO and capital driven 

economies in free societies. Since 25 years communist centrally controlled states 

challenge the western societies with modernized centrally driven frameworks of 

monetizing, capitalizing and marketizing decreasing  their production factors cost 

intensity of human costs, material cost and capital costs in favor to stabilize their 
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centralized totalitarian regimes without human rights, individuality and free 

autonomous entrepreneurial market access. Since 2001 globally organized fanatic 

terrorism forms impact human safety and security in totalitarian theocracies at any 

place using their sphere of influence to abolish any western human rights of 

individual spirituality and free individual way of living in a confrontation on spirituality.  

There are actual two western society and market approaches for a convincing 

architecture of the future to overcome this threatens to a free and better living .  

First to integrate cyber technology for all human beings of the national pyramids in 

individualized skill and education for  

Second more than 20 Mio. small and medium sized autonomous often family driven 

enterprises in Europe.  

Third sharing there cumulated national experience curve for plurality in diversity in a 

 Fourth European Kingsway to fit competitiveness in globalization,  heading with 4.0 

automation and sophisticated use of IoT for individualized free social cyber driven 

markets with vibrant vanguard game changes matching not only   

Fifth post climate change regulations as well as post colonial value networks in all 

free markets and societies with  

Sixth vibrant global partnerships of enterprises. In this Kingsway  

Seventh work and wealth merge on real value creation, with high end large scale 

employment within innovation and circular economy for  

Eigth attractive capital shift of hope interests with extreme low dependencies on 

production factors of the past in the new value creation networks including bitcoin € 

with outclassing outcome at any place and time. 

The US industry pronounced in Cancun their kingway to commercial sustainability by 

capital driven cyber markets with the US leadership role in HGE’s with personalized 

markets for leading performance and fintec and bitcoin on $ experiments 

Together in TTIP and TPP these 2 Kingsways  will merge in a global contribution with 

synergies in the matrix from HGE to SME shared business of better living with added 

value by robotics and high end customers desires pushing markets. 
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The narrow focusing on real value growth in work and wealth accelerated the desire 

to free societies and markets with entrepreneurial autonomy by US globally. 

Especially West - Germany integrated its destroyed economy after World War II in 

the western community, lead by chancellor Konrad Adnenauer. Even based on 

central-european sources in Catholic Ordo Socialis and Lutheran impacts on law 

since 1648 and on Prussian based history, the Post War II West - Germany 

government beamed the nation with a cut into a modern social market economy and 

a jump into the “Wirtschaftswunder”. A quarter of the population of the German nation 

was excluded till 1989 and experienced individual  processes to integrate in the free 

world, coming out of central governed socialistic environments, in a world that is 

exceeding the speed of change.  

Within TIMA and TIMA services the social market standards in Germany in 

sustainability are shared worldwide in our strategies and digital structures we also 

developed a 2014 Charta of TIMA social cyber economy codex according to the 

prepositions on installation of strategies and of technologies and processes . Within 

the new digital environment of society this entrepreneurial game changing 

technologies and fitting value networks partnerships are divers for better cohesion 

between enterprises and their employments in partnerships. This also positively 

impacts work with human, material and capital cost factor intensity with smart 

decrease for less specific monetary, material and human cost burdens which simply 

means improved competitiveness by unprecedented higher productivity, output and 

shorter time to markets.  All these ideas of matching skills in intangible assets and 

other corporate learning curves of skill and best practice turn to new workflows as 

source to create tangible goods in partnerships without technical investments and 

capital which means an attractive increase in wealth with lower human, capital and 

material intensity resulting in an increased Sustainability factor of trade, production 

and services in the minds of buyer and customers in society and market. 

2.14 National and international employment rights 

TIMA is mapping the issue from German law and ILO according the above described 

guiding and sharing legal frames, human safety and human face in all human driven 

functions, responsibilities and managing dispositions. Within our strategies and game 

changing digital structure for management control and procedure, the workflow 

became a subsidiarity participation within the 6 doings in mutual agreements for 
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partnerships, new HR design is creating value chains steering by dispositive factors 

in cohesive learning responsibility for high quality output as kit of proud between work 

and wealth.  

2.15  Equality of opportunities 

TIMA as strategic partner of leaders and people in society, markets and industry we 

are driver that in digital partnership issues things are transparent and balanced to 

disclose all opportunities as well as all traps and risks with game changing 

evolutionary impacts  for all. Following the planned improvement of the measurable 

digital sustainability factor in the projects perception all values generated deliver 

more benefits to all in work and positive ROI of wealth stabilizing a society/city 

environment in all local situations. The goals of TIMA in all strategies shape 

improvements of plurality and diversity creating good practice for family issues, 

integration on migrants and disabled and a vocational health approach for the 

employees within the primacy of politics in national conditions as vanguard attributes 

to partnership as driver against discrimination and for vocational training as 

intergenerational cohesion. The SME statesmanship in partnerships have unlimited 

opportunities to change from a good past to a better future for all in cross cultural 

architectures.  

2.16 Qualification  

The embedding of digital SME partnerships between enterprises containing fitting 

forms of qualification in internal exchange in webinars along the value chain as well 

as in the matrix of value network expansion. The application of serious gaming 

solutions for vocational training and mutual understanding in transparency are current 

improvements. For game changing parameter this digital operational qualifications 

follows structural new partnerships in a matrix to realize the strategy of sustainability.    

This is the most efficient, productive and syndetic pathway to promote the ability to 

participate in new partnership business environment successfully for growth and 

prosperity.  

2.17 Human Rights  

TIMA InNetMediation safeguards human rights in partnerships by employees backing 

human rights as a dispositve factor for the enterprise and customers benefits, within 
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an economic frame of superior competitiveness in entrepreneurial SME partnership 

value networks than in central systems with key pillars of SOEs. 

Cyber innovation economy and human rights 

The TIMA strategies and structures, especially in any digital SME partnerships, for 

sustainable business integrity are drivers for vanguard cultural human relations in the 

development of digital societies and markets worldwide for free autonomous 

enterprises, especially for family driven SMEs in partnerships.  

With the input of comprehensive InNetMediation to raise the bars TIMA exchange 

real time knowledge, rules and experience raising the abilities of all humans in a 

company or entity, to share responsibility as valuable dispositive factor in 

entrepreneurial actions. This turns workforce in an anticipating digital swarm of smart 

individuals matching digital opportunities in real time by this elementary game sharing 

fractal for an enterprise partnership.  

Connatural purchasing and selling in digital future is part of the same fractal in the 

digital business. The pushing for more innovation and for more data to product as a 

team responsibility is part of the same brand integrity as the individual human 

responsibility to serve for more sustainability and more market flexibility in all human 

faces of personalized customer - enterprise relations. The game changing starts with 

the owner and wealth and ends in the swarm or team of SMEs to serve the customer 

in digital and real brand sustainability. 

With the InNetMediation TIMA designs, shares and guides partnerships in this fractal 

operations. The SME partnership investment in its humans is to invest in “human 

work” as brand for continuous wealth development by local economics of 

sustainability and better pricing in a stronghold position of competitiveness.  

Digital education, training, skill and knowledge transfer in the SME partnership is 

sharing for self-reliant, self-confidently acting entrepreneurial men and women as 

global SME employees, taking more responsibility to serve for the digital and real 

process flexibility in the personalized customer - enterprise relations over an 

individual life cycle of humans. The additional support by machines, robots and 

automation in such a sophisticated SME structure attracts by human completeness 

and wealth to shift capital to opportunities in local SME business.   
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This push and serve impacts hit all existing international work sharing system and will 

rebuild trade-mix and most value chains, their suppliers and sub – suppliers by local 

autonomous SMEs, pushing innovation and serving their individual entrepreneurial 

customers. To serve for sustainability and flexibility and to push the digital value 

network for innovation in sustainability is a human key game changer to local 

decentral structures as a global paradigm for the innovation economy, outpacing the 

imponderabilia in supply chains within sustainability including human rights and other 

global issues by local digital SMEs partnership abilities and power. 

2014 TIMA shared and promoted in industry of UNGC that human rights are a basic 

element of mankind for prosperity in free sustainability. The modern use of digital 

data and machine technologies to realize dreams and desire of entrepreneurial 

customers in societies and markets from reproductive medicine to space laboratories 

in the innovation economy, is a promising approach to better health, education, living 

and mutual understanding to share human rights with all in autonomous corporate 

sector.  

Cyber circular economy and human rights 

2014 in the worldwide established multinational mining-, extraction-, metallurgical- 

chemical- oil, gas and nuclear-. industrial complexes, the extraordinary contributions 

to work, wealth and human security followed a broad range of new partnerships in 

industrialization. The output was managed with increasing efficiencies in oecological 

issues and policies to new energy–mix, new materials-mix and new capital-mix of the 

future.   

But 2014 the successful failure of the primacy of politics to save the next generations 

opportunities for the better is not yet excluded and the global circular economy is the 

coming key playing field with technological game changer, process replacements and 

decentralizing in complexity for unlimited growth without climate change for global 

and local development to better living. TIMA shared and exchanged since our 

statement from Copenhagen 2009 in UNGC to the leaders of all leading industrial 

zones in the regionalized world to push green and clean research to efficiency for 

alternative economic game changing approaches for work and wealth .   

The first economic sphere of industrial influence in the transformation of 

infrastructure for circular economies face a giant game change in all global business 
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success factors, logistics and trade of materials, solids, liquids or gas being closely 

connected by CO2 intensity impacts in the 2014 GHG protocol on final profit risks for 

the industry, transparent in all markets and societies for all enterprises.  

By the usage of digitized virtualization, simulation and new processual design for the 

real change in infrastructural robotized solutions, the circular economies offer the 

political and financial matching of economic benefits in regionalization upscaling. The 

economic opportunities of reduced complexity of processes in organic and inorganic 

operations of extracting with local impacts on energy, water, air, temperature, 

pressure and time are part to localize best locations in the frame of quality, 

competence and downstream efficiency in the digital eco systems competition. 

The highest ranking takes the local flexibility in automation and robotics with high end 

technology, for upstream finishing by skilled employment. The upscaling partnerships 

for business integrity care with a remarkably improved sustainability factor and 

human rights for a high wealth interest, define the capital structure of new 

partnerships for downstream and upstream solutions, and deliver with work and 

wealth a stable social cyber economy framework in the regionalization and local 

prosperity with reasonable tax incomes of states. The multiple SMEs in the finishing 

lines are the drivers of innovation pushing the robotized mining and extracting for the 

customers desires. 

The second economic spheres of influence in these playing fields for free and 

sustainable development in human rights are the local industrial SMEs partnerships 

broadening the basic volume in recycling of materials to a global circular economy 

present in all cities, harbors and industrial belts of work and consum, work and ship 

or work and rail, remapping the maritime and continental flow of trade accelerated by 

the global powerhouse of super bowl in TPP and TTIP. The participation in 

opportunities with SMEs partnerships in such markets are influencing all national 

interest in regionalization and institutionalizing development worldwide in AEC Plus, 

EU, Eurasian Union and AU. 2014 TIMA anticipated and shared this issue in the 

UNGC with a specific regard to human security in business for peace.  

We are sure, to understand the public license to operate as a peaceful UNGC 

message for this sensitive industrial transformation in an architecture of sustainability 

with human rights as a game changer for all in established  and new industrial zones 

worldwide in transparency and integrity. 
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2.18 TIMA Common goods  

TIMA  established 1996 in Tuttlingen, is contributing to common goods locally and 

internationally. The employees of TIMA are encouraged to individually or as team to 

be engaged in honorary activities. This is realized by “time donations”. The longest 

regular honorary support is the sponsoring of mutual cultural understanding in the 

German – Malaysian relations, TIMA has fulfilled since 1996. In all UNGC activities 

we acted in honorary engagements to bridge and drive the 10 principles. 

2014 we continued some honorary activities to foster the social cyber market SMEs 

partnership in AEC, Africa, Middle America and Germany. 

2.19 TIMA Exertion of influence  

TIMA strategies and structures in wealth development for enterprises depend on 

multilateral and bilateral relations in national game changing rules for partnerships, 

with dependency in international law, regionalization and national law. We anticipate 

risk for policy briefings and entrepreneurial strategies and guide partnership 

developments between german and international enterprises as game changer within 

our 6 doings based on  the 10 UNGC principles, our TIMA conduct of business 

integrity and the TIMA individual spirituality with a Christian idea of man. All our 

contribution and donations in TIMA networks are transparent and listed.  

2014 TIMA and members of the senior management serve as partner for game 

changing strategies and structures as personal or corporate to the global society and 

markets, being members of BKU, Economic Counsel Germany CDU, VDEH, VDI, 

BDI, BCCG, OAV/APA, NUMOV, IISI Japan, IAP Counsil of Biotechnology Malaysia, 

UNIAPAC and United Nations Global Compact.  

2.20 TIMA Conduct in compliance to law 

TIMA does not accept or act in any measurements, standards, systems and 

processes of illegitimate character or in corruption. In our code of conduct the TIMA 

rules and principles are described. We believe in our employees and management to 

walk the talk and their individual commitment to these rule. With transparency we 

assure within the senior management to control and be informed on all 

communications of progress. 
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2.21  TIMA business integrity in globalization 

The privat independent entity TIMA International GmbH (TIMA – Transformation 

Integration Management Agency) and its senior management and partners  are 

learning and serving to integrate the common goods of people in societies and 

markets. We are 2014 committed to share and exchange our individual 

entrepreneurial frameworks of doings with analysis on outcome and the alternatives 

of synthesis on final driving of opportunities for the most probable individual 

enterprise anticipation of game changes.  

With evolutionary exploring and building of vanguard structures of partnerships we 

fulfil 2014 the key philosophies in a broader environment of enterprises partnerships 

at the bottom up and the top down perspectives in the pyramids of civilized nations 

and regions, to explore the global access to unlimited growth in an architecture as 

force for the good. 

Within the architecture of a free social cyber market environment, the philosophy of 

individual strategies and personalized structures and autonomous enterprises in 

partnerships  TIMA 2014 replace the black box on several bouquets of impacts by 

measurable sustainability and transparent spirituality. Entrepreneurial sharing the 

bouquets of impacts on the individual  human social market face, impacts  within the 

parameters in a matrix of intergenerational responsibility, impacts in a personalized 

environmental diversity approach on experience curves in global issues of common 

goods and impacts on the comprehensive updates on vanguard  leadership in politics 

and economics, are respecting in the different regions, all categories of human  

power, spirituality and globalization drivers to change the bottom of the pyramid to 

the better, a business for peace. 

2014, the president of TIMA since 37 years of professional life,  mirrors the personal 

entrepreneurial learning curves to manage desires and dreams of people in societies 

and markets by enterprises, being a needle in a global haystack. But once generating 

comprehensive society and market contributions with serious obligations to quality, 

affordability and reliability, the shining of the public license to operate becomes the 

reality of an evolutionary Kingsway to a global hidden champion.   

This is 2014 in new value networks the digital Kingsway  the high speed structures of 

digital societies and markets turning wealth and work in a new game for all stake- 
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and shareholders in autonomous enterprises worldwide and a warning to look back in 

an successful but slow moving past and to a political reality not to underestimate the 

explosiveness or implosion forces of self-indulgent “Packardism”, greed and 

gambling to all. 

In Germany West after the World War II the accumulated learning curve for individual 

entrepreneurial German post war society and social market spirit successfully 

matched the modernizing of international work sharing to fit the leading role in 

international export markets with its employment and wealth in 2014. The centralized 

communist east after the re-unification faced the financial crisis and globalization 

competition and learned the harder way to manage the individual entrepreneurial  

competitive race in digital world.  

2014 both federal parts of Germany head on eye level to a global measurable 

sustainability in sharing prosperity in entrepreneurial partnerships worldwide but the 

whole German society and the markets became sensitive to the importance of legal 

stability, peaceful growth and economic equilibrium.  

TIMA designed 2014 the idea of leadership in humbly serving for SME statesmanship 

to finalize the  6 doings for exploring and puzzling strategies and structures of high 

speed flexibility in globalization to share, serve, guide and mediate between wealth 

and work in all levels and partnerships worldwide. 

 As mandated entrepreneurial drivers for independent individualized views, 

anticipating global, regional, national paradigm changes on multiple success factors 

of operations the managment keeps in touch with  local solutions, with personalized 

low complexity in human individuality, human safety and security by direct 

connectivity and contents in block chain technology and InNetMediation in the daily 

value networks operations as SME statesmanship model. 

In legal and transparent  partnerships  TIMA stabilize the individual evolutionary 

concepts with functional specialists, managing director, board member, CEO of 

board, member of advisory board, chairman of advisory board in guiding mandates or 

as signatory in international and global issues, president of industrial entity or 

president of civil society,  

The international advisory to TIMA Wealth +  Work and advisory to primacy of politics  

will serve, guide and share solutions with entrepreneurs in public and private sector 
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in upcoming paradigm changes in the individual market and society. TIMA is game 

changer with international accepted strategies and structures for sustainability and 

social market development, for a reasonable contribution to better living of all in the 

globalization, with the 10 UNGC principles for measurable sustainability within an 

European framework of individual spirituality.   

2014 New social market economy with international TIMA SME partnerships  

The successfully proved frames of live and society correlative to sustainability, 

society and market are processed within social politics and basic elements of a 

political order without contradictions to market based economy principles. 

2014 The general TIMA partnership frameworks approach for long was  privileged in 

TIMA MNE integrative digital partnerships including selected SMEs, because of 

scale, legal, political, financial, human ressources and material barriers in the factor 

cost. 

The future of global human safety, regional human security and local human living in 

all TIMA strategies we anticipated, guided and shared since the New economy 1999 

the upcoming paradigm changes in USA and within UNGC in societies and markets 

in digital and technology innovations on communications, finance, industry and trade, 

infrastructures and energy, changing basicly the global face of economy.  

Within the TIMA participation in the process to global harmonized systems by the 10 

UNGC principles of sustainability TIMA anticipated the rise of global warming and the 

accelerated transformation in a new post climate change world order for all.  

2014 we are heading to digital value networks sharing globally the innovation and 

circular economy. By turning intangibles in tangible outcome and central complexity 

in local flexibility the competitive digital business cost factors favor SMEs for 

partnerships. In the TIMA SME partnerships new customer – entrepreurial relations 

privilege the economic benefits for wealth growth and monetize the entrepreneurial 

work flexibility and efficiency improvements globally at any place..  

2014 TIMA anticipates the new SME partnership era sharing education, skill and 

knowledge  in free autonomous entrepreneurial access to markets, free economic 

serious monetizing, capitalizing and marketizing within the access to free markets 

forces in digital value networks of work and wealth, claiming for free societies and 
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free  individual spirituality in  free social cyber market economies with free self 

induced growth in  global cyber worksharing of automation.  

The described fundamental paradigm change of the key economic business factors 

by the global economic frameworks within 2014  and 2018 caused by Climate change 

COP, multilateral rules of WTO, and the digital flexibility in society and market 

globally with 4.0 and IoT delivers the key game changer  in the economic factor 

intensity, the key driver for SMEs to surpass all barriers of the past in new forms of 

shared value networks.  

In all TIMA strategies entrepreneurs are the drivers of services and  pillars of a new 

cohesion within frameworks for Primacy of politics in game changing education, 

safety and security, along with the responsible sharing in the capital shift of wealth for 

growth and work in partnering with civil societies  to stabilize the desired Kingsway of 

economics in society and markets for the people and their public license to operate.  

This is the playing field of TIMA also in 2014 in all strategies and structures for 

partnerships, from a SME entity up to the HGE in integer statesmanship and the 

game changing guidance with society and market customers.  

The TIMA participation in the UN Global Compact and the UN sustainability corporate 

forum is the base for our principles, rules and code of conduct according to a 

measurable sustainability, as new economic factor in all our strategies and structures 

for a post climate change age with the global public license to operate. 

2014 the Individual spirituality, permanent driver to integrity in culture of 
globalization,  

“In the digital netted societies and markets within all value networks impacting to 

human living, human safety and human security the individual spirituality is a part of 

the human rights and of the human face in the environment of civilized developments 

with more entrepreneurial responsibility in economic sustainability”. Dato’ Dr. Achim Deja 

President of TIMA International GMBH and DtMG e.V.New York UNGC Summit 2013, 20.September, 

2014 the TIMA spiritual understanding of human responsibility in all societies and 

markets is the entrepreneurial contribution to create with services fair pathways for 

better living locally, nationally, regionally, globally on earth for all, avoiding with 

strategies a disaster warming of climate, and support with modern structures  in 
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sustainability, the expansion of real value networks of clients  in plurality and diversity 

for all.    

The key measurable mix in a pillar for a cohesive architecture for better living of 

humans is the sustainability, transparency, and education in the local economy, to 

build and grow free societies. 

Sustainability is the civilized frame between societies, transparency the civilized 

frame of sharing in value networks in free markets and free educations and 

sophisticated research the civilized frame of local innovation and circular economies 

driven from individual personality building and dispositive responsibility in subsidiarity 

as a cornerstone of  free societies. 

2014 European option in global sustainability by local individual spirituality 

The European fundamentals of spirituality in the human face of entrepreneurial 

responsibility have been a serious driver and part of the last 15 years to develop a 

global approach for our doings as TIMA International within the UNGC. 

Within the inter-generation fairness and legal obligations between the societies and 

markets the autonomous entrepreneurial responsibility is part of an new world order 

as eminent driver to free mankind based on law above power to balance ecology with 

socio-economy in measurable sustainability.  

The individual spirituality (1) in the Christian Idea of Man with the human personality 

as “origin, medium and object” of all institutions and in all processing situations 

guides the caring for climate change and bio-diversity, against unidirectional 

escalating human interest, to balance in measurable sustainability for all (2/3) and to 

adjust the framework of living for the inter- generation fairness with the society 

promise of the social market objectives (4). The evolutionary transfer of social market 

processes in the digital global social cyber market for responsible work and wealth 

partnerships (5) includes the comprehensive sharing of entrepreneurial contributions 

in competence (6) for game changing innovations in the environment of human living, 

human safety and human security of all in the common spheres of influence in 

markets and societies  (7/8). The framework of freedom, creativity and performance 

is part of the autonomous entrepreneurial responsibility and legitimated in the 

constitutional law of Germany.(9/10) 
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 (1) Gaudium et Spes, Pastoralkonstitution des 2. Vatikanischen Konzils, 25/26   

(2) Adam Smith “The Wealth of Nations  

(3) Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our 

Common Future, S. 41.  

(4). Enzyklika „Quadragesimo anno“(QA) von Pius XI, Absatz 79 

(5).  15 Eucken, Walter, Grundsätze der Wirtschaftspolitik, 1952, S. 255.   

(6)Enzyklika ‚Caritas in Veritate‘ von Papst Benedikt XVI.   

(7) Für eine Zukunft in Solidarität und Gerechtigkeit Hg. v. Kirchenamt der 

Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland und vom Sekretariat der Deutschen 

Bischofskonferenz, 1997, S. 50.  

(8)Enzyklika „Solicitudo rei socialis“(SRS) von Papst Johannes Paul II, Absatz 

38as(9) Röpke, Wilhelm; Kernfragen der Wirtschaftsordnung; 1953/1997, in Ordo Bd. 

48, S. 38f. 

(10) Vgl. Böckenförde, Ernst-Wolfgang: Staat, Gesellschaft, Freiheit. 1976, S. 60. 

 

With serious humbleness TIMA individually care on  2000 years of cohesive religious 

force within the Christian plurality united in the Holy Trinity. The individual spirituality 

is a basic root and right of humans in Europe led and impacted by Catholic and 

Lutheran social teaching, guiding at the long pathway of peoples living environment.  

The  frame of human law above institutional might in the first occidental order 1648 in 

Osnabrueck, the right of individual spirituality in Prussia 1740 and the cohesive 

international Christian force of politics for the liberty of social market economy in the 

destroyed Germany after 1949 and in the re-unification 1989 are just some flash 

lights of lasting importance or as disruptive force in exceptional historic moments for 

the refugee integration after world war II, the re-unification with the east, financial 

rethinking and entrepreneurial behavior  to avoid volatile or latent crisis situations in 

European societies.   

To anticipate the better for tomorrow with the obligations to law, international 

sustainability  and individual spirituality, TIMA anticipates the momentum to face the 
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cyber economy frame with business integrity, connecting the diverse living 

environments of all human beings and cultures  in all markets and societies with an 

individual Christian spirituality for social cyber market responsibility and global 

measurable sustainability. 

With this Christian entrepreneurial perception the digital game changing for 

sustainability in all society and market will favor a social cyber market  economy for 

all to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their needs.  

2014 - TIMA and the momentum of change and opportunities 

The opportunities of the digital change in society and markets rise with common 

access to wealth, work and education for innovative completeness, dispositive 

abilities and individual personality in a stable frame of freedom. 

 The pure impact of new digital economy‘s factor intensity on performance 

attractiveness in clean innovation and circular economy is an irreversible driver for 

economic change since long, heading now in a new dimension to fit the post climate 

change architecture for local better living worldwide with changed logistics and 

financial services to match local up scaling of value networks for all.  

In the long term change of technology, following a circular and innovation driven 

economy, also the logistics trading mix will globally serve new structures for up 

stream high end local skilled finishing close to the customers and  a down stream 

new and circular materials distributions to the new industrial up stream centers in all 

continents and coastal areas of rising importance. This causes the fundamental 

game changing for new opportunities of logistics within the sustainability factor 

intensity. The new monetizing of wealth with unlimited efficiency in digital netted 

structures by the bitcoin development  replace traditional risks of competition and 

establish new security aspects on maritime and continental material flows..   

The advantages from different factor intensities by the digital entities surpass all limits 

in the worldwide existing economies, also in the traditional northern European and 

German social markets potentials : aside of the short notice global upscaling, and  

new dimensions in ROI in capital and wealth developments, two historic paradigm 

changes in market flexibility and monetizing the growth of value networks are taking 

place in reality.   
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The first  historic game changer of market flexibility are significant in all corporation 

networks by the inversion in autonomous proactive customers relations . This is part 

of the entrepreneurial game changing to increasing importance of subsidiarity and 

centers of local partnerships with sophisticated robotized production for high speed  

local flexibility and entrepreneurial high end innovations close to the customer 

worldwide. The new entrepreneurial sharing in value networks is the  contribution to  

new personalized relation between  enterprises  and clients .  

The second historic game changer is capital shift to the value creation as wealth 

driver by monetizing in a globalized currency of bitcoin, driven by selected  

sustainability parameters for completeness to avoid blow effects, casino bets and 

politics of privilege with pretended gaming risks.  

Witin this general frame the race between all existing economies and their 

philosophies can realise remarkable and profitable improvements and will be 

celebrated by politics even as “succesfull failures”, as it is economically more 

attractive than all present systems. 

The  2014 TIMA SME Partnerships strategies and structures: 

The TIMA SME Partnerships turn around all factors in local growth with the ability to 

be pushed to deliver in the highest speed in all potentials of digitalized social cyber 

market economy with the TIMA global local SME partnerships. This will empower the 

employment in base of the pyramid on rural and city level stabilizing even the largest 

societies in a high speed innovation and circular partnership of global economy with 

the sustainability factor. Within the free SME Partnerships frame by law and 

individual spirituality the local living environment improves. 

All TIMA SME partnership strategies for Wealth and Work have the perception of 

outperformance. As the game changer to the local social cyber economy they 

intensify and foster the individual personality of everybody and an autonomous 

entrepreneurial momentum for free society within regional regulation framework and 

a spiritual option for integrity.  

Entrepreneurial charisma and responsibility within their individual spiritual cord in 

activities drive the common goods and participate in the sustainability of society. 

According to the digital high speed even the smallest SME Partnership is part in the 

economy architecture of the future transferring post-colonial and post-imperial 
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mankind in the post climate warming age with unlimited new opportunities for all by 

digital societies and markets of globalization. 

Digitalized societies and markets on their Kingsway to sustainability with new 

entrepreneurial responsibilities 

TIMA core business is to design and share strategies, structures and game changing 

opportunities to build worldwide successful partnerships for local prosperity 

TIMA contributes as game changer and driver to personality building and subsidiarity 

within the measurable framework of the 10 UNGC principles for global sustainability 

architecture , individual spirituality in integrity for responsible business statemanship  

of autonomous resilient SMEs in partnership worldwide.   

TIMA supports with family driven enterprises partnerships  to match the social market 

forces on the bottom and the top of the pyramid in all local business worldwide as a  

force for the better. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

TIMA  complies with national law and international rights in ILO rules within strategies 

and projects we take a lead in all 10 UNGC pinciples and in the implementation of 

our code of conduct standards 

In regular webinars and in future in serious gaming technics in the TIMA partnerships 

the stakeholders, shareholders and employment are guided to cross cultural integrity 

and business harmony with the 10 UNGC principles to realize measurable 

sustainability. 

The non – discrimination precept is in charge in all entrepreneurial fields of influence 

by TIMA, with adequate payment and new opportunities for retirement provisions   

All strutures of TIMA support flexible applikations to protect the families of employees 

and safety and occupational health as well as the participation of “angels” in 

partnerships 

The qualification and human rights are a high ranking value in TIMA, according to our 

code of conduct and the European spirituality of a free individual personality . We 

regards this in our sphere of influence worldwide in related partnerships and value 

networks.  
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The local prosperity by SME partnership, is a skill and knowledge exchange success,  

a key driver for change in the TIMA strategies. The strengthening of peoples 

participating in better living in local prosperity is driven from growth and employment  

in SME partnerships with professional guidance. 

 

Summary 2014 

3. PRACTICAL ACTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF OUTCOMES FOR THE 10 

PRINCIPLES 

2014 the first TIMA SNME/MNE based strategy consultations for German enterprise partnerships with Malaysia 

Bioeconomy and German - Indian enterprises ot the Indian UNGC networks in the maritime coastal aras of the 

Indian Ocean  were shared, to participate the raising center of gravity in the region between Africa and South 

East Asia. 

The UN Global Compact (UN GC) is a platform for encouraging and promoting good corporate principles and 

learning experiences in the areas of human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption. The GC asks 

companies to embrace, support and enact 10 principles of conduct within their sphere of influence. 

 The UN GC principles in partnerships for regionalization 

Principle 1 Businesses in partnerships should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed 
human rights. 

Principle 2  Businesses in partnerships should ensure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.  

Principle 3  Businesses in partnerships should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition 
of the right to collective bargaining.  

Principle 4  Businesses in Partnerships should support the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory 
labour.  

Principle 5  Businesses in partnerships should support the effective abolition of child labour.  

Principle 6  Businesses in partnerships should support the elimination of discrimination in respect of 
employment and occupation.  

Principle 7  Businesses in partnerships should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges.  

Principle 8  Businesses partnerships should undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental 
responsibility.  

Principle 9  Businesses in partnerships should encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally 
friendly technologies.  

Principle 10  Businesses in partnerships should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and 
bribery.  

javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=2',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=3',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=4',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=5',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=6',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=7',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=8',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=9',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
javascript:popup('cop_description.html?principleid=10',%20'700',%20'550',%20'OneReportCOPDescription')
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The Global Compact's ten principles in the areas of human rights, labor, the environment and anti-corruption 

enjoy universal consensus and are derived from: 

 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
 The International Labor Organization's Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work 
 The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 
 The Nairobi SDG’s Report – the post-2015 development agenda and sustainable Development Goals 
 The United Nations Convention Against Corruption           

Find out more on the UN Global Compact at: http://www.unglobalcompact.org 

3.1 HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR STANDARDS (PRINCIPLES 1-6) 

Progress 

Respect for human rights and fair labor standards have been part of the corporate culture, a culture that TIMA 
GmbH and its staff live on a day to day basis. This is also formally reflected in our Business Guidelines. Those 
guidelines are mandatory for all our employees and business partners. We seek to promote these values in our 
sphere of influence.  

Through participating in the process of defining and developing standards started within the ISEAL since 2012 we 
have been able to offer tailored solutions to our clients in partnerships  on trade, manufacturing and services thus 
ensuring best of communication in our key doing for implementing our “Quadruple A” strategy for partnerships, 
combined with “SustainMan”, on managing climate risks in value chains and “globalCon” to manage economic 
risks in partnerships and “ InNetMediation” for value networks to reduce financial risks of partnerships. 

TIMA International has aimed at and will further strengthen the UN Global Compact’s credibility by developing 
core economic business models with explicit consideration of human rights and labor standards in changed 
paradigms of digitalized and virtualized global work sharing in financial, industrial, scientifique, civil, defence and 
political services to better living of human beings. 

Beyond learning from further international projects in Europe, Asia, Latin America and Africa also within the UN 
GC Partnerships and National Networks (Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, North America, C4C, Water 
Mandate, Sustania, B4P, UNEP, UN DASA, UNCTAD), the Senior TIMA Management in 2014 used its own and 
its client’s knowledge and experience for developing a framework proposal for common business rules in the 
process for family driven partnership, by german social market economy pinciples for tailored  modernization of 
all society sectors within the local primacy of politics in areas of interest for better living,. 

As regards progress on the principles 1 to 6, TIMA promoted the  UN GC Women’s principles to let women shine 

by proved and measurable increase in responsibility in all society to business, market to business and machines 

to business within the innovation economy of the future. within the TIMA general commitment to advance gender 

equality, TIMA promulgated this goal both in its own presentations and strategy proposals for its clients and by 

sharing experience of Multi-diversity-management with a deliberate strive for gender equality  essential for  

http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
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sustainable development and success of any company with multicultural human resources and cross cultural 

value networks has been pushed forward within TIMA as well as in our projects with our clients.  

Finally, all TIMA Society, Market and Machine to Business Partnership strategies for the emerging regional 
economies include inclusiveness and the importance of local stewardship in society, markets and business, as 
well as respect and protection of human rights standards on the way towards measurable improvement. 

3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS (PRINCIPLES 7-9) 

Progress 

Throughout 2014, TIMA continued to follow UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon’s special appeals to support UN 
efforts for sustainability and climate protection by working with national governments to adopt smart regulatory 
frameworks, to forge a global policy framework, to reward environmental and social performance, to support the 
UN GC initiative on Climate Change, and by initiating or fostering autonomous business and investors’ 
engagement for balanced global agreements. During the 2014 UN Corporate Sector Sustainability Forum, TIMA 
shared and exchanged as usual with UN GC participation its catalogue of partnership actions: 

 Striving for a coherent world with multilateral and  cross cultural market connectivity and 
business content applications driven by TIMA digital partnership strategies; 

 Sharing and publicizing TIMA wok sharing and value networks strategies for individualized 
pathways to prosperity through entrepreneurial partnerships and public – private services with 
local autonomous entrepreneurial leadership; 

 Sharing and promoting UN B4E skills and C4C mitigation and adaptation finance in all 
partnerships and strategies aiming to open access for all between regions; 

 Exchanging on innovations in partnership added values in society to society architectures with 
related strategies of partnerships in  marketization, monetization, commercialization, regarding 
regional regulation and attractive global performance for a measurable sustainability shift ;  

 Promoting industry and trade strategies that enable and foster local matching with high-tech 
added values provided by skilled human capital in SMEs and networks in hidden champions, 
adding high-end engineering and service skill transfer for upscaling middle class  in worldwide 
markets; 

 Sharing TIMA new trusted Partnership innovations for  independent market flexibility driven by 
consumers in trade and industry, matching the personal desire of clients and the decentralized 
complexity through partnerships in zero time to market deliveries: paradigm changes in all 
business lines with autonomous and  sophisticated society, market , machines to and within 
industrial subsidiarity communications, individualized and personalized infrastructure services, 
communities bundling for integrated partnerships with social, technical, and financial data 
providers, global connectivity providers of human safety and security following private and 
professional individuals in  societies and markets and services; 
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 Developing new TIMA contributions for responsible partnership networks on life science, living 
and lifestyle to all. 

We also had the privilege to participate in new opportunities and approaches to create industrial low cost down 
stream structures for competitive use of science and education intensive  up stream value creations, with new 
large scale clean and green energy-mix in regional transformation and  reengineered sectors  surpassing old 
dependencies for local and international prosperity and growth. Finally we could prove the positive influence of 
partnership synergies to attract capital shift by decreasing capital factor intensity, material factor intensity and 
human factor intensity in increasing sustainability factor intensicity with remarkable improvement for better living 
and stable wealth increase in SMEs partnerships per € invested. 

Within TIMA we have: 

 further developed and elaborated individual SME and MNE matching for European-Asian partnership 
projects;  

 further detailed our sophisticated cross sector contributions,  TIMA GlobalCon,TIMA SustainMan, TIMA 
InNetMediation for individualized transformation in high efficiency infrastructures for Worldwide 
Innovation Economy regardless on the actual status of a society. 

 continued our campaign to reduce paper, water and energy consumption by minimizing printing, 
advertising, faxing and mailing and continue to efficiency increase with less consumption of oil, gas, coal 
or gasoline  for  heating, cooling, driving, traveling, smarter meetings and other consumptive impacts by 
offices and sales on CO2 emissions by modernized technology and smart paperless communication, 
and infrastructural changes in offices 

 continued pushing forward our social performance initiative for a comprehensive mobility managing 
including office use, tele- and videoconferencing, rail, car, ship and airplane for TIMA internal and 
external communication in local, regional and transcontinental events, projects and business as usual 
with clients, in an approach that is fully introduced in 2015/16 with ongoing use of zero CO2 systems at 
national and international conferences; 

 further continuously explored and shared options on industrial downstream and possible up stream 
strategies, structures and operations  in all sophisticated environments for advanced use of partnerships 
in of organic and inorganic material, technologies with radiation, pressure and temperatue or processes, 
for value networks in private, civil and public playing fields of innovation driven markets  
 

3.3 ANTI-CORRUPTION (PRINCIPLE 10): 

Progress 

TIMA takes 2014 a firm stand against corruption. Mandatory guidelines for all our activities, especially our Code 

of Conduct Guidelines, are very specific on this subject. We have made such guidelines available on our website. 

In UNGC, we shared our strategy proposals and best practice examples related to the actual guidelines for Anti-
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Corruption with the UN GC Anti-Corruption Working Group from Brazil, India and South Africa (Ethos, GC 

Network India, NBI).  

TIMA shared experience with the Anti-Corruption Working Group and promoted ICMM and Transparency 

International Guidelines, in order to provide most current information and strategies for TIMA clients being 

involved in issues of eco-systems and circular economy in mining, coal, oil and gas, nuclear energy and energy 

intensive heavy industries. 

4. INFORMATIVE LINKS 

TIMA has relaunched its website where publications and further information on the topics and publications 

mentioned in this CoP 2014 can be found or are available via informative links.  
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